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ORDER OF SALE

Wednesday 17th June 2015
Morning Session
To start at 10.30am

Lots 1-483 British Commonwealth Countries including
Lots 24-48 Australia and States

Lots 111-133 Ceylon
Lots 194-218 India and States

Lots 348-433 South Africa and States
Lots 1484-533 British Commonwealth Collections

Lot 534-618 Miscellaneous and Thematic Collections

Afternoon Session
Not starting before 1.30pm

Lots 637-651 China
Lots 662-690 Germany and States

Lots 743 to 1732 Great Britain and Channel Islands including
Lots 743-766 Postal History
Lots 767-933 Queen Victoria
Lots 934-958 King Edward VII
Lots 959-987 King George V

Lots 988-995
Lots 996-1114 QUEEN ELIZABETH II - ERRORS and VARIETIES

Lots 1115-1178 Collections
Lots 1179-1203 Channel Islands

BUYERS PREMIUM
Unfortunately due to ever rising costs, we have regrettably

had to increase our “Buyers premium” to 18%.
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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THE ‘REXTON’ COLLECTION
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NOTES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF BIDDERS

INSPECTION OF LOTS
Public viewing takes place prior to the auction. Dates and times for this auction are published at the start of the catalogue. We regret that 
we do not offer a postal viewing service, however black and white photocopies and colour scans of most small lots in this sale can be 
supplied on request. Lots that are housed in albums, boxes or cartons and lots that are of a fragile nature which would require special 
handling are not available for photocopying or scanning.

PAYMENT
We accept the following forms of payment:
 Debit Cards – Switch, Maestro, Delta, Solo (no service charge)
 Credit Cards – Visa, Mastercard (a service charge of 1.79% will be added to the invoice total)
 Charge Cards – American Express (a service charge of 4.25% will be added to the invoice total)
 Cheques – All cheques should be made payable to Stanley Gibbons Ltd
 Cash – Payment in cash is welcomed, to a maximum of €15,000 (or sterling equivalent) per auction
 Bank Transfer – Bank details will be provided on request

AUCTION CHARGES
All lots in the catalogue are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% (plus VAT at the current rate). Internet bidders who use the service offered 
by the-saleroom.com will incur an additional charge of 3% (+VAT). 

VALUE ADDED TAX
VAT will be charged at the current rate on all lots where the estimate is prefixed by †. Where the estimate is prefixed by F  VAT will be 
charged at 5% under the temporary importation procedure. Where no symbol is present, lots are offered under the Auctioneer’s Margin 
Scheme and are not subject to VAT.

STORAGE CHARGES
Storage charges will be levied on lots that remain in our premises after the expiration of three months from the date of sale. Such charges 
will be applicable to lots that have been paid for but not collected and to lots that are unsold but which have not been reoffered. The 
storage charge will be 1% of the hammer price for purchased lots or 1% of the lower estimate for unsold lots with a minimum charge of 
£10 per month. If the material is not claimed within twelve months of the date of sale, Stanley Gibbons Ltd shall be entitled to dispose of 
the material to defray accrued storage charges.

BIDDING INCREMENTS

Bids received that do not correspond to the above will be rounded down to the nearest step.

ESTIMATED VALUES
The prices quoted to the right of each description are the Auctioneer’s estimate of the market value for each lot. Lots may sell above or 
below these estimates.

CATALOGUE REFERENCES
These are provided as a guide to bidders and refer to Stanley Gibbons catalogues unless otherwise stated. Other commonly used catalogues 
include Michel (Europe and Colonies), Scott (North and South America), Heijtz (Falkland Islands and Dependencies), Huggins and Baker 
(Huggins, or H&B) (British Postal Stationery), Pierron (Great Britain and Commonwealth errors).

K

Lot Containers

EY SYMBOLS, TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

 ppc  Picture postcard

perf Perforation

 

 

reg Registered

RPS Royal Philatelic Society of London

 s/l  Straight line

 stc  Stated to catalogue (i.e. provided as a guide but 
 unchecked and not guaranteed by us)

 

 

 

u/m  Unmounted mint, never hinged original gum
Large part o.g.  Previously hinged but the major portion of 
 its original gum is undisturbed

Part o.g.  Previously hinged with 50% or less of the 
 original gum remaining undisturbed

BPA British Philatelic Association

cds  Circular datestamp

 

 

cto

 

Cancelled to order

cyl

 

Cylinder

 

 

ffc

 

First flight covers

 

h/s 

 

Handstamp

 

 

 

MC 

 

Maltese cross
MCA 

 

Multiple crown CA watermark

m/s 

 

Manuscript
o.g. Original gum

ols Outer letter sheet

Up to £50 - £2
£50 to £100 - £5
£100 to £200 - £10

£200 to £500 - £20 
£500 to £1,000 - £50
£1,000 to £2,000 - £100

£2,000 to £5,000 - £200
£5,000 to £10,000 - £500
Over £10,000 - at Auctioneer’s discretion

 Mint

C Card     | e Small envelope   | E Large envelope    | A Album    | B Box

 Used 
 Entire letter, envelope, cover, card, wrapper
 Airmail
B Booklet

S Specimen
P Proof, essay, colour trial
R Revenue
T Telegraph
† Subject to VAT at the current rate

C Cinderella
F Forgery
L Literature
D Document, Autograph
F  Subject to VAT at 5%
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

MORNING SESSION
Wednesday 17th June 2015, starting at 10.00am 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
1 C E c1897 De la Rue 6d “Imperium” essay in dull purple and mauve, imperforate on unwatermarked wove paper, fine
   (Plate 1) £90-£100 

ANTIGUA

2 C H 1884-87 2½d ultramarine, two unused examples, one with top left triangle detached, the other with large ‘2’ with slanting 
foot in ‘2½’ varieties (SG 27a/27b) former centred to right and a few lightly soiled perfs at top, latter a few missing perfs 
at foot, large part o.g., cat £560 £100-£120 

3 2A H Comprehensive unused collection from 1938 to 1984 in two brown boxed ‘Ka-Be’ printed albums, incl 1938-51 set, 
1953-62 set, 1966-70 set, 1970-75 set, commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, many colourful thematics, generally 
fine (Hundreds) £220-£260 

4 2A H8 Collection of unused and used issues from the 1880’s to the 1990’s in two binders, the strength in the QEII period with 
ranges of definitives and commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, also small group of Barbuda, generally fine (Few 
Hundreds) £80-£90 

ASCENSION

5 C H 1924-33 3s grey-black and black/blue variety ‘Broken mainmast’ (SG 20a) large part o.g., centred to upper right otherwise 
fresh and fine, scarce, cat £850 (Plate 1) £240-£280 

6 C S 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d to 1s perf ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 31s/34s) large part o.g., faintly toned gum and a few short perfs as 
often, cat £400 £80-£90 

7 E H 1938-53 ½d to 1s selection of multiples, incl ½d and 1d black and green corner marginal blocks of four with plate 
number, 1s lower marginal block of four with part imprint and plate numbers, and marginal blocks of four of 1d black and 
green, 3d black and grey, 4d black and ultramarine and 6d black and blue, cond varies (13 items) £80-£90 

8 C H -- ½d to 10s (SG 38/47) large part o.g., most with light gum toning and a few shortish perfs, cat £475+ £40-£44 

9 E H8 -- ½d to 10s, both unused and used, latter excl a few later low values, former incl additional 2s6d, 5s, and 10s, cond 
varies and postmarks not all guaranteed (38) £65-£75 

10 E H -- Set of 32, ½d to 10s incl listed perf types, but not constant varieties (SG 38/47a) large part to fine o.g., also 1½d black 
and rose-carmine, perf 13, u/l corner block of 12 (2x6) incl ‘cut mast and railings’ (R3/1) and ‘davit’ flaw (R5/1). this fresh 
u/m £110-£130 

11 C H -- Perf 13, ½d to 10s (SG 38b/47a) with 2 different shades of the 10s, large part o.g. or u/m, odd short perf otherwise 
mostly fine £40-£44 

12 E H -- Perf 13 ½d to 10s excl 1½d black and vermilion (SG 38b/47a excl 40b) large part o.g., odd short perf and light gum 
toning in places, also selection of varieties incl ½d with Long centre bar to ‘E’, 4d with guideline in bottom margin and 
6d with incomplete frame at left £50-£60 

13 E H8 -- Perf 13 ½d to 10s unused, values to 1s unused showing various re-entries and set to 10s used, cond varies and 
postmarks not all guaranteed (40) £60-£70 

14 E H8 -- Perf 14 selection including unused multiples and a few varieties incl 1½d black and vermilion with Davit flaw and 1½d 
black and rose-carmine with Cut mast and railings flaw, cond varies (29) £60-£70 

15 2A H Collection of unused issues in two blue albums to 2009 incl a few George V issues, KGVI to 10s (2), 1948 Silver Wedding 
set, 1956 set, 1963 Birds set, a comprehensive range of commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, the 
issues to 1976 part o.g., the remainder u/m and fine (Few Hundreds) £260-£300 

16 A H Collection of unused issues from 1937 to 1985 in brown binder incl definitives with 1956 set, 1963 Birds set and 1971 
set, a comprehensive range of commemoratives incl 1948 Silver Wedding set and later with miniature sheets etc, mostly 
fine (Few Hundreds) £120-£140 

17 C H Small selection comprising 1934 ½d to 5s, 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair and 1956 ½d to 10s, large part o.g. or u/m, 
gum toning on earlier otherwise fine £80-£90 
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

AUSTRALIA - NEW SOUTH WALES

18 C 8 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) and 2½d (2s6d) pair (SG 280/281), the low value with odd short perf, cto used, attractive, 
cat £275 £100-£120 

TASMANIA

19 C F Invoice/receipt dated 18th 1877 franked with 1863-71 6d and 1s (horizontal pair) all receipted by pen, unusual £40-£44 

20
20 C * Postal Stationery: Envelopes: 1898 ‘TWO PENCE’ green and 2½d reddish violet, various views on face with titles at 

foot, the set of six different designs for each value, unused, fresh, fine and scarce. It is believed that only just over 300 
sets were issued (Higgins and Gage 2a, 3a) £360-£400 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

21 C H 1854-55 Imperforate 4d pale blue (SG 3), four good even margins, fresh unused without gum, cat £375
   (Plate 1) £140-£160 

22 C 8 -- 1s deep red-brown (SG 4a) clear margins all round, used with void oval of bars cancellation, minute diagonal corner 
crease at lower right otherwise fine, cat £1,000 (Plate 1) £240-£280 

23 C H -- Rouletted 7½ to 14 4d pale blue (SG 5) unused without gum, some pulled roulettes and with slight overall soiling 
otherwise fine, an attractive example of this scarce stamp, cat £3,000 (Plate 1) £800-£900 

AUSTRALIA

24 C 8 1913-14 10s grey and pink (SG 14) used with rather heavy Sydney cds of July 24 1917 cds, centred slightly to foot,
   cat £700 (Plate 1) £200-£240 

25 C 8 -- £1 brown and ultramarine (SG 15) cto used with part Melbourne cds at right and small part of another strike at lower 
left, centred a little to top, fine and attractive, a scarce stamp, cat £2,500 (Plate 1) £800-£900 

26 C 8 1915-27 £1 bistre-brown and bright blue (SG 44b) used with part Melbourne cds, a few shortish perfs and centred to 
lower right otherwise fine and scarce, cat £1,800 (Plate 1) £500-£600 

27 C 8 1923-24 £1 grey (SG 75) used with small part cds at upper right, centred slightly to right otherwise fine,
   cat £325 (Plate 1) £120-£140 

28 C 8 1929-30 5s grey and yellow, 10s grey and pink and £2 black and rose (SG 111/4) used, the first two cto, the £2 with 
portions of two cds, fine, cat £1,360 (Plate 1) £400-£440 

29 C 8 1931-36 10s grey and pink, £1 grey and £2 black and rose (SG 136/8) all commercially used, a few short perfs at places 
otherwise fine, cat £975 (Plate 1) £360-£400 

30 C 8 -- £2 black and rose (SG 138) used by small part Sydney cds at top leaving kangaroo clear, centred to lower left and 
couple of shortish perfs at left otherwise fine, cat £550 (Plate 1) £220-£260 

31 C H 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge 2d (both) to 5s (SG 141/144) fresh large part o.g., cat £425+ (Plate 1) £180-£200 
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

PLATE 1
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

32 C 8 -- 2d (both) to 5s (SG 141/4) fine cto. used, usual perfs and centring, cat £200+ (Plate 1) £90-£100 

33 C 8 -- 5s blue-green (SG 143) cto used, centred a little high, cat £200 (Plate 1) £85-£95 

34 C 8 -- 5s blue-green (SG 143) cto used, centred to right, fine, cat £200 (Plate 1) £70-£80 

35 C 8 -- 5s blue-green (SG 143), cto used with large part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 1) £70-£80 

36 C H 1937-49 Perf 13½x14 or 14x13½, ½d and 3d to 1s and 5s to £1 on thick chalky paper (SG 164, 168c/78), 4d pulled perf, 
others fresh u/m £70-£80 

37 C H 1948-56 1s3d to £2 green, also no watermark 1s 6d and 2s (SG 223/24f), fresh u/m, cat £158 £60-£70 

38 C H 1963-65 Navigators, 4s to £2 incl 10s and £1 on whiter paper (SG 355/60, 358a/59a), fresh u/m, cat £190+ £50-£60 

39 B H8 Collection in three large black binders and loose, unused and used issues to early 2014 incl some early types then fairly 
substantial and appearing complete though not guaranteed from 1966 to early 2014, incl definitives, commemoratives 
with miniature sheets and sheetlets, se-tenant strips and blocks, self-adhesive issues and some booklets and panes etc, 
mostly fine (Thousands) £600-£700 

40 E H Collection of unused issues on pages, issues to 1980 incl 1913 6d Kookaburra, 1918-23 set, 1926-30 set, 1929-30 set 
to 5s, 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge set (5s with small faults), 1937-49 set, 1948-56 set (plus 5s on thin paper), 1959-64 
set and 1963-65 Navigators set etc, large part o.g. or u/m, mostly fine (195) £480-£550 

41 B H8* Collection in three printed ‘Collecta’ albums, one stockbook and loose, used issues to about 1999 incl 1913-14 values 
to 5s, 1915-27 values to 5s (4) and 10s (3), a good selection of George V ‘Head’ types with most spaces filled, 1963-65 
Navigators set, a comprehensive range of later issues with commemoratives, definitives and miniature sheets etc, also some 
Officials, booklets and unused pre-stamped envelopes, mixed condition with many fine (Many Hundreds) £460-£500 

42 E H8S Small but useful selection on stock page incl 1915-27 £2 purple-black and pale rose and £2 black and rose, each overprinted 
‘’SPECIMEN’’, former overprinted type B and also cto by part cds, latter overprinted type C, 1923-24 £1 grey overprinted 
‘’SPECIMEN’’, 1931-36 watermark C of A, five sets of 3 to £2 overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, 1948-56 Arms, two sets of 4 large part 
o.g., Western Australia 1854 1d black (4) incl two unused, one heavily cut-into, 1854-55 4d pale blue used (2), 1s pale brown 
unused an a few later perf odds, also South Australia 1886-96 £4 lemon overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (38) £360-£400 

43 2A H8 Collection in two brown albums, unused and used issues from 1937 to about 1980 incl 1937-49 ‘Robes’ 5s to £1 large 
part o.g., later with commemoratives and definitives, also ranges of Australian Antarctic Territory with 1966-68 set u/m, 
Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Islands and Norfolk Island, mostly fine (Hundreds) £120-£140 

44 B H8 Collection of unused and used issues in six albums to about 2009, some early types though strength in the more 
modern period with definitives and commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets, Australian Antarctic Territory 
etc, mixed condition with many fine (Many Hundreds) £120-£140 

45 2A H8 Collection of unused issues from the 1940’s to 1992 green boxed ‘Ka-Be’ album incl ranges of commemoratives with 
gutter pairs, miniature sheets, se-tenant strips and blocks and definitives, some Australian Antarctic Territory etc, also 
album of used issues mainly from the same period, mixed condition though mostly fine (Hundreds) £120-£140 

46 E H Unused range in mounts, from late 1930s to early 1970s incl 1931 Air 6d sepia, 1934 1s 6d Hermes, perf 11, 1934 Victoria, 1934 
MacArthur, 1935 ANZAC and Jubilee, 1937 NSW, 1948-56 no watermark to 1s, 1959-64 to 5s, 1966-73 to $4, also many commems 
for period and some AAT incl 1966-68 set to $1, a few early issues lightly hinged but most u/m (Scores) £120-£140 

47 ½B * Maximum Cards: Collection in nine red albums, comprehensive range of issues from 1986 to October 2014, all used with 
stamp affixed to picture side incl commemoratives and definitives, fine and a colourful lot (Many Hundreds) £220-£260 

48 C 8 1946-48 ½d orange to 5s claret on chalky paper (SG J1/7), used, usual mixed centring and the 5s with one thin perf,
   cat £275 £85-£95 

AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY

49 A H 8 Comprehensive collection in blue binder, mostly unused issues to early 2014 incl 1966-68 set part o.g., later period 
appears largely complete u/m though not guaranteed with commemoratives incl miniature sheets and se-tenant strips, 
definitives etc, fine throughout (Scores) £130-£150 

BAHAMAS

50 C H 1884-90 6d mauve variety ‘Malformed E’ (SG 54a) from position R6/6, large part o.g., fine and scarce, cat £200 £70-£80 

51 C H 1942 Landfall ½d to £1 grey-green and black (SG 162/75a) and 1948 Eleuthera ½d to £1 (SG 178/93), u/m,
   cat £155 £60-£70 
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

52 A H 8 Small collection in “Scott” album, mostly unused with some useful incl Bahamas 1863-80 1s green (perf 14)1912-19 
values to 5s, 1938-52 £1 (small thin), 1942 Landfall set, 1954-63 set, then good run to 1979, also a few Turks and Caicos 
Islands, cond varies (Few Hundred) £240-£280 

53 E H Small unused selection in mounts, mostly KGVI and early QEII incl 1930 Tercentenary, 1935 Jubilee (both hinged), 1948 
Eleuthera and RSW, 1954-63 to £1 and 1964 New Constitution to £1 in vertical pairs, also some commems for period, 
generally fine u/m unless stated £140-£160 

54 E H Collection of unused issues from 1935 to 1998 on pages incl 1954-63 set, 1986-90 without imprint set, 1991 Birds set, 
some other commemorative sets etc, large part o.g. or u/m, mostly fine (128) £90-£100 

55 A H Collection in black binder, mostly unused QEII issues from 1962 to 1992 incl 1967-71 set, 1986-90 Fish set without imprint 
date at foot, commemoratives with miniature sheets, large part o.g. or u/m, mostly very fine (Few Hundreds) £70-£80 

BAHRAIN

56 C H 1955-60 De La Rue, 10r on 10s dull ultramarine, type II surcharge (SG 96ab), upper left corner block of four, fine u/m a 
very scarce positional multiple (Plate 1) £300-£340 

BARBADOS

57 2A H Collection of mainly unused issues from 1897 to 1987 in two red boxed ‘Ka-Be’ printed albums, incl 1897 Diamond 
Jubilee set, 1905 set, 1921-24 set, 1950 set, 1953-61 set, 1966-70 set, 1970-75 set, 1985-87 Without imprint set, 
commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, many colourful thematics, generally fine (Hundreds) £300-£340 

BECHUANALAND

58 C H 1891 2d grey-green and carmine of Great Britain overprinted type 11 (SG 34) block of twenty four, stamp 2 with light facial 
soiling, stamps 1 and 2 with light black ink marks on gum otherwise fine u/m, attractive multiple, cat £520+ £200-£240 

59 C H 1913-24 Waterlow 2s6d deep sepia-brown and 5s rose-carmine (SG 83/4) u/m examples from the left of the sheet, 
each with a few slightly blunt perfs, annotations in margins and centred slightly to foot otherwise fresh and fine,

   cat £300+ (Plate 1) £120-£140 

60 e H 1961 1c to 2r (SG 168/81), two sets, fine u/m, also small selection of mostly QEII commems incl 1963 FFH, Red Cross in 
blocks of 4, also u/m £60-£70 

BERMUDA

61 C H 1875 (Mar-May) 1d on 1s green (SG 17) one toned and a couple of shortish perfs, also two tiny gum inclusions, 
nevertheless a good example of this scarce stamp, large part o.g., cat £500 £90-£100 

62 C H 1918-22 “Keyplates” 2s purple and blue/blue variety “Damaged leaf at bottom right” (SG 51bf) fresh o.g. with just a trace 
of having been hinged, cat £275 (Plate 1) £130-£150 

63 C H -- £1 purple and black/red (SG 55) fresh and fine large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 1) £150-£170 

64 C H -- £1 purple and black/red (SG 55), fresh large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 1) £140-£160 

65 C H -- £1 purple and black/red (SG 55) slight surface rubbing, large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 1) £100-£120 

66 C H 1938-53 Selection of “Keyplates” comprising 2s (19) 2s6d (23) and 5s (3), various printings and perfs, all u/m or part o.g., 
generally fine £240-£280 

        
67                                           69                                          68

67 C H -- Perf 14¼ (line) 2s 6d black and red/grey-blue variety ‘Broken top right scroll’ (SG 117ad) fine large part o.g. with light 
gum toning, rare, £2,750 £500-£600 
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

68 C 8 -- 12s6d grey and yellow on ordinary paper (SG 120d) neatly used on small piece by Hamilton cds, fine and scarce,
   BPA Cert (1969) as the former SG 120b, cat £500 £200-£240 

69 C 8 Postal Fiscal: 1937 12s 6d grey and orange (SG F1), slight surface soiling, tied to small piece by St Georges cds for 27 
Jul, however year date not legible and assumed to be a favour cancel, cat £1,500 £300-£340 

70 E H 8 Range of mostly ‘keyplate’ issues incl 1918-22 2s (3), 2s 6d and 5s (2) large part o.g., 1924-32 2s 6d (3) large part 
o.g., also 2s 6d grey-black and pale orange vermilion, this fiscally used with forged Hamilton cds, three 10s and 
one 12s 6d (last with nick in right scroll) all fiscally used, 1938-53 good range of shades for most values (very few 
12s 6d), better items incl 2s deep purple and ultramarine/grey-blue (2), 2s 6d black and red/grey-blue, 5s green and 
red/yellow (SG 118), 5s pale green and red/yellow (SG 118a) and 5s line perf 14¼ (SG 118b), 10s green and deep 
lake, £1 purple and black/red (SG 121) x 7, all large part o.g., some faults but many fine (Scores)  £2600-£3000 

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY

71 C H 1963-69 ½d to £1 red and brownish black (SG 1/15a), fresh u/m, cat £275 (Plate 1) £100-£120 

72 C H -- ½d £1 red and brownish black (SG 1/15a), two complete sets, values to original £1 (Map) in vertical pairs, £1 (HMS 
Endurance) two singles, fresh u/m £200-£240 

73 A H Comprehensive collection in large white binder, unused issues to 2013 incl 1963-69 set (except £1 black and light blue) 
large part o.g., later period appears largely complete u/m though not guaranteed with commemoratives incl miniature 
sheets and se-tenant strips, definitives with 1993 Antarctic Ships set, 1998 Birds set, 2003 Antarctic Bases set, 2008 
Explorers and Ships set etc, fine throughout, also similar range of issues from Ross Dependency (Hundreds) £460-£500 

74 A H Collection of unused issues in blue album from 1963 to 2009 incl definitives with 1963-69 set to 5s, 1971 set, 1993 
Antarctic Ships set, 1998 Birds set, 2003 Research Bases set in gutter pairs, commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, 
the early issues part o.g., the remainder u/m and fine (Few Hundreds) £240-£280 

75 E H Collection on leaves to 1979 incl 1963-69 set and 1971 set, good range of later issues, u/m, fine,
   cat £500+ £200-£240 

76 E H Collection on leaves from 1946 to 1966 incl 1956-63 set and 1965 set etc, mostly fine u/m £200-£240 

77 E H Small unused selection of commems in mounts from late 1966 to mid 1970s incl 1966 Churchill, 1969 Scientific Work (4 
sets), 1971 10th Anniv of Treaty (5 sets incl blocks of 4) and 1974 Churchill, all u/m £100-£120 

78 E H Collection of unused issues from 1966 to 1993 on pages with commemoratives and definitives incl 1993 Ships set, fine 
(Scores) £60-£70 

BRITISH GUIANA

79 C H 1938-52 $1 bright violet ‘Botanical Gardens’ perf 14x13 (SG 317a) u/m, fine and scarce, cat £550 (Plate 1) £260-£300 

80 E H Collection of unused issues from 1898 to 1954 on pages incl 1898 Jubilee set, 1931 Centenary set, 1934 set, 1938-52 
set, 1948 Silver Wedding set and 1954-63 set etc, large part o.g. or u/m, mostly fine (67) £130-£150 

81 C H 1948 Royal Silver Wedding $3 red-brown (SG 323) a horizontal strip of four from the foot of the sheet showing imprint 
and plate number ‘1’, fine u/m, cat £88+ £50-£60 

BRITISH HONDURAS

82 C * 1898 March 14 local envelope from “COROZAL” franked with 1888 2CENTS on 1d rose with bisected (1c) example 
below in vertical pair (SG 27/27c), tied by fine strike of the “C” cancel with next day “BELIZE” arrival cds alongside the 
stamp, despatch cds on reverse, the cover with faults and “philatelic” but attractive £100-£120 

83 C 8 1904-07 50c grey-green and carmine, $1 grey-green and carmine and $2 grey-green and blue (SG 90/2) all used on 
individual small pieces with Belize cds’s of August 30 1913, fine and scarce, cat £470 (Plate 1) £220-£260 

84 C H 1913-21 $5 purple and black/red (SG 110) fresh and fine o.g. with just a trace of being hinged, cat £275 (Plate 
1) £130-£150 

85 C 8 1932 Belize Relief Fund set (SG 138/42) fine used matching upper left corner marginal plate number ‘1’ blocks of four, 
cat £400+ £200-£240 

86 C 8 1948 Royal Silver Wedding $3 brown (SG 165) a horizontal strip of four from the foot of the sheet showing imprint and 
plate number ‘1’, fine u/m, cat £104+ £55-£65 

87 E H Collection of u/m issues from 1953 to 1968 on pages incl 1953-62 set, 1962 set and 1968 set etc, fine (44) £65-£75 
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BRITISH OCCUPATION of ITALIAN COLONIES

88 C H Postage Due Stamps: 1950 5c on ½d emerald to 1s on 1s deep blue (SG ED6/10) u/m blocks of four, fresh and fine, 
   cat £320 £80-£90 

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS

89 C H 1907 Large Canoe’ ½d to 1s (SG 1/7) part o.g., usual centring and perfs, cat £275 £110-£130 

90 C H 1939-51 ½d to 10s incl both perfs of 2d and 3d (SG 60/72), all in blocks of 4, 5s gum somewhat toned, a couple of others 
incl 4½d light gum toning, u/m, cat £340+ £70-£80 

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

91 E H Small unused selection in mounts, mostly KGVI and early QEII, a few earlier incl 1867-70 4d lake red/pale rose, 1935 
Jubilee set, 1938-47 to £1 (lightly hinged), 1948 RSW, 1952 to $4.80 (2 sets) and 1956-62 to $4.80, also some commems 
for period, generally fine u/m except as noted £100-£120 

CANADA - NEW BRUNSWICK

92 C * 1858 Local cover St Johns to Dorchester franked with four margined 3d dull red tied by two strikes of obliterator, with 
large S.G. DAMON, THOMAS & CO/BOOTS & SHOES/BOSTON cachet at right, backstamped with despatch and part 
arrival cancels, tears, hinge repairs and two light filing folds well clear of adhesive (Plate 2) £200-£240 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

93 E H8F Small but useful selection on stock page incl 1857-64 1d brown-purple unused (6) and one used, 3d yellowish-green unused 
(defects), 5d brown-purple unused (2), 8d scarlet-vermilion with unconvincing forged cancel, 1860 3d green unused (4) and 
one with forged cancel, 6d orange-vermilion used (tiny margins of lightly cut-into), 1862-4 1d red-brown, 4d rose-lake (2), 

   6d rose-lake (2, one used), 6½d rose-lake, all unused except where noted, also 1865-70 5c brown, part o.g. (25) £460-£500 

CANADA

94 C * Pre-Stamp Mail: 1838 May 23, entire letter to Quebec rated “1/8” and with superb strike of the ‘DRUMMONDVILLE/U.C. 
double circle handstamp in red with date added in manuscript, also similar entire letter to same address dated April 23 
1838 with the same (but poor) strike £60-£70 

95 A * -- Selection of seventeen mostly incoming entire letters to Toronto and eight to Quebec, all dating in the 1830’s and 40’s, 
origins incl Edinburgh, London and Sydney, some with ship mail and other markings and some without any markings, 
strikes and condition mixed £180-£200 

    
                                                                                              96                                    98
96 C H 10d bright blue, imperforate on medium hand-made wove paper (SG 13), horizontal bend at foot, margin close at 

right and just touched at lower right, good to large margins elsewhere and very fresh, large part o.g., RPS Cert 
(1971) as former SG 20b, a very acceptable example of this classic rarity, cat £14,000  £2000-£2400 

97 C H 1897 Jubilee ½c black to $5 olive-green (SG 121/40), 15c a trace of thinning, others fine and generally fresh and 
lightly hinged, also centring above average, large part to fine o.g., cat £6,000 (Plate 2)  £2000-£2400 

98 C H -- $5 olive-green (SG 140) centred a little to left and a couple of shortish perf, very fresh large part o.g.,
   cat £1,300 £400-£440 
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99
99 C P 1937-38 Die Proof of the $1 violet in the issued colour on India paper mounted on card (140 x 155mm) showing die 

number ‘XG-679’, a few perimeter faults at left and at right, nevertheless a rare and attractive item £500-£600 

100 B H 8 Collection in three large blue binders, unused and used issues to early 2014 incl some early types then fairly substantial 
and appearing complete though not guaranteed from 1965 to early 2014, incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature 
sheets and sheetlets, se-tenant strips and blocks, self-adhesive issues and some booklet panes etc, mostly fine 
(Thousands) £500-£600 

101 A H 8 Collection in red ‘Lighthouse’ printed album, unused and used issues to 1980 incl some early types, large and small 
Queens heads, 1897-98 set, 1903-12 set, 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set, a good range of later issues with some 
Officials and Postage Dues etc, very mixed condition throughout (Hundreds) £300-£340 

102 2A H8 Collection in two brown albums, unused and used issues from 1859 to the mid 1980’s incl a few ‘Small head’ types, 
1897 Jubilee 50c used, 1937-38 set large part o.g., 1942-48 War Effort set large part o.g., later with commemoratives, 
definitives and some Officials, also range of Newfoundland etc, mixed condition with many fine (Hundreds) £150-£170 

CAYMAN ISLANDS

103 C H 1907 5s salmon and green surcharged ½d and 1d (SG 18 and 19) large part o.g., fine, cat £575 (Plate 2) £280-£320 

104 C H 1912-20 ¼d to 10s (SG 40-52c) with a few additional shades, the ¼d with light overall gum toning, part to large part o.g., 
cat £225+ £80-£90 

105 C H 1935 ¼d to 10s black and scarlet (SG 96/107), a hint of gum toning, large part o.g., cat £200 £60-£70 

106 C H 1953-62 ¼d to £1 (SG 148/61a), two sets of 16, u/m, cat £220 £80-£90 

107 C H 1962-64 ¼d to £1 (SG 165/79) in vertical or horizontal pairs, fresh u/m, cat £180+ £70-£80 
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108 A H8* Collection in green ‘Avon’ album, unused and used issues from 1900 to 1978 incl 1912-20 set to 5s part o.g., KGVI 
values to 10s, 1947 UPU Congress Paris Presentation Folder, 1950 set part o.g., 1953-62 set part o.g., a good selection 
of later issues etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £160-£180 

109 E H 8 Small selection on 5 album pages incl 1938-48 set unused and used, 1948 RSW used and 1950 set unused, generally 
fine the unused mostly large part o.g., a few with overall gum toning (69) £80-£90 

110 E H Small unused selection in mounts, mostly KGVI and early QEII incl 1935 Jubilee, 1938-49 to 10s incl additional
   shades of 2s, 1948 RSW, 1950 to 10s, also some commems to early 1960s, better sets mostly hinged, commems
   mostly u/m £70-£80 

CEYLON 

111 C P Proof: 1857-59 1d, original Perkins Bacon plate proof in black on wove, block of 4, lower left unit slightly cut-into, very 
close to good margins, a very scarce multiple despite imperfections (Plate 2) £120-£140 

112 C P -- 2d, original Perkins Bacon plate proof in black on wove, block of 4, clear to large margins, fine and a very scarce 
multiple (Plate 2) £200-£240 

113 C P -- 4d, original Perkins Bacon plate proof in black on wove, block of 4, upper right unit just touched, clear to large margins 
elsewhere, fine and a very scarce multiple (Plate 2) £160-£180 

114 C P -- 10d, original Perkins Bacon plate proof in black on wove, block of 4 with clear to large margins, fine and a very scarce 
multiple (Plate 2) £200-£240 

115 C P -- 1s, original Perkins Bacon plate proof in black on wove, block of 4 with clear to large margins, fine and a very scarce 
multiple (Plate 2) £200-£240 

116 C P -- 1s 9d, original Perkins Bacon plate proof in black on wove, block of 4 with clear to good margins, minor wrinkle, 
otherwise fine and a very scarce multiple (Plate 2) £160-£180 

117 C P -- 2s, original Perkins Bacon plate proof in black on wove, block of 4 with sheet margin at left and clear to good margins 
elsewhere, fine and a very scarce multiple (Plate 2) £200-£240 

118 C P -- 1857-59 types, group of six die proofs from 1929 reprint, Robson Lowe type “DA” in black, yellow-green, deep blue-
green, lilac, crimson or brown, on thin card, a couple reduced, fine (Plate 2) £140-£160 

119 C P -- group of five die proofs from 1929 reprint, Robson Lowe type “DB” in black, green, orange-yellow, blue or lilac 
   on thin glazed wove paper, also another in scarlet on thin card, this reduced, first five with 2005 Sismondo Cert, fine 

(Plate 2) £120-£140 

120 C P -- group of four die proofs from 1929 reprint, Robson Lowe type “DE” in deep blue, lilac, pale brown or yellow-green on 
thin glazed wove paper, all but first show some plate damage at right (Plate 2) £100-£120 

121 C P -- group of four die proofs from 1929 reprint, Robson Lowe type “DF” in carmine-rose, scarlet, black or turquoise-green, 
on thin or medium card, fine (Plate 2) £100-£120 

122 C P -- group of four die proofs from 1929 reprint, Robson Lowe type “DG” in ultramarine, scarlet, yellow-brown or turquoise-
green, on thin or medium card, fine (Plate 3) £100-£120 

123 C P -- group of four die proofs from 1929 reprint, Robson Lowe type “DH” in ultramarine (two, one reduced), scarlet or 
turquoise-green, on thin or medium card, fine (Plate 3) £100-£120 

124 C H 1857-59 Imperforate, 2d green (SG 3) vertical pair, lightly cut-into at top right of upper stamp and at left of lower stamp, 
some gum creasing, part to large part o.g., BPA Cert (1975) as former SG 7, cat £400+  £70-£80 

125 C H -- 1s 9d green (SG 11), a trace of toning, just touched at left with good margins elsewhere, part o.g., Brandon Cert (1977) 
as former SG 17, cat £800 (Plate 3) £260-£300 

126 C H -- 1s 9d yellow-green (SG 11a), slightly cut-into at foot and just touched at right, fresh unused without gum, a very 
presentable example of this rare shade RPS Cert (2006), cat £5,500 (Plate 3) £800-£900 

127 C H -- ½d dull mauve (SG 17) block of 4, just touched at foot with good to large margins elsewhere, creasing affects all but 
lower left stamp, part o.g., cat £760+ £140-£160 

128 C S 1912-25 100r grey-black overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 321s), odd shortish perf and a trace of gum toning, with dealer’s 
h/s on reverse, large part o.g., cat £425 (Plate 3) £140-£160 

129 C S -- 500r dull green overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 322s), a few toned perfs (barely visible from face), large part o.g.,
   cat £700 (Plate 3) £200-£240 
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130 C H 1921-32 100r dull purple and blue (SG 360), fresh large part o.g., cat £2,000 (Plate 3) £900-£1000 

131 C S -- 100r dull purple and blue, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 360s), gum somewhat toned but good facial appearance, 
large part o.g., cat £475 (Plate 3) £120-£140 

132 C P Proof: 1927-29 5r, plate proof of frame plate only, in black on glazed wove paper, block of 4 with sheet margin at foot, 
also single with margin at right, last a few tones, others fine £46-£50 

133 AH8 Extensive and valuable duplicated range of mostly classic QV types incl 1857 6d purple-brown/blued, 
	 	*F unwatermarked proof pair, 1857-59 imperfs used with most values to 2s represented incl several 8d, 9d,1s 9d and 

2s, also a few unused incl 2d and 1s 9d and odd used pair, 1861-64 perf issues incl some unused with 4d and 1s 
noted, 1867-80 perf 12½ issues mostly unused to 2s incl several shades of 2d and 5d, later QV incl 1872-80 2r 50 
dull rose, perf 12½ (trimmed at right), also some KGV high values with several 100r and one 500r, fiscally used or 
with forged cds cancels, cond very mixed in places incl classic types with corners added, also some forgeries 
(Few Hundreds)  £8000-£9000 

CHRISTMAS ISLAND

134 A H Collection of unused issues from 1958 to 2009 in printed ‘Collecta’ album, most spaces filled with ranges of definitives 
and commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, fine (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

COCOS ISLANDS

135 A H Collection of unused issues from 1963 to 2007 in blue album, comprehensive ranges of definitives incl 1990-91 
   Provisionals, 1992 Crustaceans, commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, mostly fine (Few 

Hundreds) £80-£90 

COOK ISLANDS

136 ½B H Collection of unused issues in three red albums to 2002 and some a little later, incl a few early types though strength
   from the 1960’s incl definitives with 1984 Corals set, 1997-98 Butterflies set, a good range of commemoratives with 

miniature sheets and sheetlets, Officials, many colourful thematics etc, also two further albums with selections of
   Aitutaki, Niue and Penrhyn Island, mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £180-£200 

137 B H 8 Comprehensive collection from 1920 to 1986 in three brown boxed ‘Ka-Be’ albums, mostly unused issues in sets 
incl commemoratives with miniature sheets, definitives and Officials etc, many colourful thematics, generally fine

   (Many Hundreds) £200-£240 

CYPRUS

138 C H 1921-23 Watermark MCA, 10s green and red/pale yellow (SG 100) centred left, hinge remains, part (about 70%) o.g.,
   cat £400 (Plate 3) £130-£150 

139 C H -- 10s green and red/pale yellow and £1 purple and black/red (SG 100/01), a little heavily hinged, large part o.g.,
   cat £1,800 (Plate 3) £600-£700 

140 C H 1928 50th Anniversary of British Rule ¾pi to £1 (SG 123/32) u/m, fresh and very fine, cat £300+ (Plate 3) £180-£200 

141 C H -- ¾pi to £1 (SG 123/32), all but 18pi and £1 marginal/corner marginal, 9pi short perf and £1 tiny offset on gum, fresh 
u/m, cat £300 (Plate 3) £140-£160 

142 E H 1938-51 ¼pi ultramarine and orange-brown to £1scarlet and indigo (SG 151/63) large part o.g., also 1955-60 2m blackish 
brown to £1 brown-lake and slate (SG 173/87) u/m, fine, cat £360 (31) £130-£150 

143 A H Comprehensive collection of unused issues from 1934 to 1986 in blue boxed ‘Lindner’ printed album, incl 1934 set 
to 18pi, 1938-51 set, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1955-60 set, 1960-61 set, 1962 set, 1963 Scout miniature sheet, later 
commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, generally fine (Hundreds) £260-£300 

144 A H Collection in brown printed ‘Schaubek’ album, unused issues from 1960 to 1999 incl 1960-61 set part o.g. and 1963 
Scouts miniature sheet u/m, most later spaces filled, mostly fine (Hundreds) £200-£240 

145 C H Small selection on stockcards comprising 1880 1d plate 218 horizontal pair part o.g., 1894-96 1pi to 45pi large part o.g, 
1935 Silver Jubilee set u/m and 1955-60 set u/m, fine, cat £440 (28) £160-£180 

CYPRUS TURKISH POST

146 E H * Collection in album and two stockbooks with very good run through 1974-1996, a few gaps but good lot for
   continuation, mostly fine u/m, also a few covers/cards (Approx 400) £150-£170 
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147 A H 8 Collection to 1988 in stockbook incl 1974 set u/m, a good selection of later unused and used issues with some in blocks 
etc, mostly fine (Few Hundred) £50-£60 

DOMINICA

148 E H 1938-47 ½d to 10s (no ¼d) and 1951 set (SG 99-108a and 120-134) large part o.g. or (mostly) fine u/m £50-£60 

FALKLAND ISLANDS

149 C H 1904-12 2½d deep blue (SG 46b) large part lightly toned o.g., fresh and fine, cat £275 £80-£90 

150 C 8 1904-12 5s red (SG 50) neatly used on small piece by May 1913 cds, fine, cat £150  £75-385 

151 C H 1912-20 3s slate-green to £1 black/red (SG 66-69) with additional 5s maroon and 1921-28 3s, to 10s with light gum 
toning, the £1 with hinge remains, some gum wrinkles etc, large part o.g., cat £1,185 (Plate 3) £300-£340 

152 C 8 1929-37 Whales and Penguins 1s black on bright emerald (SG 122a) block of four used with neat central Fox Bay cds, 
fine, cat £108+ £50-£60 

153 C H -- 2s6d to £1 black/red (SG 123-26) large part o.g., the £1 with light vertical bend, cat £700 (Plate 3) £200-£240 

154 E H 1938-50 ½d to £1 (SG 146-163) with additional shades of 1d, 2½d, 1s and 10s, large part o.g., cat £475+ (22) £100-£120 

155 C H -- 5s dull blue and yellow-brown on greyish paper (SG 161c) u/m and 5s steel blue and buff-brown on thin paper (SG 
161d) large part o.g., each with BPA (2015) Cert, fine, cat £425 £200-£240 

156 A H 8 Duplicated mostly KGVI accumulation in stock book, incl 1938-50 5s unused (82) and used (41), 10s unused (3) 
and used (2) and £1 unused (6) and used (2), mostly fine with the unused being large part o.g. or fine u/m, a good 
lot for study or stock, cat £15,000+ (Approx 200)  £3000-£3400 

157 A H8* KGVI collection in album with very good run through incl 1938-50 set to £1 unused with addit pairs and blocks of four to 
1s3d, used to £1 with addit 2s6d to £1 tied to individual (unaddressed) envelopes by South Georgia cds’s, and 1952 set 
unused, with blocks of four to 1s3d (imprint marginal to 1s) and addit matching SE corner blocks of four showing plate 
“1” to 1s, the used set and another on cover, mostly fine with many u/m (Approx 140 Items) £650-£750 

158 ½B H8 Comprehensive collection in large white binder, mostly unused issues to 2013 incl a few early types, 1938-50 set (a few lower values 
used), 1952 set large part o.g., 1960-66 Birds set (a few used), later period appears largely complete u/m though not guaranteed 
with commemoratives incl miniature sheets and se-tenant strips, definitives with 1968 Flowers set, 1989-90 Ships set, 
1994 Marine Life set, 1998 Birds set, 2003 Birds set, 2008 Aircraft set etc, fine throughout (Many Hundreds) £600-£700 

159 E H 8 Small unused and used selection (incl Dependencies) on stockpages incl 1904-12 6d orange lower marginal block of 
four u/m, 1929-37 Whale and Penguins 4d lower right corner block of four (stamps u/m), 1933 Centenary 2s 6d unused, 
1938-50 selection of 2s6d to £1 with various shades mostly unused, 1948 RSW set fine used on piece, etc, mostly fine 
(Approx 100) £550-£650 

160 E H Collection of unused issues from 1935 to 1999 on pages incl 1938-50 set, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1952 set, 1960-66 
set, 1968 Flowers set, 1978 Ships without imprint set, 1989-90 Ships set, 1994 Marine Life set and 1998 Rare Visiting 
Birds set etc, large part o.g or u/m, fine (285) £400-£500 

161 ½B H Collection of unused issues in three albums to 2009 incl some early types but strength from the 1970’s onwards with 
comprehensive ranges of later definitives incl 1989-90 Cape Horn Sailing Ships, 1998 Rare Visiting Birds and 2008 
Aircraft sets, commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, also Dependencies and South Georgia and South 
Sandwich Islands from the same period, generally fine throughout (Many Hundreds) £300-£340 

162 A H Collection of unused issues mostly from the 1940’s to 1999 in red binder incl definitives with 1952 set, 1968 set, 1972 
set and 1989-90 set, a comprehensive range of commemoratives with miniature sheets, Dependencies, South Georgia, 
South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands incl 1994 Whales and Dolphins set etc, mostly fine (Hundreds) £180-£200 

163 E H Selection of 24 low value Falkland and Dependencies complete sheets/large multiples incl 1946-49 ½d showing the “Dot 
in “T” flaw in the five positions, u/m £80-£90 

FALKLAND ISLAND DEPENDENCIES

164 C H 1954-62 ½d black and bluish green to £1 black (SG G26/40) u/m, fresh and fine, cat £225 £80-£90 

165 ½B H8 Comprehensive collection in large white binder, mostly unused issues from 1944 to 2013 incl 1954-62 set (a few incl £1 
used), South Georgia 1963-69 set (less £1 ultramarine) large part o.g., 1971-76 set u/m, later South Georgia and South 
Sandwich Islands appears largely complete u/m though not guaranteed with commemoratives incl miniature sheets and 
definitives etc, fine throughout (Hundreds)  £260-£300 

166 E H South Georgia: Collection of u/m issues from 1963 to 1999 on pages incl 1963-69 set, 1987 Birds set, 1994 Whales and 
Dolphins set and 1999 Birds set etc, fine (90) £130-£150 
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FIJI

167 E H 8 1938-55 ½d to £1 with additional ½d, 1½d and 5d (2 each), 2d, 6d and 2s6d, these mostly large part o.g. some with light 
overall gum toning also the 1968 set “used” (44) £100-£120 

GIBRALTAR

168 C 8 1906-11 8s purple and green (SG 74) ‘used’ by forged part Madame Joseph oval registered datestamp (MJ 182),
   cat £225 when legitimately used £40-£50 

169 C H 1912-24 £1 dull purple and black/red (SG 85), one shortish perf, very lightly hinged, o.g., cat £140 £50-£60 

170 ½B H 8 Comprehensive collection in large white binder, mostly unused issues from 1937 to 2014 incl 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1967-
69 set etc, later period appears largely complete u/m though not guaranteed with booklets, commemoratives with miniature 
sheets and se-tenant strips, definitives with 1982 Aircraft set, 1993-95 Architectural Heritage set, 1999-2001 set, 2004-
06 Wild Flowers set, 2008-12 Birds set etc, fine throughout with many colourful thematics (Many Hundreds) £500-£600 

171 ½B H8 Collection in four green albums, unused and used issues from 1886 to Christmas 2014, rather patchy prior to 1953, but 
incl 1898 2½d with ‘Inverted watermark’ part o.g., 1953-59 set u/m, a comprehensive range of issues from 1991 with 
definitives incl 1993 set, 2008-12 set, commemoratives with miniature sheets, booklets and Postage Dues etc, the early 
issues in mixed condition, the modern fine (Many Hundreds) £360-£400 

172 ½B * Collection of official unaddressed fdc’s in three black binders from 1997 to Christmas 2014, comprehensive and possibly 
complete incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, fine (Few Hundreds) £240-£280 

173 2A H Collection of unused issues to 2000 in two albums incl some early types with George V values to 5s, definitives with 1960-
62 set, 1967-69 Ships set, 1982 Aircraft set, 1993-95 set and 1999-2001 set, comprehensive ranges of commemoratives 
incl miniature sheets etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

174 A H Unused collection from KGVI to around 2004, not comprehensive but incl 1948 RSW set, 1953 to £1, 1960 to £1, 
1967-69 Ships to £1, most later commems and defins present incl min sheets and a few booklets, issues to late 1970s 
sometimes hinged, later u/m (Few Hundreds) £190-£220 

175 E H Selection of four definitive sets on pages comprising 1938-51 ½d to £1 part o.g., 1953-59 ½d to £1 u/m, 1967-69 Ships 
½d to £1 u/m and 1977-82 ½p to £5 u/m, fine, cat £414 (61) £120-£140 

GOLD COAST

176 A H Collection of unused issues from 1935 to 1957 in grey binder incl 1948 set, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1952-54 set etc, 
also Ghana from 1957 to 1967 with comprehensive range of commemoratives incl miniature sheets, definitives etc, 
mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £80-£90 

GHANA

    
177                                                                     178

177 C H 1963 Founder’s Day 1s 3d, error ‘Green omitted’ (SG 317a), only one sheet of 30 existed, u/m, cat £350 £170-£190 

178 C H 1965 New Currency surcharged, 6p on 6d “Fire Crowned Bishop”, basic stamp with error ‘Green omitted’ (SG 385d), 
upper left corner marginal, u/m, cat £275 £130-£150 

179 2A H Collection of unused issues from 1968 to 1986 in two green boxed ‘Lindner’ printed albums incl comprehensive ranges 
of commemoratives with miniature sheets, colourful thematics and definitives etc, mostly fine (Hundreds) £70-£80 

180 A H Collection in black ‘Plymouth’ album, comprehensive range of unused issues from 1957 to 1984 incl commemoratives 
with miniature sheets plus definitives, large part o.g. or u/m, mostly very fine (Few Hundreds) £55-£65
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GRENADA

181 C H 1904-06 10s green and purple (SG 76) very fresh o.g. with just a trace of being hinged, cat £190 £90-£100 

182 C H 1969 Christmas 35c, upper right corner horizontal pair, surcharges misplaced and appear in upper margin and at foot 
below or over face value (SG 365 var), u/m £100-£120 

183 2A H Collection of unused issues to 1980 in brown binder incl definitives with 1938-50 set, 1951 set and 1953-59 set etc, 
commemoratives with 1948 Silver Wedding set, comprehensive range of later commemoratives incl miniature sheets, 
colourful thematics and definitives etc, also red binder with Grenada Grenadines issues from 1973 to 1984, mostly fine 
(Few Hundreds) £80-£90 

HONG KONG 

184 C H 1900-01 2c to 30c (SG 56-61) fresh and fine u/m, scarce so fine, cat £200+ £100-£120 

            
                                                                      185                         186                          187                          189
185 C H 1903 $3 slate and dull blue (SG 74) fresh and fine u/m, cat £450+ £220-£260 

186 C H 1904-06 $5 purple and blue-green (SG 89) fresh and fine u/m scarce so fine, cat £550+ £260-£300 

187 C H 1912-21 $10 purple and black/red (SG 116) fresh and fine u/m, cat £600+ £300-£340 

188 C H 1938-52 $10 green and violet (SG 161), typical gum toning, large part o.g., cat £700 (Plate 3) £180-£200 

189 C H -- $10 deep bright lilac and blue (SG 162a) fresh and fine u/m, scarce so fine, cat £200+ £100-£120 

190 C H 1946 Victory, 30c and $1 in upper left corner blocks of six (2x3), each incl “Extra stroke” var at upper right (R1/2), light 
gum toning, u/m, cat £250+ £100-£120 

191 EH8* Lightly duplicated accumulation in stockbook incl 1921-37 $2 u/m, 1938-52 vals to $10 also a few blocks of four to 50c 
unused, 1948 RSW $10 fine used, QEII vals to $20 unused incl 1954-62 set with addit $2 to $10 u/m etc also a couple 
of covers, mostly fine and a very good stock lot (Few Hundred) £900-£1000 

192 ½B+E Collection in album, stockbook and loose, some early issues but main strength in the more modern period with Year
	 	H8* Packs dating between 1984 and 2001 (not complete), unused commemorative and definitive sets and miniature sheets 

incl 1999 Giant Pandas uncut collector’s sheet of ten examples (this contained in tube), duplicated ranges of used high 
value definitives, fdc’s etc, the early issues in mixed condition, the modern generally fine (Many Hundreds) £400-£440 

193 C * Japanese Occupation: Group of three locally used postcards dated October 1942 to January 1943, written in English 
to the same addressee held in the Stanley Civilian Internment Camp, two are Japanese 2s red stationery cards, these 
dated 17.12.22 (from Taipo) and 18.1.11 (from main GPO in Victoria) and each with Japanese censor inscribed “Hong 
Kong Occupation Government Camp” (Yang type A), the other franked with pair Japan 1s brown with Japanese language 
Taipo cds for 17.10.8, some light creasing but an interesting group £150-£170 

INDIA

194 E * French Indian Settlements - Pondicherry: Selection of 9 postcards to same addressee in Madagascar, each with KEVII 
1a franking tied by 1908 PORTO-NOVO cds, most with “SEA-POST OFFICE” cds and two with arrival cds in blue, some 
faults, also an 1832 “Bill of Landing” from the SS Picaneau, interesting group £190-£220 

195 C 8 1854 4a blue and red, 2nd printing, Head Die II, Frame Die I (SG 19) from pos. 8 with pressed centre row fold, used, with 
minor soiling, BPA Cert (2014), cat £700 (Plate 3) £300-£340 

196 C 8 1854-55 2nd printing, 4a blue and red, head die II, frame die I (SG 19), just touched or with small margins, used by bold 
‘54’ barred diamond, cat £700 (Plate 3) £200-£240 

197 E * 1870 Selection of seven envelopes (mostly with enclosures) dating between February and August from a correspondence 
from Cannanore to Alfreton England each franked 4a (2) and 8p with ‘85’ duplex cancellations, each with a variety of 
transit and arrival markings, also 1866 and 1867 envelopes variously franked from Alfreton to India, very mixed condition 
with some defective £120-£140 
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198 C 8  1903 (1 Jan) Coronation Durbar, two pieces bearing 1876 6a olive-bistre, 1882-90 ½a blue-green, 1a plum, 2a blue, 3a 
brown-orange, 4a slate-green, 8a magenta, 12a purple/red, 1892-97 2a 6p yellow-green, 1r green and aniline-carmine, 
1895 2r to 5r, 1899 3p aniline-carmine, 1900-02 set to 2a mauve and 1902 KEVII 3p, ½a and 1a with special cancels, 
some creasing and each piece stained at left from mounting, however stamps generally fine £80-£90 

199 C 8  -- Coronation Durbar, two pieces bearing 1876 6a olive-bistre, 1882-90 ½a blue-green, 1a plum, 2a blue, 3a brown-
orange, 4a slate-green, 8a magenta, 12a purple/red, 1892-97 2a 6p yellow-green, 1r green and aniline-carmine, 1895 2r 
to 5r, 1899 3p aniline-carmine, 1900-02 set to 2a mauve and 1902 KEVII 3p, ½a and 1a with special cancels, odd small 
fault but mostly fine £90-£100 

200 C H 1948 1st Anniversary of Independence (Gandhi) set of 4 (SG 305/08), 10r one missing perf, others odd shortish perfs, 
fresh u/m, cat £400 (Plate 3) £100-£120 

201 C * -- First Anniversary of Independence illustrated fdc franked with Gandhi set (SG305/8), tied by two ‘Bombay 15 August 
1948’ cds`s, fine (Plate 3) £200-£240 

202 C * -- First Anniversary of Independence (Gandhi) set (SG 305/8) used on envelope to Calcutta with Park Street datestamps 
of August 20 1948, clean and very fine £50-£60 

203 C H 1949-52 2r claret & violet, 5r blue-green & red-brown, 10r purple-brown & blue and 15r brown & claret (SG 321, 322, 
323a, 324) in blocks of 4, 10r block some perf separation, shortish perfs and light bends, all with light even gum toning, 
u/m, cat £1,400+ (Plate 3) £180-£200 

204 C H -- 3p to 15r brown and claret (SG 309/24), fresh and lightly hinged, large part o.g., cat £300 £70-£80 

205 C 8 -- 3p slate-violet, 9p yellow-green, 1a turquoise, 2a carmine, 4a lake, 8a turquoise-green, 1r dull violet and green and 
10r purple-brown and blue, all with watermark inverted or watermark stars pointing to left (SG 309w, 311w/13w, 316w, 
318w, 320w and 323aw), 10r small tear, also 1950-51 1a turquoise, used horizontal pair with similar var (SG 333aw) all 
quite lightly used but most lightly toned £260-£300 

206 C H 1955 Five Year Plan 3p to 10r orange (SG 354/71) in blocks of 4, fresh u/m, cat £380 £150-£170 

207 C H 1958-63 1r deep dull green to 10r orange (SG 413/16) in blocks of 4, fresh u/m, cat £280+ £100-£120 

208 C  Booklets: 1912-22 1r black/green with blank back cover (SG SB7a), part booklet with 23 ½a green remaining, light 
toning and covers a little worn in places but still uncommon, cat £450 when complete £80-£90 

209 C P Court Fee Revenues: 1872 4r to 1000r (one of each value) plate proofs in black on wove, overprinted CANCELLED, 
each with sheet margin showing part inscription (as Barefoot 196/212), fine and attractive (12) (Plate 3) £200-£240 

210 C * Postal History: Selection of eighteen envelopes variously franked addressed to Ireland dating between 1858 and 
1869, four re-addressed upon arrival with Great Britain 1d reds added, mostly all with ‘INDIA/PAID’ markings, one with 
‘DEFICIENT POSTAGE/FINE’ handstamp, origins inc Agra, Bareilly, Calcutta and Rawalpindi etc, destinations incl Dublin, 
Kingstown and mainly Rathmelton, some with original enclosures, very mixed condition £600-£700 

211 E  Literature: Souvenir album issued by the Posts and Telegraphs Dept. entitled “India Postage Stamp Centenary 1854 
- 1954” containing twenty-four plates depicting most of the stamps issued in the period incl the 1948 Independence 
(Gandhi) set, the title page a little brown otherwise fine and unusual £50-£60 

212 EH8F* Selection of mostly used earlier issues on pages incl 1854-55 ½a blue (5), 1a red (16), and 4a blue and red (17, 
of which 6 appear cut square), also 1890s reprint of last from essay head die, four ELs/OLS bearing ½a blue 
and another EL with 1a red used from Calcutta to Poona, this a mess bill for 668 rupees, some later to KGVI but 
generally without scarcer stamps (150+)  £1000-£1200 

213 ½B H/8 Collection in three stockbooks and loose, mostly duplicated lower value used Queen Victoria to KGVI issues with 
Edward VII to 5r, KGVI to 25r etc, also some Convention and Feudatory States, postmark interest etc, mixed condition

   (Many Hundreds) £200-£240 

214 E H Small unused selection in mounts, mostly from late 1940s to early 1960s incl 1929 Air set to 12a, then 1949 UPU, 1950 
Republic, 1952 Saints and Poets, 1953 Everest (blocks of 4), 1954 Stamp Centenary (blocks of 4), 1958-63 to 10r (low 
values in blocks of 4), various commems from 1956-61 in blocks of 4, 1953 Forces in Korea to 1r, 1954 Comm in Indo 
China to 12a in pairs and 1957 to 75p in blocks of 4, almost all fine u/m (Scores) £140-£160 
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INDIAN FEUDATORY STATES - COCHIN

215
215 C 8 1943 Maharaja Kerala Varma II, portrait issue, “SURCHARGED/ONE ANNA/THREE PIES’’ (type 21) on 1a brown-orange, 

watermark Umbrella, (SG 92c) Pos. 6/6, used with light corner cancel at top right, defects at upper left and creasing as 
mentioned on BPA Cert (2015) are minor and hardly detract, a huge rarity (which has been plated) and a stamp which is 
missing from almost all KGVI and Indian States collections £2000-£2400 

JAMMU & KASHMIR

216
216 C * 1866 Envelope to Kingstown Dublin franked India 8p, 2a and 4a with Sealkote duplex cancellations and m/s ‘5/6/66’, 

alongside pair of the 1866 Native paper ½a grey-black with red negative seal cancellation and tied by blue Agra transit 
datestamp also red framed ‘INDIA/PAID’, on reverse red Umritsar datestamp of June 12, H&K PACT and Kingstown 
arrival cds’s of July 20 1866, the envelope is very fragile, has been opened out and with perimeter faults resulting in small 
portions missing at places, nevertheless an extremely rare item £1800-£2000 

SORUTH

217 E H 1914 (Sept) Redrawn designs from new plates, 3p green on wove paper, complete sheet of 20 with full margins and 
marginal inscriptions, var vertical perfs grossly misplaced to right, creating an illusion of being imperforate between 
vertically (SG 40 var), m/s annotation in u/r margin, marginal creasing due to previous mounting and a trace of toning, 
unused without gum as issued, spectacular and rare £460-£500 

218 C H 1914 Redrawn designs from new plates, 1a red on wove paper, lower marginal block of 10 (5x2) with marginal 
inscriptions, error imperforate vertically (SG 41b var), a trace of toning but very rare, unused without gum as 
issued (Plate 4)  £1800-£2000 

IRELAND

219 C * 1828 September 19 entire to England, bearing on front a faint strike of the very scarce “Cork 124” mileage mark with
   stars in red ink and a very fine strike of the serrated oval “Midday Mail” datestamp on the reverse, vertical 
   filing folds £80-£90 

220 C H 1922 Dollard 10s dull grey-blue (SG 21) u/m from the foot of the sheet, couple of shortish perfs at top otherwise fine, cat 
£180+ £70-£80 

221 C H 1925-28 2s6d to 10s with “Narrow date” overprint (SG 83-85) fresh and fine large part o.g. the 10s apparently u/m, cat 
£225 £100-£120 

222 A H Collection of unused issues to 1991 in green binder incl definitives with 1922-34 set, comprehensive ranges of later 
commemoratives with miniature sheets and definitives etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £60-£70 
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JAMAICA

223 C H 1921-29 ½d green and olive-green to 10s myrtle-green, excl 1d but with listed/unlisted shades of 2d, 2½d, 3d and 1s 
(SG 94/106 excl 95), 10s centred to top, 3s and a few low values hinged, others u/m £46-£50 

224 E H -- ½d green and olive-green to 10s myrtle-green, with additional 2½d, 1s and 5s, and 1938-52 ½d to £1 with additional 
2d and 6d, 5s and 10s (2 each) a few with light overall gum toning, but mostly fine large part o.g. (41) £100-£120 

225 C H 1964-68 6d “Papilio Homerus”, error blue omitted (SG 223a), u/m, cat £95 £40-£44 

226 A H Collection of unused issues to about 1981 in blue boxed ‘Ka-Be’ album incl 1938-52 set, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1956-
58 set, a comprehensive range of later issues with commemoratives incl miniature sheets, definitives etc, mostly fine 
(Few Hundreds) £160-£180 

227 E H Unused range in mounts, mostly from KGVI to early 1970s incl 1935 Jubilee (hinged), 1938-52 to £1 incl additional £1, 
1948 RSW (2 sets), 1956-58 to £1, 1962 Independence to £1, also many commems for period and a few min sheets, fine 
u/m unless stated otherwise (Scores) £100-£120 

KENYA, UGANDA & TANGANYIKA

228 C H British East Africa: 1890-95 8a grey and 1r grey (SG 13, 15), former part o.g., latter right marginal, a few shortish perfs, 
unused without gum, cat £500 £100-£120 

229 C S 1897-1903 -- 2r orange to 20r pale green overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 92s/98s), all but 20r heavily hinged, part or large 
part o.g., cat £505 £140-£160 

230 C S 1903-04 Watermark crown CC, 20r grey and stone and 50r grey and red-brown, each overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 
15s/16s) both with creasing but good facial appearance, large part o.g., cat £560 £160-£180 

231 C S 1912-21 100r purple and black/red overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 62s), rather heavily hinged, part o.g., cat £550
   (Plate 4) £160-£180 

232 C S -- 100r purple and black/red overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 62s), rather heavily hinged, part o.g., cat £550
   (Plate 4) £160-£180 

233 C 8 R  -- 100r purple and black/red, fine fiscally used by part rectangular Registration of Documents ds, cat £250
   (Plate 4) £90-£100 

234 C 8 R  -- 100r purple and black/red, horizontal strip of 3, left stamp torn at u/left, others good fiscally used by rectangular 
Registration of Documents ds, cat £750+ (Plate 4) £200-£240 

235 C 8 R  -- 100r purple and black/red and 500r green and red/green (SG 62/63) each fine fiscally used by part rectangular 
Registration of Documents ds, cat £1,000 (Plate 4) £360-£400 

236 C S -- 500r green and red/green overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 63s), gum rather disturbed, part o.g., cat £1,100
   (Plate 4) £260-£300 

237 C H 1922-27 1c brown to £1 black and orange (SG 76/95), £1 a few missing perfs, a few others odd short perf or light tones, 
large part o.g., cat £475 (Plate 4) £160-£180 

238 C S -- 10c black to £1 black and orange, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 79s/95s), 10c black and 20c each missing corner, 
10s thin patch, large part o.g. (Plate 4) £150-£170 

239 C S -- £2 green and purple overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 96s), gum rather toned, u/m, cat £275 £80-£90 

240 C S -- £4 black and magenta, £5 black and blue, £10 black and green and £20 red and green, each overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ 
(SG 98s/101s), first three without gum, last part o.g. but tones and defective at upper left corner, cat £2,700

   (Plate 4) £460-£500 

241 C S 1935-37 1c black and red-brown to £1 black and red perf ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 110s/23s), 10c perf faults at top, a few 
others odd shortish perf or light tone, large part o.g., cat £475 (Plate 4) £140-£160 

242 C H 1938-54 £1 black and red, perf 11¾x13 (SG 150), odd shortish perf, very fresh for this stamp, large part o.g., cat £500 
(Plate 4) £100-£120 

243 E * Postal History: Selection of six commercial covers (5 KGV and 1 KGVI) incl 1931 cover Naivasha to Denmark franked with 5c (2) 
and 15c (4) tied with three strikes of cds dated 27 AP 31, another to Scotland dated 2.12.31 franked 5c and 20c (3) tied by Majimazuri 
cds’s, other cancels are “Merg”, “Ainabkoi”, “Kahawa” and “USA River”, also unused 1a BEA postcard £65-£75 
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244 C 8 R  Revenues: K.U.T. 1903-04 10r grey and ultramarine, 20r grey and stone and 50r grey and red-brown, overprinted 
“Uganda Revenue” (Barefoot 14/16), each in a vertical pair used by part(s) circular High Court cancel, 10r pair faults, 
others generally fine (Plate 4) £200-£240 

245 C 8 R  -- 20r grey and stone and 50r grey and red-brown, overprinted “Uganda Revenue” (Barefoot 15/16), each used by part 
circular High Court cancel, 50r a few wrinkles (Plate 4) £90-£100 

246 C 8 R  -- 50r grey and red-brown, overprinted “Uganda Revenue” (Barefoot 16), horizontal pair used by large part circular High 
Court cancel, right stamp one short perf (Plate 4) £140-£160 

247 EH8R  Interesting accumulation on pages incl 1903-04 2a to 5r, 1907-08 to 75c , 1912-21 1c, and 10c to 100r all overprinted 
‘’SPECIMEN’’, with additional 20r purple and blue/blue and 50r, also some fiscally used higher values incl 1r to 
5r, both 20r and 50r in pairs with East Africa Co arms cancels (punched) and 500r with rectangular cancel (this 
creased), 1922-27 duplicated range of mostly fiscally used from 1s to £10 (not all values but incl six £1, KGVI 
£1 perf 12½ in unused blocks of 8, 9 and 13, Revenues incl Kenya Judicial 1922-28 1s to £1, Uganda Revenue 
overprinted on KEVII 20r (3) and 50r (7), British East Africa 1897-1903 2r to 50r overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, 10r and 
20r each apparently postally used (not guaranteed), also three 5r brown overprinted JUDICIAL FEE unused o.g., 
cond mixed in places and a few forgeries seen (Few Hundreds)  £2600-£3000 

KUWAIT 

248 E H 1948 RSW 15r on 1r blue, complete sheet of 20 incl “short bars” variety at R3/4 (SG 75/75a), two stamps creasing and 
some others incl variety with light bends, hinge remainders in margins and affecting one stamp (not the var), others u/m, 
cat £972 £300-£340 

LEEWARD ISLANDS

249 C H 1897 Diamond Jubilee 5s green and blue error ‘Overprint double’ (SG 16a) o.g., toned and unfortunately with small hole 
at NE corner, but a very clear double, a collectable example of this major rarity, of which only a few have been recorded, 
BPA Cert (2002), cat £6,000 (Plate 4) £300-£340 

250 C H 1938-51 £1 purple and black/carmine variety ‘Broken lower right scroll’ (SG 114ae) large part o.g., some gum toning a 
small patch of which is visible from the front and gum wrinkles, a scarce variety, cat £2,000 (Plate 4) £300-£340 

MALAYA - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

251 C H 1902-03 $5 dull green and brown-orange (SG 121) one slightly nibbled perf at foot, fine large part o.g., cat £200 £80-£90 

252 C 8 R  -- $100 purple and green/yellow (SG 122), somewhat toned on reverse but good facial appearance, fiscally used by part 
red embossed Singapore seal, cat £250 £80-£90 

253 C 8 R  1904-10 $100 purple and green/yellow (SG 140), typical surface rubbing, fiscally used by part red embossed Singapore 
seal and m/s, cat £450 (Plate 4) £140-£160 

254 C 8 R  -- $100 purple and green/yellow (SG 140), typical surface rubbing, fiscally used by part red embossed Singapore seal, 
cat £450 (Plate 4) £160-£180 

255 C 8 R  1906-12 $500 purple and orange (SG 169), odd shortish perf or other trivial imperfection, fiscally used by part red 
embossed seal, cat £900 (Plate 4) £360-£400 

256 C 8 R  -- $500 purple and orange (SG 169), centred a little to right, fiscally used by large part red embossed seal, cat £900
   (Plate 4) £360-£400 

257 C H 1912-23 Duplicated range of the 1c to $5 values (SG 193-212) with various shades and papers, generally large part o.g., 
faults on lower values incl toning, the higher values mostly fine (38) £160-£180 

258 C 8 R  -- $100 black and carmine/blue and $500 purple and orange-brown (SG 214/15), some short perfs, latter also 
corner crease and somewhat off centre, each fiscally used by part red Singapore embossed seal, cat £800 (Plate 4)

    £120-£140 

259 C 8 R  -- $100 black and carmine/blue and $500 purple and orange-brown (SG 214/15), former odd short perf, each fiscally 
used by large part red Singapore embossed seal, cat £800 (Plate 4) £240-£280 

260 C 8 R  -- $500 purple and orange-brown (SG 215), one short perf, fiscally used by large part red embossed seal, cat £600
   (Plate 4) £180-£200 

261 A H8 1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition, Singapore, Watermark Multi Script CA: Specialised unused and used collection well 
written up in blue album incl (unused unless stated) the set of six, varieties with much duplication and many in positional 
pieces incl ‘Oval last O in BORNEO’ (1c, 2c, 4c, 5c, 10c (used) $1), ‘Raised stop after EXHIBITION’ (1c, 2c, 4c, 5c, 10c, $1), 
‘Small second A in MALAYA’ (1c, 2c, 4c, 5c, 10c, $1), ‘No hyphen’ (1c, 2c, 4c, 10c), ‘No stop’ (1c, 2c, 4c, 5c, 10c, $1) etc, also 
many minor unlisted types, condition generally fine throughout, an interesting and useful lot (Few Hundreds) £400-£440 
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262 A H8 1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition, Singapore, Watermark Multi Crown CA: Specialised unused and used collection 
well written up in red album incl (unused unless stated) the set of nine, additional values incl $5 (2), varieties with 
much duplication and many in positional pieces incl ‘Oval last O in BORNEO’ (4c, 5c, 8c, 25c, 45c, $2), ‘Raised 
stop after EXHIBITION’ (2c, 4c, 5c, 8c, 25c, 45c, $2, $5), ‘Small second A in MALAYA’ (2c, 5c, 8c, 25c, 45c, $2), ‘No 
hyphen’ (1c, 5c, 8c), ‘No stop’ (4c, 8c, $1, $5 (damaged)) etc, also many minor unlisted types, condition generally 
fine throughout, an interesting and useful lot (Few Hundreds)  £3000-£3400 

263 E H8F Selection of two stock pages incl 1904-10 $2 dull purple & black and $5 dull green & brown-orange used, 1906-12 $25 
purple and blue/blue fiscally used, 1912-23 $5 several shades incl a couple genuinely used, $25 purple and blue/blue, 
four fiscally used examples, two with forged cds cancels, also another postally used and $100 and $500 fiscally used 
(last washed), 1921-33 values to $5 large part o.g, $25 purple and blue/blue, six postally used incl one on piece, FMS 
$250 revenue stamp used, Johore $100 green and scarlet (2) fiscally used, Selangor 1895-99 $25 green and orange, 
possible postal usage but re-perforated at left and washed, a few other odds incl some Bahawalpur (63) £800-£900 

FEDERATED MAYAY STATES

264 C 8 R  Revenues: 1909-10 Watermark MCA (upright), $250 purple and blue (Barefoot 5a), colour just a little washed, used by 
part Selangor cds £80-£90 

265 C H R  -- 1926-28 Watermark Script, $250 purple and blue (Barefoot 8), lower marginal, somewhat toned but rare in unused 
condition, u/m (Plate 4) £240-£280 

JOHORE

266 C 8 R  1904-10 $100 green and scarlet and 1922-41 $100 green and scarlet (SG 77, 127), former somewhat toned, each fiscally 
used by part cds, latter also by red ink line, cat £200 £60-£70 

NEGRI SEMBILAN

        
                             268                                                                                                  267                                                                               270
267 C H 1965-69 Flowers 5c “Paphiopedilum Niveum”, error yellow omitted (SG 83b), lower marginal horizontal strip of 3, left 

stamp partially detached but all fine u/m, cat £300+ £90-£100 

PENANG

268
268 C H 1965-68 Flowers 15c “Rhyncostylis Retusa”, error green omitted (SG 71b), a striking and very scarce error, u/m,
   cat £700 £300-£340 

SELANGOR

270
269 C 8 R  1895-99 $10 green and purple and $25 green and orange (SG 65/66), former lightly toned on reverse and a couple of 

short perfs, each fiscally used by part or large part Stamp Office datestamp £70-£80 

MALAYSIA

270 C H 1965 Birds, 30c Blue-backed Fairy Bluebird, error ‘Blue omitted’ (SG 21a), results in a “White-backed Fairy Blue-bird”, 
u/m, with normal for comparison, cat £350 £150-£170 

271 A H Malaysia and States: Collection in stockards, unused issue from 1936 to 1957, incl Malayan Postal Union, BMA Malaya, 
Johore 1949-55 set, Kedah 1950-55 set, Kelantan 1951-55 set, Malacca 1949-52 set, Negri Sembilan 1949-55 set, 
Pahang 1950-56 set, Penang 1949-52 set, Perak 1950-56 set, Perlis 1951-55 set, Selangor 1949-55 set, Trengganu 
1949-55 set, also RSW 1948 sets; apparently u/m, (Hundreds) £800-£900 
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MALDIVE ISLANDS

272 C H 1967 England’s World Cup Victory, 25L left marginal horizontal pair, left stamp with emerald omitted (SG 213a), u/m and 
very scarce, cat £350+. Note that the apparent trace of emerald remaining is the pale emerald ‘underlay’ which was 
printed at a separate operation (Plate 4) £180-£200 

273 E H Small but useful unused lightly duplicated selection in packets, a few 1960s but mostly 1970s and early 1980s with good 
thematic contact incl Aircraft (Manned Flight), Sea craft, Seashells, Crabs and Birds with both sets and min sheets, all 
appears fine u/m (Scores), stated by vendor to cat approx 1300 Euros in Yvert £240-£280 

MALTA

274 C 8 Great Britain Used In: 1862-64 6d lilac (hair lines) with error “Watermark inverted” fine used with almost complete “A25” 
of Malta cancel (SG Z78) trivial facial scuff marks and a couple of shortish perfs don’t detract (Plate 4) £160-£180 

275 C H 1973-76 10c ‘Voluntary service’, lower left corner block of six (2x3) with cylinder numbers 1C, error ‘Imperforate between 
lower pair and margin’ (SG 497a), u/m, it is believed that only one sheet existed resulting in ten examples, very rare

   (Plate 5) £200-£240 

276 2A H Collection of unused issues to 1985 in two blue boxed ‘Lindner’ printed album incl 1904-14, 1926-27, 1928, 1930, 1938-
43, 1948-53, 1949 Silver Wedding and 1953-58 sets, a comprehensive range of later issues with commemoratives incl 
miniature sheets, definitives, Postage Dues etc, mostly fine (Hundreds) £460-£500 

277 ½B H8 Collection in four green albums, unused and used issues from 1885 to Christmas 2014, rather patchy prior to 1953, but 
a comprehensive range of later issues with definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets incl 2012 
Operation Pedestal set of nine etc, the early issues in mixed condition, the modern fine (Many Hundreds) £300-£340 

278 ½B H Collection of unused issues in three blue albums from to 2009, some early types but strength from KGVI period incl 1938-
43 set, 1948-53 set, 1949 Silver Wedding set (toned), comprehensive ranges of the later definitives, commemoratives 
with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, generally fine throughout (Many Hundreds) £260-£300 

279 A+E H 8 * Collection in printed boxed ‘Collecta’ album and in envelope, unused 
and used issues to 1972 incl (unused unless stated) 1938-43 set, 1948-53 set, 1949 Silver Wedding set, 1956-58 set etc, 
also some commemoratives in blocks and fdc’s from the same period, generally fine (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

280 B H Unused collection in two stockbooks from QV to 2009, incl 1903-4 set to 1s, 1904-14 set to 5s, 1926 set to 10s, 1926-27 
set to 10s, 1930 set to 10s, from 1970s u/m, also some fdc`s (Hundreds) £200-£240 

281 A H 8 Collection in boxed blue printed ‘Davo’ album, unused and used issues from 1860 to the early 1970’s incl 1860 ½d 
unused (poor), 1904-14 values to 5s part o.g., 1914-22 values to 5s, 1949 Silver Wedding set used, 1956-58 set used 
etc, mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £180-£200 

282 ½B * Collection of Malta Post unaddressed fdc’s in three black binders from 1997 to Christmas 2014, comprehensive 
and possibly complete incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and some sheetlets etc, fine

   (Few Hundreds) £180-£200 

283 A H Unused collection from 1935 Jubilee to around 2004, not comprehensive but incl KGVI sets to 10s, 1949 RSW set,1956 
to £1, 1965-70 to £1, most later commems and defins present incl min sheets, issues to late 1970s sometimes hinged, 
later u/m (Few Hundreds) £160-£180 

MAURITIUS

284
284 C 8 1848-59 Intermediate impression 1d dull vermilion (SG 11) four good to large margins, fine used with light strike 

of the double circular numeral ‘14’ (Riviere du Rempart) RPS and BPA Certs (1969 and 2015 respectively) rare so 
fine, cat £3,000  £1500-£1700 

285 C 8  -- Worn impressions (1d bordering on Latest impressions), 1d red-brown/bluish and 2d blue/bluish (SG 19, 22), each 
with a trace of thinning, 1d four good to large margins, 2d large margins with small part adjoining stamp at right, used by 
‘dumb’ barred oval (1d) or rather heavy ‘3’ in double circle (2d), cat £2,500 (Plate 4) £460-£500 

286 C 8 1859-61 1s yellow-green (SG 35) trivial tone in left margin, otherwise fine used by part ‘B53’, good to large margins,
   cat £150 £48-£55 
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287 C H 1902 12c on 36c orange and ultramarine, error surcharge inverted (SG 163a) light even toning and vertical crease at right, 
large part o.g., BPA Cert (1981), cat £800 (Plate 4)  £130-£150 

288 C H 1938-49 3c reddish purple and scarlet (early ptg with lightly toned gum), horizontal pair with right stamp showing sliced 
‘S’ at right (SG 253/53b), also 25c brown-purple on ord paper, right marginal horizontal pair, r/hand stamp with “IJ” flaw 
(SG 259b/59ba), former large part o.g., latter fresh u/m £110-£130 

289 A * S Postal Stationery: Collection of mostly unused or overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ cards and envelopes from 1862 to KGVI, a 
few QV ‘pence’ issues incl 6d brown, 9d brown and 1s on 1s 8d grey, other better items incl 1891 50c on 8c provisional, 
KEVII 12c and 15c envelopes both with and without ‘’SPECIMEN’’, 1900-25 Arms types incl 2c on 3c to 15c on 20c 
overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, KGVI incl 5c, 12c and 20c die stamped ‘’SPECIMEN’’ and 12c brown reg env unused, most 
with some degree of toning due to storage in hot climate (71) £48-£55 

290 EH8 Useful accumulation of mostly QV on pages incl 1848-59 1d vermilion, early impression (SG 6) used, defective but 
	 	*F reasonable appearance, also 2d blue with similar impression (this not guaranteed), 1d red from latest impressions, 

four used examples, all with faults incl thinning but two have good margins, 1859 2d blue “Lapriot”, four defective 
used examples, one from very worn plate, 1859 2d blue “Dardenne”, two used examples, both with faults, Britannia 
types incl 1858 4d green both unused and used, 1858-62 (4d) green unused (3) and used (5 incl pair), (6d) vermilion 
unused (11) and used (2), (9d) dull magenta unused (1) and used (4 incl one with B53), several each of unissued 
types, 1859-61 6d blue unused (4) and used (12), 6d dull purple-slate unused (5) and used (6 incl vertical pair), 1s 
vermilion used (11) and 1s yellow-green used (4), 1862 perf 14-16 1s deep green used (2), litho forgeries as type 3 
in blue, red-brown or vermilion, each in sheets of 25 ‘used’, 1869 cover to France, 1s rate paid by three 1862-73 4d 
carmine, balance a collection on pages incl a few classic types, 1862-73 to 5s incl 1s yellow used in Seychelles, 
1878-80 incl 38c bright purple unused, 1900-05 incl 2r 50 and 5r unused, 1921-26 incl 50r dull purple and green, 
supposedly unused, also two fiscally used examples, cond very mixed in places (Scores)  £1800-£2000 

291 A H Collection of unused issues from 1935 to 1986 in green boxed ‘Ka-Be’ album, incl 1938-49 set, 1950 set, 1953-58 set, 
1965 set, commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, generally fine (Few Hundreds) £160-£180 

MONTSERRAT

292 C 8 1883 Perf 13, 1d red of Antigua overprinted ‘MONTSERRAT’, error ‘Inverted ‘S’ (SG 6a) fine used with clear profile, BPA 
Cert (2014), cat £1,300 (Plate 5) £500-£600 

293 A H Unused collection from KGVI to around 2002, not comprehensive but incl KGVI set to £1, 1953 to both $4.80, 1965 
Plants to $4.80, 1970-74 Birds to $10, most later commems and defins present incl min sheets, good thematic content, 
issues to late 1970s sometimes hinged, later u/m (Few Hundreds) £190-£220 

MOROCCO AGENCIES

294 C * Tangier: 1953 Envelope sent registered within London franked Coronation set (SG 306/9) with Leicester Square cds 
cancellations of June 2 (another alongside and two on reverse) all showing the ‘2’ blanked out by the Post Office as 
sent the day before issue, offered with photographs of the original despatch receipts, fine and scarce as only thirty sent

   (Plate 5) £100-£120 

NAURU

295 2A H Collection of unused issues in two blue albums to 2009, some early types though strength in the more modern period 
comprehensive ranges of definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, generally fine throughout 
(Few Hundreds) £150-£170 

NEW ZEALAND

296 C 8 1857-63 1s blue-green on thick paper (SG 17) clear margins at left and at top, touching at right and at foot, lightly used 
with numeral cancellation, thinned at lower left and at top, nevertheless an attractive example of this scarce stamp, 
Robert Odenweller Cert (2004), cat £1,800 (Plate 5) £500-£600 

297 C H 1874-78 White paper compound perf 10 and 12½, 1s green (SG 164) unused without gum, small dealers h/s,
   cat £650 £80-£90 

298 C H 1906 Christchurch Exhibition ½d to 6d (370-373) large part o.g., the 6d with light vertical bend, cat £275 £80-£90 

299 C H 1931 Health “Smiling Boys” pair (SG 546/47) fresh large part o.g., cat £150 £75-£85 

300 C H 1936-42 2s olive-green perf 13-14 x 13½ (SG 589) six u/m horizontal pairs from the top of the sheet, mostly fine,
   cat £600 £130-£150 

301 C H 1958 2d on 1½d brown-lake, error surcharge on 1953 ‘small figure’ issue (SG 763b), u/m, cat £130 £50-£60 

302 ½B * First Day Covers: Collection of official fdc’s in four black binders, issues from 1997 to Christmas 2014 probably complete 
incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant blocks etc, fine (Few Hundreds) £240-£280 
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303 B H 8 Collection in three large green binders and loose, unused and used issues to early 2014 incl some early types then fairly 
substantial and appearing complete though not guaranteed from 1946 to early 2014, incl definitives, commemoratives 
with the early Health and later miniature sheets and sheetlets, se-tenant strips and blocks and self-adhesive issues, 
some booklet panes etc, mostly fine (Thousands) £600-£700 

304 BH8* Collection in eight green albums, unused and used issues from 1937 to Christmas 2014, very comprehensive throughout 
incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets, sheetlets, se-tenant strips and blocks, self-adhesive types, 
some booklets and panes, Ross Dependency with a few fdc’s etc, fine (Many Hundreds) £500-£600 

305 E H Unused selection in mounts from late 1930s to mid 1970s incl 1940 Centennial, 1953-59 to 10s, 1960-66 to £1, 1967 
to $2, Health min sheets from 1957 to 1977 with slight duplication, also many commems for period and a few Life 
Insurance, a few earlier issues lightly hinged but largely u/m (Few Hundreds), s.t.c. by vendor approx £1800 £260-£300 

306 2A H 8 Collection of unused issues mostly from the 1940’s to 1995 in red boxed ‘Lighthouse’ album incl 1940 Centenary set, 
1953-59 set, a comprehensive range of later commemoratives with Health and other miniature sheets, se-tenant strips 
and blocks and definitives etc, also album of used issues mainly from the same period, mixed condition though mostly 
fine (Many Hundreds) £220-£260 

ROSS DEPENDENCY

307 C H 1957 3d to 1s 6d slate-purple, incl both shades of 8d (SG 1/4, 3a) in blocks of 9 (3x3) and 1967 set of 4 to 15c
   slate-purple (SG 5/8) in blocks of 4, fresh u/m £60-£70 

NIGERIA

308 E H Collection of unused issues on pages incl 1936 set, 1953-58 set, 1965-66 set and a few modern sets, large part o.g or 
u/m, fine (55) £110-£130 

NORFOLK ISLAND

309 E H Unused range in mounts from 1947-59 Ball Bay set to mid 1970s, incl 1947-59 to 2s (2 sets), 1953 to 5s sepia (3 sets, one 
hinged), 1960-62 to 10s (3 sets), 1966 to $1 on 10s (3 sets), 1967-68 Ships to $1 (5 sets incl blocks of 4), 1970-71 Birds (6 sets incl 
blocks of 4), most commems for period present incl some blocks of 4, all fine u/m except as noted (Scores) £300-£340 

310 2A H Collection of unused issues in two blue albums from 1947 to 2009, incl 1947-59 set, a good range of the later definitives, 
commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, generally fine throughout (Few Hundreds) £150-£170 

311 A H Collection of unused issues from 1947 to 1991 in green binder incl definitives with 1953 set, 1960-62 set and 1970-
71 Birds set, comprehensive ranges of later commemoratives with miniature sheets and definitives etc, mostly fine

   (Few Hundreds) £120-£140 

NORTH BORNEO

312 E H 1931 50th Anniversary of British North Borneo Company 3c to $5 (SG 295-302), fresh fine large part o.g., cat 
£300 £150-£170 

313 C H 1939 1c green and red-brown to $5 indigo and pale blue (SG 303/17) part or large part o.g., mostly fine, a rare set,
   cat £1,300 (Plate 5) £440-£480 

314 C H 1961 1c to $10 carmine and blue (SG 391/406), odd shortish perf, fresh u/m, cat £160 £50-£60 

315 E H Collection of unused issues from 1894 to 1961 on pages incl 1894 Pictorial set, 1897-1902 set, 1909-23 set, 1931 
Anniversary set to $2, 1949 Silver Wedding set, 1954-59 set and 1961 set etc, large part o.g or u/m, a few earlier issues 
with small stains or other small defects though many fine (82) £400-£440 

NYASALAND

316 C * 1896 April 17 envelope sent registered to Panjab India franked ‘Arms’ 1d and 4d tied by oval barred cancellations with 
Zomba cds alongside, the 4d also tied by blue crayon line, on reverse transit datestamps of Chinde dated April 29 and 
Sea Post Office of July 5, some small stains, attractive £70-£80 

317 C S -- £10 black and orange overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 41s), one shortish perf, fresh large part o.g., cat £275
   (Plate 5) £100-£120 

318 C 8 R  1913-21 £10 purple and dull ultramarine (SG 99), irregular ‘T’ shaped block of 4, fine fiscally used by “DISTRICT OFFICE/
CHIROMO” oval datestamp in green for 25 Jun 1914, very scarce (Plate 5) £200-£240 

319 C H 1938-44 ½d green to £1 purple and black/red (SG 130/43) u/m, fine, cat £200 (Plate 5) £90-£100
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MALAWI

320 C H 1967 Lake Malawi Cichlids, 3s Orange Mbuna, error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG284a), u/m, cat £400 (Plate 5) £160-£180 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

321 E H Extensive unused selection in mounts from 1952 to mid 1970s incl most issues, better sets incl 1952-58 to £1 (two sets, 
hinged), 1963 10s pair and single,1964-65 Birds to 10s (3 sets), 1968-69 Shells (blocks of 4 and single), all fine u/m 
except as mentioned, identified by vendor per Yvert cat and s.t.c. 4000+ Euros (Few Hundreds) £400-£440 

PITCAIRN ISLAND

322 C H 1980 Handicrafts 40c “Woven bonnet and fan” with inverted watermark (SG 210w) fresh and fine u/m, cat £150
   (Plate 5) £75-£85 

323 A H Collection of unused issues in red album to 2009 incl 1940-51 set, 1949 Silver Wedding set, 1957-63 set, comprehensive 
ranges of the later definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and sheetlets etc, generally fine large part o.g or 
u/m throughout (Few Hundreds) £130-£150 

324 A H Collection of unused issues from 1940 to 1988 in blue boxed ‘Ka-Be’ printed album, incl 1940-51 set, 1949 Silver 
Wedding set, commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, generally fine large part o.g. or u/m (Few Hundreds) £60-£70 

RHODESIA

325 C 8 1905 Victoria Falls Bridge 1d to 5s (SG 94/99) used, some incl 2s6d with small stains and heavy hinge remnants,
   cat £300 £65-£75 

326 C H 1910-13 “Double Heads” 5s vermilion and deep green (SG 159) lower marginal with part imprint, hinge remain but still 
large part o.g., attractive positional item, cat £325 (Plate 5) £150-£170 

327 C R  Revenues: 1896 Perkis Bacon perf 12½ £100 vermilion & violet (Barefoot 9), 1897 Waterlow perf 15 £30 brown & green 
and £50 grey-green & orange (Barefoot 11a, 12), a few short perfs, good fiscally used (perfinned) (Plate 5) £160-£180 

328 A H Collection of unused issues from 1965 to 1986 in red boxed ‘Lighthouse’ printed album incl 1970-73 set, a comprehensive 
range of later issues with commemoratives incl miniature sheets and definitives, Zimbabwe etc, generally fine large part 
o.g. or u/m (Few Hundreds) £60-£70 

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

329 C R  Revenues: 1924 KGV Admiral 3s, 7/6, 10s, £1, £5, £10 and £20 plate proofs (ex the Waterlow archives), of the head only 
and complete design, horizontal pairs of both, the complete design (excl 10s) with margin at top, red ink markings on a 
few, the 10s repaired, some creasing, security punctures and without gum (Plate 5) £300-£340 

ZIMBABWE

330 C H 1980-83 4c Garnet, error imperforate pair (SG 578a), u/m, cat £120 £40-£44 

331 A H Comprehensive collection of unused issues in blue album from 1980 to 2009 incl definitives, commemoratives with 
miniature sheets, many colourful thematics etc, generally fine (Few Hundreds) £80-£90 

ZAMBIA

332 C H 1968 8n Dancer, error blue (of costumes) omitted (SG 133b), u/m, with normal for comparison, cat £160 £70-£80 

ST HELENA

            
                                                               333                            334                         335                                 336
333 C H 1864-80 2d yellow with Type B surcharge variety ‘Imperforate’ (SG 9a) unused, large to very large margins at top 

and at foot, very close at sides, fine and rare, BPA Cert (1988), cat £10,000  £1800-£2000 
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334 C H -- 2d yellow with Type C surcharge variety ‘Surcharge double, one albino’ (SG 10b) part o.g., couple of short perfs and thinned 
at left, the albino surcharge clearly visible from the reverse, fine and rare, Brandon Cert (1990), cat £2,000 £800-£900 

335 C H 1884-94 ½d emerald variety ‘Surcharge double, one showing ‘N’ and ‘Y’ spaced’ (SG 34ba) part o.g., a few faintly 
toned perf tips, small stain on gum and centred to left otherwise fine and of fresh appearance, rare, BPA Cert 
(1969), cat £11,000  £1800-£2000 

336 C 8 1922-37 £1 grey and purple/red (SG 96) neatly used by part cds of March 17 1923, fine and scarce, cat £650 £240-£280 

ST KITTS NEVIS

337 A H Collection in album, unused issues from about 1937 to the mid 1980’s incl KGVI values to 5s, 1954-63 set, later definitives 
and commemoratives with miniature sheets, Postal Independence issues with duplicated ‘Leaders of the World’ and other 
colourful thematic sets etc, the earlier issues part o.g. the modern u/m, mostly very fine (Many Hundreds) £220-£260 

ST VINCENT

338 C P Proofs: 1882 De La Rue ½d horizontal and vertical imperforate plate proof pairs in black on wove paper; the former with 
vertical crease through right hand stamp, otherwise fine £80-£90 

339 2A H Collection of unused issues in two albums, some early types though strength in the modern period incl 
definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and colourful thematics, some Grenadines etc, mostly fine

   (Several Hundreds) £100-£120 

SAMOA

340 C H Selection of Postal Fiscal stamps comprising 1935 Thick ‘Cowan’ paper 2s6d, £1 and £5 plus 1945-53 ‘Wiggins Teape’ 
paper 5s, 10s and £2, part o.g., all with gum toning and stain spots in varying degrees, cat £530 £180-£200 

SARAWAK

341 E H Collection of unused issues from 1948 to 1971 on pages incl 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1950 set and 1955-59 set etc, 
large part o.g. or u/m, fine (44) £100-£120 

SEYCHELLES

342 E H 1893 Provisional: Well written up and illustrated collection on 17 pages of the numerous overprint varieties which occur 
on this issue with values to 45c on 48c, cond varies, a fascinating study, ideal for continuation (73) £50-£60 

343 C H 1897-1900 2c to 2r25 (SG 28-36) part to large part o.g., a few imperfections on lower values, the 36c light overall gum 
toning, cat £300 £80-£90 

SIERRA LEONE

344 C H 1933 Abolition of Slavery 10s black and sage-green (SG 179) full o.g. with just a trace of being hinged, cat £300
   (Plate 5) £120-£140 

345 A H 8 Collection of mostly unused issues from 1935 to 1988 in white ‘Collecta’ album incl 1956-61 set, comprehensive ranges 
of later definitives and commemoratives with self-adhesive issues, miniature sheets, colourful thematics etc, mainly fine 
(Few Hundreds) £80-£90 

SOMALILAND PROTECT

346 C H 1942 ½a green to 5r black (SG 105/16) and 1953-58 5c slate-black to 10s brown and reddish violet (SG 137/47) u/m, fine, 
cat £165 (24) £65-£75 

347 C H Small selection of unused issues on stockcards incl 1903 (Sept - Nov) Queen Victoria 2½a to 5r (SG 18/24), 1904 1r to 
5r (SG 41/4) etc, mostly part o.g. and fine (25) £180-£200 

SOUTH AFRICA PRE-UNION STATES

348 A H Pre-Union States: Small but useful unused balance of collection, better items incl COGH 1855-63 PB 1d rose, 4d 
deep blue, 6d pale rose-lilac and 1s deep dark green, last fine, others small faults, 1879 3d on 4d blue, 1880 3d on 
4d, 1882 ½d on 3d (CA), 1893 1d on 2d ‘no stop’, Natal 1861 3d blue (SG 11) regummed, 1877 ½d on 3d rose (3) incl 
3½mm surcharge, 1891 2½d on 4d with ‘PENGE’ var, 1902-09 set to 4s deep rose and maize, 1904-08 MCA 1s, 2s 
and 2s 6d, £1 10s brown-orange and deep purple, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, 1908-09 MCA to 5s green and red/
yellow, Transvaal 1879 3d mauve/green and 3d mauve/blue (SG 148/49), 1885 ½d on 3d and ½d on 1s (SG 188/89), 
½d on 6d black-brown (SG 190), 1895 ½d on 1s green, surcharge double (SG 213d), 1902 to 10s black and purple/
red and 1905-09 to 2½d bright blue, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, cond variable but many fine (201)  £1200-£1400 
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CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

349 C 8 1853 Paper deeply blued 1d pale brick-red and 4d deep blue (SG 1/2) both in square pairs with good to large margins 
all round and used by triangular barred cancellations, the 1d with small thin due to previous hinge removal, cat £1,450 
(Plate 5) £200-£240 

350 C 8 -- Paper slightly blued 1d brick-red and brown-red shades, 4d deep blue (3, incl square pair) (SG 3/4) all used and with 
good to large margins all round, cat £1,235 £200-£240 

351 C H -- 4d deep blue on slightly blued paper (SG 4), three good even margins, unused with traces of o.g., cat £1,700
   (Plate 5) £300-£340 

352 C 8 1855-63 1d brick-red on cream toned paper (SG 5) good to very large margins all round, used by light part triangular 
cancellation and also showing small part of red cds at left, an acceptable example of this scarce stamp, cat £900

   (Plate 5) £140-£160 

353 C H -- 4d blue on white paper (SG 6a), three large margins and very fresh, however with light crease at right, unused without 
gum, RPS Cert (1992), cat £950 (Plate 5) £120-£140 

        
                                                354                                                   355                                                 356
354 C H -- 6d deep rose-lilac on white paper (SG 7b), three good to large margins and with fine colour (for this stamp), fresh part 

o.g., Brandon Cert (1998) as former SG 7c, cat £2,250 £900-£1000 

355 C H -- 6d slate purple on slightly blued paper (SG 7d), three clear to good margins, fresh unused without gum with little trace 
of bluing apparent, Holcombe Cert (1994), cat £4,000 £500-£600 

356 C H -- 1s bright yellow-green on white paper (SG 8), three good to large margins, a trace of thinning which has been obscured by gum 
redistribution, majority of gum intact and showing characteristic crackling, a rare stamp unused, cat £3,750 £800-£900 

357 C H -- 1s deep dark green (SG 8b) good margins all round, large part o.g., lovely colour, Brandon Cert (2001), cat £450
   (Plate 5) £150-£170 

358 C 8 -- Selection of twenty-four, all used, comprising 1d (5 singles and 2 pairs), 4d (7 singles and 1 pair), 6d (3 singles) and 1s 
(3 singles) mostly with margins all round, a useful group with some distinctive shades, a good lot for study £500-£600 

359 C 8 1861 4d “Woodblock” in a pale blue shade (SG 14 var) with close (top left) to large margins all round and showing
   portion of adjoining stamp at foot, used by rather smudged cancellation, rare, RPSL Cert (1948), cat £2,000
   (Plate 5) £320-£360 

360 C H 1863-64 De la Rue printing, small unused selection incl 1d deep carmine-red (2), 1d brownish red, 4d deep blue, 6d bright 
mauve and 1s bright emerald-green (SG 18, 18c, 19, 20, 21), all with three margins (good to large), part o.g. £600-£700 

361 C H 1871-76 Outer frame line removed, ½d grey-black to 5s yellow-orange (SG 28/31), fresh part o.g., cat £880
   (Plate 5) £240-£280 

362 C H 1874-76 1d on 1s green, surcharge type 7 (SG 33), well centred and fresh, large part o.g., cat £140 £36-£40 

363 C H 1882-86 5s orange (SG 45), fresh and well centred, large part o.g., BPA Cert (2000), much above average for this very 
scarce stamp, cat £950 (Plate 5) £400-£440 

364 C H 1884-90 5s orange (SG 54), a couple of light bends, u/m, cat £170 £70-£80 

365 C H 1893-98 ½d to 5s brown-orange (SG 61/8), 1s blue-green a couple of shortish perfs, fresh large part to fine o.g.,
   cat £275 £90-£100 

366 C H 1902-04 ½d green to 5s brown-orange (SG 70/8), large part o.g., cat £250 £80-£90 

367 C H -- 1d carmine (SG 71), booklet pane of 6 with selvedge at right, light even gum toning, u/m £70-£80 

368 AH8 Extensive and valuable duplicated range of mostly Perkins Bacon and De la Rue triangular issues (no
	 	*F “Woodblocks”) with all four values well represented incl most listed shades, majority used with a few pairs, 

blocks of 4 and covers, last incl three ELs to Australia, each bearing PB 6d, cond rather mixed but with some fine 
examples noted, quantities approx as follows: 1d (270), 4d (400), 6d (100) and 1s (70), also some later rectangular 
issues, a few forgeries of triangular noted, cat val well in excess of £170,000  £10000-£12000 
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MAFEKING

369 C 8 1900 6d on 3d purple/yellow (SG 9) used by Mafeking cds, fine, cat £425 (Plate 5) £150-£170 

370 C 8 -- 1s on 6d purple/rose-red of British Bechuanaland with “Type 2” surcharge (SG 15) tied to small piece by “MAFEKING 
C.G.H.” cds dated AP 28. 1900, with another part strike at top, cat £850 (Plate 5) £400-£440 

371 C 8 -- (6-11 April) 1d deep blue/blue (Major Goodyear - SG 18) and 3d deep blue/blue, 18½mm wide (Baden Powell - SG 20), 
each a couple of shortish perfs but otherwise fine used, cat £750 (Plate 5) £240-£280 

NATAL

372 C H 1869 6d violet, ‘POSTAGE’ overprinted type 7a (SG 30), fresh part o.g., cat £800 (Plate 5) £260-£300 

373 C H -- 1d bright red, ‘Postage.’ overprinted type 7d (SG 45), very fresh large part o.g., cat £1,000 (Plate 5) £320-£360 

374 C H 1870-73 POSTAGE’ overprinted type 9, 1d bright red, 3d bright blue and 6d mauve (SG60/62), part o.g., cat £500
   (Plate 5) £140-£160 

375 C H 1874-99 5s rose (SG 72) and 5s carmine (SG 73), fine o.g., cat £250 £80-£90 

376 C H 1882-89 3d blue (SG 100), a trace of toning, large part o.g., cat £160 £50-£60 

377 C H S 1887 2d olive-green, die I and 1891 2½d bright blue, overprinted or handstamped ‘’SPECIMEN’’ respectively (SG 106s, 
113s), odd shortish perf, fresh large part o.g., cat £175 £60-£70 

378 C H 1895 ½d on 6d violet, left marginal horizontal pair, error surcharge double, one sideways (SG 114la), the pair bears 
a single impression of the sideways surcharge, the left stamp with the obliterating bar, the right with the ‘POSTAGE/
Halfpenny’, part o.g., BPA Cert (1951), (Plate 5) £160-£180 

379 C S 1902 £1 10s green and violet and £5 mauve and black, each overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 143s/44s), odd missing perf, 
part or large part o.g., cat £370 (Plate 5) £100-£120 

380 C S -- £5 mauve and black overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 144s), light even gum toning and one shortish perf, large part o.g., 
cat £250 (Plate 5) £90-£100 

381 C S -- £10 green and orange, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 145as), slight adhesions on gum and a hint of toning, large part 
o.g., cat £425 (Plate 5) £140-£160 

382 C S -- £20 red and green, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 145bs), a few shortish perfs and a hint of toning, very lightly hinged, 
o.g., cat £550 (Plate 5) £140-£160 

383 C S -- £20 red and green, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 145bs), a few short perfs and centred to upper left, large part o.g., 
cat £550 £160-£180 

384 C S -- £20 red and green, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 145bs), large part o.g., cat £550 £220-£260 

385 C S 1904-08 £1 10s brown-orange and deep purple, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 162s), slight surface rubbing and a 
couple of faintly toned perfs, large part o.g., cat £350 (Plate 5) £100-£120 

386 C H Officials: 1904 ½d to 1s carmine and blue (SG O1/6), 1s light even toning, large part o.g., cat £350 £120-£140 

TRANSVAAL

387 C H 1877 (June) overprinted type 4 in black, 1d bright red (imperforate) on stout, hard-surfaced paper, error ‘Overprinted 
inverted’ (SG 98a), a trace of creasing at top, four good margins, fresh unused without gum, Brandon Cert (1996),

   cat £850 (Plate 5) £200-£240 

388 C H S 1895 The set of 5 to 1s green, overprinted “Monster” (‘SPECIMEN’ - SG 205s-08s), some toning and 2d a couple of 
missing perfs, large part o.g., cat £170 £60-£70 

389 C H 1895 Introduction of the Penny Postage 1d red, error ‘Imperforate between horizontal pair’ (SG 215ca), right hand 
marginal, fresh and fine large part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 5) £100-£120 

390 C H 1900 V.R.I. overprinted, ½d green, 2½d dull blue and green, 3d purple and green, 6d lilac and green and 1s ochre and 
green, each with overprinted inverted (SG 226d, 229d, 230d, 232d, 233d), large part o.g. £60-£70 

391 C H -- Small selection of ‘no stop’ vars incl 1d rose-red and green (after R, SG 227b), 2½d dull blue and green and 4d
   sage-green and green (after I, SG 229c, 231c) and 1s ochre and green and 10s pale chestnut (after V, SG 233a, 236a), 

part to large part o.g. £100-£120 
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392 C H -- £5 deep green (SG 237), light vertical crease but fresh and lightly hinged, large part o.g., RPS Cert (1988), a rare stamp, 
cat £2,000 (Plate 6) £600-£700 

393 C H 1903 £1 green and violet (SG 258), light bend but very fresh, large part o.g., cat £375 (Plate 6) £140-£160 

394 C H 1904-09 ½d to £1 green and violet (1d is watermark crown CA), £1 on chalky paper (SG 260/72a, excl 261), large part to 
fine o.g. (Plate 6) £160-£180 

ZULULAND

395 E H Fiscal Stamps Used for Postage: 1891 1d dull mauve of Natal overprinted “ZULULAND” type F1 in multiple of 120 (12 x 10) 
with central gutter margin, the r/h pane includes the variety “Top left triangle detached” (SG F1/a), very light overall gum toning, 
folded through gutter and a few with light gum tone spots, the variety is fine, a rare multiple, cat £670+ £200-£240 

SOUTH AFRICA

396 C S 1913-24 Original’ 1913 set of 11, ½d green to 10s deep blue and olive-green overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, excl 1½d and 
1s 3d (SG 3s/4s, 6s/8s, 10s/12s, 14s/16s), very fresh o.g., many stamps with no trace of hinging (Plate 6) £300-£340 

397 C H 8 -- ½d green to £1 green and red, £1 pale olive-green and red (SG 1/17, 17a), a trace of gum toning, large part o.g., also 
Rhodesia 1966 Independence set to £1, u/m and cto used (Plate 6) £800-£900 

398 C H -- £1 green and red (SG 17), large part o.g., Brandon Cert (1985), cat £650 (Plate 6) £220-£260 

399 C H -- £1 pale olive-green and red (SG 17a), light even gum toning but very lightly hinged, virtually full o.g., cat £850
   (Plate 6) £260-£300 

400 C H 1926-27 Perf 13½x14, ½d black and green, two booklet panes of 6, one with watermark inverted, also 1d black and 
carmine booklet pane of 6 (SG 30e, 30ew, 31d), first just trimmed at lower left, second average perfs, last with excellent 
perfs but lightly toned, large part o.g. £200-£240 

401 C H 1927-30 Perf 14x13½ 2d grey and maroon to 2s 6d green and brown in horizontal pairs (SG 34b/37a), 3d a couple of 
missing perfs at foot, large part o.g. £200-£240 

402 C H 1930-44 ½d black and green, tete-beche horizontal pair (SG 42b), some fingerprints on gum but fresh, o.g., cat £1,400 
(Plate 6) £300-£340 

403
403 C H 1930-44 2d slate-grey and lilac, horizontal strip or 3 (EAE) incl tete-beche (SG 44a), odd shortish perf and a trace 

of gum toning, large part o.g., a rare variety, cat £8,000  £3200-£3600 

404 C H -- 4d brown (watermark inverted) in horizontal pair, showing ‘spear’ flaw (SG 46bw), fine u/m, cat £400 £70-£80 

405 C H -- 1s brown and deep blue (watermark inverted) in horizontal pair, showing ‘twisted horn’ flaw (SG 48cw), fine u/m,
   cat £225 (Plate 6) £100-£120 

406 C H 1933-48 1d grey and carmine (watermark inverted) horizontal imperforate pair (SG 56a), fine u/m, cat £180 £60-£70 

407 C H -- 1½d green and bright gold (watermark inverted) horizontal pair, English stamp with shading omitted from mine dump 
(SG 57a), large part o.g., PFSA Cert (1994), cat £275 £70-£80 

408 C H -- 6d green and vermilion horizontal pair, showing ‘falling ladder’ variety (SG 61a), a few bends, fresh large part o.g.,
   cat £300 £80-£90 

409 C H 1937 Coronation 1s red-brown and turquoise-blue, horizontal pair showing ‘missing hyphen’ var (SG 75a), fine u/m,
   cat £80 £36-£40 

410 C H 1938 Voortrekker Commemoration 1d blue and carmine, horizontal pair showing ‘three bolts in wheel’ variety (SG 80a), 
fine u/m, cat £60 £30-£34 

411 C H 1942-44 War Effort (reduced sizes), 1½d red-brown, unit with rouletting omitted (SG 99b), fresh u/m, cat £375
   (Plate 6) £140-£160 
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412 E H Presentation Folder: 1947 UPU Congress Paris, green folder (18 x 22½cm) containing the 1947 Royal Visit set and 
eleven definitive values to 10s, also the South West Africa 1947 Royal Visit set and thirteen definitive values to 20s, all 
hinged into place, fine £200-£240 

413
413 C H 1963 First Meeting of Transkei Legislative Assembly 2½c, error light green omitted (SG 237a), u/m, a rare and 

striking error, cat £3,250  £1400-£1600 

414 C H 1964-72 Watermark RSA, redrawn design ½c Kingfisher, error imperforate pair (SG A238a), u/m, cat £375
   (Plate 6) £120-£140 

415 E H 1966 Fifth Anniversary of the Republic set of 4 horizontal pairs, special printing on Swiss made paper with tete-beche 
RSA watermark (see footnote after SG 262/65), in original UPU Congress presentation folder for which this printing was 
made, scarce £70-£80 

416 C H 1974-76 3c Geranium and 4c Arum Lily, each in an imperforate pair (SG 350ab, 351ab), u/m (Plate 6) £80-£90 

417 C H 1976 World Bowls Championships 15c, horizontal strip of six with margins at sides, right hand pair with overprint albino, 
adjoining stamp with overprint partially albino, (SG 398 var) right stamp small wrinkle, u/m (Plate 6) £100-£120 

418 C H 1977-82 Proteas, small group of errors incl 4c imperforate pair, 4c horizontal strip of 4, left pair imperforate three sides 
and between, u/m, 5c imperforate pair, 25c imperforate pair with emerald (background and RSA) omitted, (SG 417a, 
417a var, 418b, 426a var) all fine u/m  £260-£300 

419 C H 1977-82 Proteas, small group of errors incl 6c with black omitted, 7c emerald omitted and 25c black omitted (SG 419a, 
420a, 426b), all fine u/m £160-£180 

420 C H 1982-87 Architecture, group of imperforate pairs incl 1c reddish brown (litho), 5c brown-purple (recess), 11c cerise, 30c 
agate (recess) and 2r deep carmine (SG 511ab, 515ab, 520b var, 524a var and 527 var) all fine u/m £200-£240 

421 C H 1986 Blood Donor Campaign 12c, error black (marginal inscriptions) omitted (SG 594a), u/m, cat £300 (Plate 6) £120-£140 

422 C H 1987 Bible Society of South Africa, 40c inscribed “The Word of God” in Greek and Hebrew, this stamp was not officially 
   issued as the inscription caused offence to some religious groups, fine u/m, see footnote under SG 628, cat £450
   (Plate 6) £240-£280 

423 C  Booklet: 1921 3s black/salmon, contains two panes of 6 ½d, 1d and 1½d (SG SB3), odd light pencil annotation on 
covers, complete and otherwise fine, very scarce, cat £300 (Plate 6) £200-£240 

424 C H Official: 1930-47 2d blue and violet, overprinted type O2 (SG O15), horizontal pair, fine u/m, cat £160 £60-£70 

425 C H -- 1935-49 Overprinted type O2 with OFFICIAL at right, ‘set’ of 11 horizontal pairs to 10s blue and blackish brown, incl 
listed shades of 1½d and all three types of 6d (SG O20/27), fresh u/m (Plate 6) £160-£180 

426 C H -- 1935-49 5s black and blue-green and 10s blue and sepia, overprinted type O3 with OFFICIAL at left, each in a 
horizontal pair (SG O28/9), fresh u/m, cat £620 (Plate 6) £280-£320 

427 C H -- 1944-50 1½d blue-green and yellow-buff, overprinted type O6 (reading up, OFFICIAL at left), horizontal pair, fine u/m, 
cat £85 £32-£36 

428 2A H Unused collection in two volumes from 1910 to 1999, better items incl 1913-24 5s reddish purple and light blue, coil 
stamps to 2d, 1925 Air to 9d green, 1926-27 typo printing to 6d, 1927-30 recess incl 2s 6d green and brown and 5s 
black and green (SG 37/38), 1930-44 incl 1d no watermark, 2d blue and violet and 2s 6d green and brown, 1933-45 to 
10s incl all three types of 6d, shades of 2d, 5s and 10s, 1936 JIPEX sheets with several different adverts, 1941-46 and 
1942-44 War Effort sets, 1947-54 screened roto to 5s incl shades, later issues quite comprehensive to 1999 incl useful 
1960s defins to 1r, early issues mixed cond but generally fine u/m from 1960s (Few Hundreds) £600-£700 

429 E H Collection of ‘Back of the Book’ issues with stamp booklets incl 1937 6d red (SB11) and 1938 3d blue (SB12), 1939-
40 2s 6d blue/buff (SB15a), 1941 2s 6d blue/buff (SB16), 1948 3s black/buff (SB18), five examples, each with different 
marginal pane ads, 1951 3s 6d black/buff, good range from 1987 to around 2000, Postage dues incl 1914-22 incl 1s red 
and black, 1932-42 to 6d incl shades of 3d and 6d, 1943-44 to 3d indigo incl 2d bright violet, 1948-49 to 6d green and 
bright orange, later issues to 1972 largely complete (excl D62b/c, these duplicated D62c/3), Officials incl 1929-31 1s and 
2s 6d recess, 1930-47 incl 2s 6d green and brown (SG O18a), 1935-49 odds incl 5s (SG O26), 1950-54 to 10s incl a few 
shades, both 5s are SG O49!, cond a little variable but mostly fine (209)  £460-£500 
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430 E H Unused range in mounts, from KGVI to early 1970s incl 1937 Coronation (2 sets), 1954 to 10s in blocks of 4 and 
singles,1959-60 watermark Arms to 5s in blocks of 4, 1961 to 1r in blocks of 4, 1961-63 no watermark 20c and 50c in 
blocks of 4, 1963-67 watermark RSA 1r (SG 236) block of 4, many commems and a few other defins for period with some 
blocks of 4, all appear fine u/m (Scores) £260-£300 

431 ½BH* Collection of modern issues in blue ‘Lighthouse’ stockbook and loose, incl South West Africa, mostly issues from the 
1980’s in u/m plate blocks and strips, also 1997 Hong Kong Stamp Exhibition miniature sheet fdc (300) and 1998 Year of 
the Tiger miniature sheet (200) u/m, fine (Many Hundreds) £100-£120 

432 C H Homelands - Venda: 1991 Indigenous Trees, the unissued set of 4 with face values applicable to previous postage rates, 
namely 25c, 40c, 50c and 60c, u/m (see footnote after SG230), very scarce (Plate 6) £360-£400 

433 A H Homelands: Collection in one volume, of Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Transkei and Venda, appears essentially complete for 
regularly issued sets and min sheets (not guaranteed), all fine u/m (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

434 C H 1923-26 Setting III (14mm spacing), £1 green and red horizontal pair (SG 27) with bold overprint, a couple of light bends, 
large part o.g., PFSA Cert (1985) as SACC 37d, cat £325 £70-£80 

435 C H 1954 1d to 10s deep myrtle-green (SG 154/65) and 1960 1d to 1s 6d purple, excl 6d (SG 154/70, excl 169a), each in 
marginal blocks of 4, fresh u/m £90-£100 

436 C H 1961-63 Unsurfaced paper, ½c to 1r (SG 171/85) in marginal blocks of 4, fresh u/m, cat £192+ £70-£80 

437 E * Postal History: Selection of twenty-seven covers or cards dating between 1914 and 1924 incl 1914 and 1915 stampless 
Feldpost envelopes, 1916-24 South African Occupation covers from Gibeon, Okahandja and Tsumeb etc, Army Post 
Office items identified by Proud references etc, mostly fine, an interesting lot £500-£600 

438 C H Small unused group incl 1926 ½d to 6d (SG 41/3), 1927 ½d to 6d (SG 45/7), 1927 overprinteds type 5&6, 2d to 10s (SG 49/54), 1927-
30 overprinted type 10 1s 3d (2) and £1 (SG 56/7), last singles, remainder horizontal pairs, large part o.g. £100-£120 

TANGANYIKA

439
439 E 8 S 1922 Giraffes, the unique MAURITANIA ‘SPECIMEN’ set on three pieces from the Mauritania archives, with 

values from 5c to £1 in strips of three overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ and further handstamped in red ‘’SPECIMEN’/ 
COLLECTION/ MAURITANIE’, minor signs of ageing but a rare and spectacular set  £3000-£3400 

440 E H 1922-24 Giraffe, 20c orange right hand pane block of 36 (6x6) with part imprint and also showing the mysterious
   plate ‘2’ mark alongside stamp 6 row 5 (SG 77var) fine o.g., multiples from the 1st setting are scarce and most 

attractive £500-£600 

441 C H -- 25c black (SG 78) top left corner marginal block of twenty one (7x3) from the left hand side of the sheet with sheet 
margin between rows 6 and 7, lightly hinged on margins the stamps fine u/m, a rare multiple (Plate 6) £150-£170 

442 C H -- 25c black (SG 78) top left marginal block of forty (8x5) from the left hand side of the sheet with sheet margin between 
rows 6 and 7, lightly hinged on margins the stamps fine u/m, a rare multiple £200-£240 

443 E H -- 1s green design, single crudely perforated forgery, together with a right marginal horizontal pair imperforate, both
   on unwatermarked paper (Hialeah forgeries), together with 1923 1s green (SG 83a) upper right corner marginal
   horizontal pair with sheet No 1110 and engine turning, fine u/m for comparison £50-£60 

444 E  -- Selection of fiscally used incl 1s (9), 2s (8), 3s (4), 5s (9), 10s (4), £1(3), with Court, Bank or manuscript cancellations, 
mixed condition as expected but many fine with clear cancellations, (54) £150-£170 
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445 A 8 1922-25 Giraffe issue, a good to fine used accumulation in a stockbook comprising 5c green (25), 5c slate (55 incl block 
of 4), 10c orange-yellow (23), 10c green (61), 15c (94), 20c (90), 25c blue (11), 25c black (12), 30c purple (5), 30c blue (17), 
40c (11), 50c (15), 75c (9), 1s sideways (10 incl pair), upright (12), 2s upright (1), sideways (8), 3s (9 incl pair), 5s sideways 
(1), upright (1), some superb cancellations noted and a useful lot for expansion, cat £2,050+ (470) £400-£440 

446 E H 1925 Giraffe 5c green (SG 89) complete left pane of 50 (5x10) with part imprint, left margin with bends but fresh u/m,
   cat £550+ £150-£170 

447 E H -- 10c orange-yellow (SG 90) upper right corner block of 40 (5x8) with sheet No 1096, being the top eight rows of the 
right pane, odd creased perf but an unusual multiple, u/m £120-£140 

448 E H -- 30c purple (SG 92) left pane of 50 (5x10) with part imprint, fresh u/m, scarce and attractive £150-£170 

449 E * 1925-26 Three covers each franked with stamps from booklets comprising 1925 (14th Mar) to UK with 5c and 15c 
(booklet stamp), 1925 (Oct 24th) to UK with 10c and 15c both from booklet and 1926 (Dec 31st) 10c, 15c (booklet stamp), 
covers with odd edge knocks but booklet stamps uncommon on cover £100-£120 

450 E * -- Selection of 5 covers comprising 1925 October 1, Dar-Es-Salaam to USA franked with 5c (2) and 10c tied by
   cds’s (First Day of the new postal rates), 1925 March 16 registered envelope Kigoma to Switzerland franked with 10c
   and 50c tied by cds, 1926 February 6 envelope Bagamoyo to USA franked with 5c (both), 10c, 15c, 20c tied by 

five strikes of the cds, also 1926 covers to Italy and Switzerland both at new 25c foreign letter rate, some minor
   imperfections but generally fine £150-£170 

451 C * 1929 September 3 locally registered cover (opened for display), franked with GEA 1c, giraffe 5c, 15c, KGV head 5c, 10c, 
15c (SG 72, 76, 79 and 93-95) tied by three strikes of the ‘EXHIBITION PO TANGANYIKA 3 SP 1929’ cds’s, the GEA 1c is 
not cancelled as the stamp was invalid, another strike of the cancel below and on reverse along blue on white registration 
label and registered h/s, slight soiling £50-£60 

452 E Q 1930 December 24 “Tanga to Dar-Es-Salaam experimental flight”, ‘Cota’ cover franked with 1s green (SG 83a) tied by 
‘TANGA/ REGISTERED’ cds, and blue on white registration label at top left, with Camp Post office Dar-Es-Salaam cds 
dated December 26 on reverse, odd light tone but one of only 50 registered items carried on this flight £50-£60 

453 C Q 1931 December 17 three covers from DODOMA carried on the Christmas flight from UK to Cape Town with
   Dodoma-Durban, Dodoma- Windhoek (SWA) and Dodoma-Bahamas, each franked with different giraffe combinations, 

the cover to Durban has 10c orange-yellow pair and KGV head 50c and unusual trio the Bahamas destination is 
rare £100-£120 

454 C * Post Card: 1924 September 27 ppc (Christ curing the Lepers), franked on picture side with 5c (both) and 15c
   (SG 74, 76 and 89) addressed to GOA, Portuguese India, tied by CAMP POST OFFICE DARESSALAAM cds a rare card 

and very unusual destination £50-£60 

455 C * -- 1925 Two postcards from Tanga comprising November 6 ppc of (High Street Tanga) to USA franked 5c (3) and 
November 7 (Zebras) to Switzerland franked 5c and 10c, both at the new 15c foreign pc rate £50-£60 

456 C * -- Four illustrated postcards all with adhesives on the picture side and dated 1923 comprising June 30 (Graham Road 
Tanga) with 5c (2), each tied by Tanga cds, underpaid by 5c with boxed ‘T’ applied on reverse, August 2 (Boma, Tanga) and 
October 19 (King Street Tanga) both addressed to France and franked 15c (foreign pc rate) and October 4 (Mombasa) with 
5c tied by superb LUSHOTO cds, cancelled by favour as there is no address or message!, a nice little group £50-£60 

457 E * Postal Stationery: A range of postcards and envelopes incl six 1922 15c postcards with one overprinted
   ‘’SPECIMEN’’, three fine unused, two used, one from Moshi to Czechoslovakia the other from Arusha to 

Germany (this with some tape at lower edge) 1922 30c and 50c registered envelopes (size G), one each with 
   ‘’SPECIMEN’’ overprint another unused, 1926 (February) two 50c registered envelopes (size G), uprated with 5c Giraffe 

to make the 55c rate to Germany, cancelled MOSHI cds, generally fine an interesting group (15) £200-£240 

TOGO

458
458 C 8 1914 (Sept) Wide setting with lines 3mm apart, 10pf carmine variety ‘Overprint inverted’ (SG H3a) used by two 

light part cds’s at right, fine and rare, A. Dienna (1970) and BPA Certs (1979 and 1999), cat £3,000  £1600-£1800 
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459
459 C 8 1914 (Oct) Narrow setting with lines 2mm apart, 20pf ultramarine variety ‘TOG’ (SG H17a) tied to small piece by 

Lome cds of 4.10.14, fine and rare, E. Dienna (1985) and BPA Certs (1971 and 1999), cat £2,500  £1300-£1500 

460
460 C 8 1914 (Oct) Narrow setting with lines 2mm apart, 80pf black and carmine/rose (SG H22) used by light cds’s, fine 

and rare, BPA Cert (1999), cat £2,250  £1200-£1400 

461
461 C 8 1915 (Jan) ‘Anglo-French’ 15mm instead of 16mm, 3pf brown (SG H29) tied to small piece by blue Lome cds of 

8.4.15, fine and rare, Roumet (1995) and BPA (1999) Certs, cat £2,250  £1300-£1500 

462 C H 1915 (May) Stamps of Gold Coast overprinted, 1d red variety ‘Overprint double’ (SG H35g) large part slightly toned o.g. 
and centred to top, scarce, cat £350 (Plate 6) £170-£190 

463 C H -- Stamps of Gold Coast overprinted, 1d red variety ‘Overprint inverted’ (SG H35h) large part slightly toned o.g. and 
centred to lower left, scarce, cat £170 (Plate 6) £90-£100 

TONGA

464 A H Collection of unused issues in blue album to the mid 1980’s incl some early types but strength from the 1970’s onwards 
with comprehensive ranges of the embossed gold foil issues, commemoratives with miniature sheets, Airmails and 
Officials etc, generally fine throughout (Few Hundreds) £50-£60 

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

465 C 8 1918 (Jan 7) War Tax 1d scarlet (Type 25) variety ‘Overprint double’ (SG 186a) horizontal pair tied to small piece by San 
Fernando cds’s of April 1918, a little soiled, cat £450+ (Plate 6) £140-£160 

466 C 8 Official Stamps: 1909 1d rose-red variety ‘Overprint double’ (SG O9a) used by small part cds at foot, a few short perfs 
and slight overall soiling, cat £325 (Plate 6) £110-£130 

467 E H 8 Small selection on three pages incl Tobago 1879 1d unused (no gum), Trinidad with imperforate and perf ‘Britannia’ 
types, a few later blocks etc, unused and used, mixed condition (34) £100-£120 

TRISTAN DA CUNHA

468 C H 1952 Overprinted ½d violet to 10s purple (SG 1/12), two sets, one fine, the other 2d and 10s small faults, both u/m,
   cat £280 £70-£80 

469 C H 1954 1d to 10s (SG 14/27), 1960 Marine Life set 1d to 10s (SG 28/41) and 1961 Marine Life ½c to 1r (SG 42/54), first 2s 
6d a few short perfs, fresh u/m, cat £245 £70-£80 

470 C H -- 1d to 10s brown-orange and purple (SG 14/27) in marginal/corner marginal blocks of 4, fresh u/m,
   cat £360+  £160-£180 
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471 C H 1960 Marine Life, ½d to 10s black and violet (SG 28/41) in lower left corner blocks of 4, fresh u/m, cat £300+ £130-£150 

472 C H 1961 Marine Life,½c to 1r black and violet (SG 42/54) in upper right corner blocks of 4, fresh u/m, cat £320+ £140-£160 

473 C H 1963 Tristan Resettlement, 1d to 10s in marginal blocks of 9, a few short perfs, fresh u/m, cat £207+ £70-£80 

474 C H 1965-67 ½d to £1 deep blue and orange-brown (SG 71/84b), in marginal blocks of 4, fresh u/m, cat £220+ £80-£90 

475 C H -- ½d to £1 deep blue and orange-brown (SG 71/84b), in marginal blocks of 4, fresh u/m, cat £220+ £80-£90 

476 E H Extensive unused selection in mounts from 1953 to mid 1970s incl most commems from 1953 incl blocks of 4, some 
min sheets and 1957 postage dues in pairs, also defins incl 1967-69 to £1, 1971 surchs in blocks of 4 and 1972 to £1 in 
blocks of 4, all appear fine u/m (Few Hundreds) £300-£340 

477 2A H Collection of unused issues from 1952 to 2009 in two blue albums incl definitives and commemoratives with miniature 
sheets and sheetlets, sets and short sets etc, mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

478 E H Collection of unused issues to 1986 on pages incl 1952 set, 1954 set, 1961 set, 1965-67 set, later definitives and 
commemoratives with miniature sheets etc, generally fine (Few Hundreds) £140-£160 

TURKS & CAICOS IS

479 C * 1906 June 27 registered envelope to Jamaica, franked with 1900-04 3s lake (SG 109) tied by light oval REGISTERED/
TURKS ISLAND oval, with large “R” in oval at left and JAMAICA/REGISTERED arrival oval on the front dated Jy 5 06, 
light soiling, opened at foot and pencil annotations but still an attractive cover (Plate 6) £200-£240 

ZANZIBAR 

480 C S 1908-09 10r blue-green & brown to 50r black & mauve, each overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 239s/43s), first two some 
gum toning, remainder generally fresh, some gum disturbance, part to large part o.g., cat £545 (Plate 6) £180-£200 

481 C S -- 30r black & sepia and 50r black & mauve, each overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 241s, 243s), without gum,
   cat £250 £50-£60 

482 C S -- 200r brown and greenish black, overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 245s), some light creasing, large part o.g.,
   cat £275 £90-£100 

483 C S 1913 100r black and blue and 200r brown and black, each overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (SG 260fs/gas), some gum toning 
and former lightly creased, large part o.g., cat £395 £90-£100 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH - COLLECTIONS

484 2A H8 Collection in “The New Imperial” albums volumes I and II with useful range incl GB 1840 1d black (5 various 
margins) and 2d blue used, 1858-79 1d reds to plate 225 (this with trimmed perfs) used, S/P values to 10s 
used, 1887-92 Jubilee to 1s unused, KEVII values to 2s6d (horizontal pair) unused, £1 used, then unused unless 
stated incl Antigua 1932 Tercentenary set, Ascension 1924-33 one of each value to 3s in horizontal pairs, British 
Solomon Islands 1908 set, Canada 1897 Jubilee values to 10c, Falklands 1878-79 6d, 1891 ½d on half of 1d (used 
on piece), 1898 2s6d and 5s, KEVII values to 5s, 1929-37 Whales and Penguin set, 1933 Centenary values to 5s 
(used), Ireland 1922 Seahorses (ovptd) 2s6d to 10s, Newfoundland1897 Discovery values to 60c, Rhodesia 1913-
22 Admiral 5s, Southern Rhodesia 1924-29 set, some imperfections but cond overall good to fine although pmks 
not all guaranteed and well worth close inspection  £4600-£5000 

485 ½B H KGVI unused collection in four albums mostly in complete sets incl Aden 1939-48, Antigua 1938-51, Ascension 
1938-53 , Australia 1937-49 , Bahamas 1938-52, Barbados, Basutoland 1938, Bechuanaland 1938-52 , Bermuda 
1938-52, British Guinea 1938-52, British Honduras 1938-47, Brunei 1947-51, Burma, Canada 1937-38 , Cayman 
1938-48, Ceylon 1938-49, Cyprus 1938-51, Falkland Islands 1938-50 and 1952, Fiji 1938-55, Gambia 1938-46, 
Gibraltar 1938-51, Hong Kong to $5, India 1948 Gandhi and 1949-52, Jamaica 1938-52, KUT 1938-54, Malayan 
States Palmtree to $5, Mauritius 1938-49, Montserrat 1938-48, Morocco Agencies, North Borneo 1939 to $2, 1945 
and 1950, Northern Rhodesia 1938-52, Nyasaland 1938-44 , Pakistan 1947 and 1948-57, St. Helena 1938-44, St 
Kitts-Nevis, Sarawak 1950, Seychelles 1938-49 ,Sierra Leone 1938 , Somaliland Protectorate 1938, South Africa, 
Sudan, Trinidad and Tobago 1938-44, Turks and Caicos 1938-45, etc, many 1948 Silver Wedding sets, large part 
o.g. or part o.g., mostly fine (Many Hundreds).The collection formed by the late Mr. Ian G. Gunn.  £4000-£4400 

486 2A H  KGVI unused collection in two albums incl Aden 1939-48 set, Aden States, Antigua 1938-51 set, Ascension values 
to 10s, Australia 1937-49 set, BCOF 1946-48 set, Bahamas 1938-52 set, Bahrain, Barbados, Basutoland 1938 set, 
Bechuanaland 1938-52 set, Bermuda 1938-53 set, British Guiana, British Honduras 1938-47 set, Brunei, Canada, Cyprus 
1938-51 set, Falkland Islands 1938-50 set, Fiji 1938-55 set, Gambia 1938-46 set, Great Britain 1939-48 set, Grenada, 
Hong Kong, India 1948 Gandhi set, Jamaica 1938-52 set, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 1938-54 set, Malayan States, 
North Borneo 1939 set (less $2), 1945, 1947 and 1950-52 sets, Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 set, Nyasaland 1938-44 set, 
Pakistan 1947 set, St Helena 1938-44 set, Sarawak, Seychelles, Singapore etc, many 1948-49 Silver Wedding sets, 
mixed condition at places with some stain spots noted though generally fine (Many Hundreds)  £3600-£4000 
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487 A H8 Collection in “New Imperial” album volume “1” incl GB 1840 1d (2, three and four margins) , 2d blue (3 margins), 
1887-92 Jubilee £1 and KEVII values to £1 used also KVII values to 1s unused, Antigua 1903-07 and 1913 5s 
unused, Ascension 1922 set unused, Canada 1897 Jubilee values to 50c unused, Falkland Islands 1898 2s6d and 
5s used, Hong Kong incl KGVI $1 unused (2), good selection of Indian States incl Jind KGV “Service” 10r unused, 
cond varies but well worth close inspection (Hundreds)  £3400-£3800 

488 B H8 Collection from QV to 1960s in four ‘Devon’ albums, arranged by continent, better items incl Straits Settlements 
1867 surch to 32c on 2a (mostly used), KGV $25 used, 1937-38 to $5 unused, Johore 1960 to $5, Kedah 1957 to $5 
used, some Malayan states 1957-60 sets/odds to $5, Selangor 1949 to $5, Singapore 1955 to $5, Malaysia 1965 
Birds to $5, KUT 1904-07 to 5r unused, 1935-36 to 10s, 1954-59 to £1, Tanganyika 1917-21 overprinteds to 10r, 
Uganda 1898 to 5r, Zanzibar 1908-09 to 10r used and Aden 1937 Dhows to 5r used, many other useful odds, also 
a couple of general volumes and some loose (Hundreds)  £2600-£3000 

489 EH8 REVENUES F S Diverse but interesting accumulation on stock pages incl Hong Kong 1862-63 no watermark 2c 
brown unused (2), 1863-71 18c h/s ‘’SPECIMEN’’, 1912-24 $10 black and purple/red used, 1921-37 watermark 
script incl $5 unused (tones), Br Guiana 1862 type-set 2c black/yellow, Nyasaland 1896 £10 black and orange 
overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ (2), 1897 £10 black and yellow, 1908-11 £10 purple and ultramarine and 1913-21 £10 
purple and royal-blue (3), all fiscally used, Zanzibar 1908-09 100r black and steel, apparently unused with part 
o.g., Natal £10 green and orange unused without gum (not guaranteed) and £20 red and green overprinted 
‘’SPECIMEN’’, O.R.C. KEVII £10 purple/red revenue (2) used, C.O.G.H. QV £10 lilac and Hope £5 green revenues 
used, Rhodesia 1892-93 small selection of £1 to £10 fiscally used, also two £10 brown apparently used and one 
used by barred oval (none guaranteed), very mixed condition (Scores)  £2000-£2400 

490 ½B H8 British West Indies and North America: Useful unused/used collection in three stockbooks from QV to around 
1935, better items incl Antigua 1884-87 1s mauve, 1903-07 to 5s, 1921-29 to £1, 1932 Tercentenary 5s, Bahamas 
1884-90 5s and £1, KEVII £1, KGV to £1, Barbados Britannia types incl a few unused, also 1873 5s used, 1882-86 to 
5s bistre, incl 4d grey unused, 1912-16 to 3s, Barbuda 1922 overprinted to 5s, Bermuda KGV to £1 unused, British 
Guiana 1876-79 96c olive-bistre part o.g., British Honduras 1882-87 1s grey used, 1913-21 $5 purple and black/
red, Cayman Is 1932 Centenary to 10s, Dominica KEVII to 5s unused and used, KGV to 5s, Jamaica KGV to 10s, 
Leeward Is incl KGV £1 unused, Montserrat KEVII to both 5s, KGV to 5s, Newfoundland 1933 Air to 75c and Gilbert 
to 32c unused and used, Canada 1915 War Tax overprinteds, 1928-29 incl 50c and $1 unused, Trinidad 1896-1900 
10s, Virgin Is incl 1888 4d on 1s, KEVII to 5s, a few faults but generally good to fine (Few Hundreds)  £1800-£2000 

491 2B H8 Collection in eighteen brown albums, unused and used early to mainly 1980’s issues from many territories incl 
Abu Dhabi 1964 set u/m, Anguilla, Antigua 1903-07 5s part o.g., 1953-62 set large part o.g., Ascension, Bahamas 
E.II definitive sets, Barbados, Basutoland 1961-63 set u/m, Bechuanaland, Bermuda, Botswana, British Antarctic 
Territory 1963-69 £1 red and brownish black u/m, 1971 set u/m, British Guiana 1934-51 set part o.g., British 
Honduras, British Virgin Islands 1938-47, 1952 and 1964-68 sets large part o.g., Cayman Islands, Cyprus 1948 
Silver Wedding set u/m., Dominica 1938-47 and 1951 sets large part o.g., Falkland Islands, South Georgia 1963-69 
set u/m, Fiji, Gambia 1963 Birds set u/m, Ghana, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Grenada and Grenadines, Hong Kong 
1912-21 $2 part o.g. (small thin), 1948 Silver Wedding set u/m, India 1948 Gandhi set large part o.g., Leeward 
Islands, Malaysia and States, Mauritius, Montserrat, Nyasaland 1938-44 set u/m, Papua and New Guinea, Pitcairn 
Islands 1940-51 set part o.g., 1949 Silver Wedding set used, Rhodesia, St Kitts-Nevis 1921-29 set large part o.g., 
1923 Tercentenary set to 2s6d plus 5s part o.g., St Lucia, St Vincent 1921-32 set part o.g. etc, many shades, sets 
and short sets etc, mixed condition with many fine (Thousands)  £1800-£2000 

492 EH8* Duplicated accumulation of British Guiana and British Honduras in small stockbook on pages etc with a number 
of useful items, the majority unused incl British Guiana 1913-21 vals to 96c, 1938-52 set, with additional multiples 
to $3, 1948 RSW $3 lower marginal block of four, British Honduras 1908-11 1c blue-green block of 6, 1913-21 $5 
(2) u/m and large part o.g., 1935 Jubliee set in blocks of four, 1938-47 set etc, overll the cond is good to fine with 
much u/m, a very good stock lot and well worth close inspection (Few Hundred)  £1300-£1500 

493 A H8 Collection in “New Imperial” album volume “II” incl Natal 1902 5s unused, New Brunswick 1860-63 10c used, 
Newfoundland 1897 “Discovery” set unused, Oil Rivers 1892-94 set of 6 unused, Rhodesia 1896-97 10s unused, 1905 
“Falls” used, St Helena 1922-37 values to 5s unused, St Vincent 1913-17 £1 unused, Samoa 1914-24 £1 unused, 
Sarawak 1888-97 $1 unused, Straits Settlements 1883-91 values to 96c unused, Perak 1935-37 $5 unused (toned gum), 
etc, cond varies but worth inspection (Hundreds) £1000-£1200 

494 A H 8 Collection of mostly Victorian period issues in green album incl Bahamas, Ceylon 1857-59 1d and 6d both unused, later 
Chalon head and overprinted types, Dominica, Great Britain 1841 1d unused (4), Malta, Mauritius, Natal 1902 £5 fiscally 
used, Newfoundland with unused and used imperforate issues, later issues unfortunately stuck down, Queensland with 
higher values, South Australia, Tasmania with unused and used Chalon head types, Victoria and Western Australia etc, 
part o.g., unused and used, a highly catalogued lot in very mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £1000-£1200 

495 2BH8 Collection in two cartons with most Colonies represented, better areas incl South Australia, Sudan 1935 Gordon to 
20p, Tasmania Chalon’s incl 2d large star wmk and later issues to 1s, Victoria incl a couple of ‘Half Lengths’, 1854 1s 
Registered (rouletted), Mafia Island overprinteds on IEF, North Borneo 1939 to $5 used, New South Wales incl a few 
imperfs, Queensland, Hong Kong 1891 2c Jubilee used, KEVII $3 used, KGV $3 part o.g., Ionian Is 1859 set, also a few 
Australian year books and other odds (Thousands) £900-£1000 
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496 2A H 8 Collection of KGVI issues in red ‘New Age’ album incl India 1949 Independence (Gandhi) set part o.g., Kenya,
   Uganda and Tanganyika, Malayan States, Nyasaland, Pakistan 1947 set part o.g., some 1948 Silver Wedding sets
   incl Singapore etc, also red ‘New Ideal’ album with unused and used sparse ranges throughout but many 1935
   Silver Jubilee sets noted, mixed condition (Hundreds) £900-£1000 

497 ½B H Varied unused selection in mounts and packets, mostly late KGVI to mid 1970s with good thematic content,
   countries present incl B.I.O.T., Mauritius incl 1962 Birds to 10r (2 sets), 1978 Endangered Species (WWF) set in blocks
   of 4 and singles plus three min sheets, Ireland incl 1957 Brown set in blocks of 4 and 1960 CEPT, Pakistan 1949-53
   redrawn set to 12a, South West Africa 1954 to 10s, 1962-66 to 5s, 1961-63 to 1r, 1963 Red Cross blocks of 4,
   Uganda 1961 Independence to 20s in blocks of 4,1962 Birds to 20s, KUT 1960 to 20s (2 sets), Tanganyika 1961 

Independence to 20s, Malawi, Sierra Leone 1956-61 to £1, Pitcairn Is 1957-63 to 2s 6d, Nauru, Fiji 1954-59 to £1 (2 
sets), Gold Coast 1948 to 10s and 1953 to 10s, also some foreign odds from same period, a few early issues hinged, 
mostly fine u/m (Hundreds)  £800-£900 

498 B H Collection of African Nations in six albums and on pages, mostly modern unused issues in sets with definitives
   and commemoratives to the early to mid 1980’s incl Basutoland 1949 Silver Wedding set, 1954-58 and 1961-63
   sets, Bechuanaland 1955-58 and 1961 sets, Botswana, Gambia 1938-46, 1953-59 and 1963 Birds set, Kenya, Kenya, 

Uganda and Tanganyika 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1954-59 and 1960-62 sets, Lesotho, Malawi, Nigeria, Nyasaland, 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, South Africa, South West Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia etc, generally fine 
(Thousands) £600-£700 

499 ½B H8 Collection in four stockbooks and loose on pages, mostly modern issues in sets incl British Antarctic Territory,
   Canada, Channel Islands, Gibraltar, New Zealand, Pitcairn Islands, St Helena, St Lucia, St Vincent, Singapore, South 

Africa, South West Africa and Sri Lanka etc with commemoratives, definitives and miniature sheets, many blocks and 
colourful thematics noted, u/m, part o.g. and used, mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £600-£700 

500 E H 8 Selection on Hagner pages, mostly all unused incl Antigua 1913 5s grey-green and violet, Ascension with 1938-
53 values to 1s in imprint blocks of four, Bahamas, Great Britain 1951 Festival high value set, Jamaica 1920 10s, 
Montserrat, Morocco Agencies 1907-12 Spanish Currency 3p on 2s6d to 12p on 10s, New Zealand 1931 Smiling Boy 
set, Pakistan, South Africa etc, some gum toning noted but many fine (170) £550-£650 

501 e H 8 Duplicated accumulation of Malayian States, North Borneo and Singapore in small stockbook, the vast majority
   unused a good number of top values and RSW sets noted incl Kedah 1937 $2 r/h horizontal pair, Pahang 1950-56 $5 

green and sepia, Perlis 1951-55 $5 (2), North Borneo 1950-52 $5 and $10 and Singapore vals to $5, light duplication, 
cond most fine, a useful lot (Approx 150) £500-£600 

502 1½B H British West Indies: Collection in ten albums and on pages, mostly modern unused issues in sets with definitives
   and commemoratives to the early to mid 1980’s incl Anguilla, Bahamas 1948 Eluthera and 1954-63 sets, Barbuda, 

Bermuda, British Guiana 1938-52 and 1954-63 sets, British Honduras 1962 Birds set, British Virgin Islands 1938-47, 
1956-62 and 1964-68 sets, Cayman Islands 1962-64 set, Dominica 1951 set, Guyana, Montserrat 1938-48 set, Nevis, St. 
Kitts, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia St. Vincent, St. Vincent Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago 1938-44 set, Turks and Caicos 
Islands 1950 set etc, generally fine (Thousands) £500-£600 

503 2BH8 Mixed lot incl large stockbook crammed with duplicated used modern GB incl min sheets (excellent for stock),
	 		* selection of GB presentation packs incl 2 “Welsh” Diana packs, range of Omnibus issues, large quantity on cards, ex
   auction lots, this lot arrived to late for full inspection and offered with a very modest reserve (Many Thousands) £500-£600 

504 ½B H Unused collection for letter “A” from KGVI to around 2000 (not comprehensive) incl Anguilla with good thematic content, 
Antigua 1938-51 to £1, 1953-62 to $4.80, later incl most sets and min sheets again with plenty of thematics, Ascension 
KGVI to 10s, 1948 RSW, 1956 to 10s, 1963 Birds to £1 and most later to 2003, issues to late 1970s sometimes hinged, 
later u/m (Few Hundreds) £480-£550 

505 B H Collection of Pacific Islands in five albums and on pages, mostly modern unused issues in sets with definitives and 
commemoratives to the mid 1980’s incl Aitutaki, British Solomon Islands, Christmas Islands, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, 
Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Gilbert Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, New Hebrides, Niue, Papua New Guinea, Penrhyn, Samoa, 
Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu etc, generally fine (Thousands) £460-£500 

506 ½B H8 Collection in maroon ‘Imperial’ album (Volume II, issues from 1928, 2nd edition), sparsely filled but incl Cyprus 1934
   set from ½pi to 45pi part o.g. and many 1935 Silver Jubilee sets, also two small albums of 1937 Coronation issues
   and 1949 UPU issues, part o.g. and used, mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £400-£440 

507 E H 8 Small unused and used selection of British Arabia in small stockbook incl from Aden, Bahrain with 1948 RSW pair 
in blocks of four u/m and 1950-55 2r on 2s6d (type II surcharge block of four) fine used, Kuwait 1929-37 1r and

   Morocco Agencies, a number of the British Wildings overprinted in blocks of four u/m etc, light duplication, cond most 
fine, a useful lot (Approx 250) £360-£400 

508 A H 8 Collection in blue stock-book incl Cook Islands with a few early issues, later with E.II period commemoratives
   with miniature sheets and definitives, Aitutaki with Officials, Gambia, New Zealand Health miniature sheets etc, many 

colourful thematics throughout, u/m, part o.g and used, generally fine (Many Hundreds) £360-£400 
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509 1½BH8 Diverse collector’s clear-out lot incl duplicated range of NZ from 1930s to 1960s, mostly modern Gibraltar incl
   booklets, Malayan states incl 1960s flower sets, Guyana incl 1980s provisionals, Australia fdcs, Bermuda incl 1938 2s 

and 2s 6d first printings m/mint, Turks Is 1881 ½ on 1d pair, Biafra 1968 1d with offset on reverse, Leeward Is KGV ¼d 
brown part sheet of 96 with plate 26, Sarawak duplicated selection to 1970s, Gold Coast with some Ghana, Falkland Is, 
Singapore and much more, needs viewing! (Few Thousands) £360-£400 

510 1½BH8 Collection of unused and used early to mostly modern selections from many territories in fourteen albums or
   stockbooks incl six sparsely filled printed ‘New Age’ types for KGVI and QEII issues, moistly lower value material noted 

and some duplication among the modern period, mixed condition (Thousands) £320-£360 

511 A H 8 Collection (remaindered) of KGVI in printed album with a number of complete sets, incl Basutoland and Turks and Caicos 
Islands to 10s unused or used, a fair number of 1948 Wedding sets etc, mixed cond (Few Hundred) £300-£340 

512 ½B H8 Collection of British Asia early to mostly modern unused and used issues in four albums incl (unused unless
   stated) Brunei 1947-51 set, Ceylon 1951-54 set, Hong Kong 1962-73 set, India, Malaysia and States, North 

Borneo 1961 set, Pakistan, Sabah 1964-65 set, Sarawak, Singapore and Sri Lanka etc, generally fine throughout
   (Many Hundreds) £300-£340 

513 E H 8 Selection on pages incl some early Australian States, unused E.II definitive sets from Bahamas, Bermuda, Dominica, 
Gibraltar and Seychelles, some Postage Dues etc, the early issues very mixed, the more modern generally fine large part 
o.g. (Few Hundred) £300-£340 

514 2B H 8 Collection in seventeen binders and loose, early to modern unused and used issues from a range of territories incl
   Aden and States, British Indian Ocean Territory, Canada, Leeward Islands, Cyprus, Fiji, New Zealand, St Helena, Tokelau 

Islands and Tuvalu etc, some sets and short sets noted though mostly lower value material in very mixed condition 
(Thousands) £300-£340 

515 ½B H British West Indies: Varied unused selection in mounts and packets, mostly late KGVI to mid 1970s incl Anguilla, 
Bahamas, St Vincent and Grenadines incl values to $10 in blocks of 4, Bermuda incl 1962 to £1, Dominica 1913 5s red 
and green/yellow, Montserrat, Antigua, Trinidad incl 1953 $1.20 and $4.80, 1958 West Indies Federation omnibus in 
blocks of 6, a good range with plenty of thematic content, almost all fine u/m (Hundreds) £300-£340 

516 1½B H Unused collection in 14 stocbooks from many territories, mainly 1960s and 1970s, incl Churchill 1965, WHO omnibus 
apparently complete, mostly u/m (Many Hundreds) £300-£340 

517 A H Unused collection “A to G” from KGVI to 1990s (not comprehensive) incl Aden 1939-47 to 10r, Aitutaki, Australia, 
Bahawalpur, Bahrain, Basutoland and Bechuanaland each incl 1948 RSW, Belize, Brunei, Burma, Canada, IFS Cochin 
incl 1911-13 3a vermilion, Cocos Is, Cook Is, Cyprus incl 1948 RSW, BOIC 1943-48 MEF to 10s, Gambia incl 1948 RSW, 
Grenada with useful thematics, issues to late 1960s sometimes hinged, later u/m (Few Hundreds) £280-£320 

518 B H Diverse, mostly modern collection in six volumes incl Gambia 1965 Independence to £1, Gibraltar 1960 to £1, 1982 
Aircraft to £5, KUT 1960 to 20s (hinged), Malta 1956 to £1 (hinged), Muscat 1944 service set to 1r (hinged), NZ 1968 
Health min sheets, Singapore 1968-73 to $10, Botswana 1982 Birds to 2p, Australia 1966 to $4, volume of cricket related 
stamps, also some foreign incl 1970s-80s Saudi Arabia, mostly fine u/m (Hundreds) £260-£300 

519 A H 8 Collection of mostly unused issues from 1937 to about 1986 in red binder incl Aden 1939-48 set, 1949 Silver Wedding 
set, Aden States, Bahrain, British Indian Ocean Territory 1968 and 1968-70 sets, Burma 1946 set, Kuwait 1945 set, 
Maldives Islands, Qatar 1961 set, Seychelles 1952, 1954-61 and 1962-68 sets, Zil Eloigne Sesel etc, generally fine 
throughout (Hundreds) £240-£280 

520 ½B H Collection of unused QEII issues to about 1962 though some later noted in three green ‘New Age’ printed albums
   with commemoratives in sets and definitives in short sets incl, Australia, Canada, Gambia, Ghana, India, New Zealand 

and Swaziland etc, part o.g., mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £240-£280 

521 2B H 8 Collection of African nations in fourteen binders, early to modern unused and used issues from many territories 
incl Bechuanaland, Gambia, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Nigeria, Nyasaland, The Rhodesia’s, South Africa,

   South West Africa etc, some sets and short sets noted though mostly lower value material in very mixed condition 
(Thousands) £240-£280 

522 2A 8 KGVI used collection in two albums incl Aden, Barbados, Canada, Ceylon, Fiji, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Jamaica
   and South Africa etc, mostly short sets noted but a good lot for further expansion, mixed condition (Many 

Hundreds) £220-£260 

523 A H 8 Collection in “Imperial” album, remaindered but a good range of countries represented, mostly lower values but
   includes GB 1840 1d (3 margins) used, very mixed cond (Few Hundred) £200-£240 

524 2A H Unused collection of mostly 1960s in two stockbooks incl Antigua 1966 perf 11½x11 to $5, Ascension 1963 Birds to £1, 
Bahamas 1964 New Constitution to £1, 1965 to £1, also decimal surchs to $3 on £1 and decimal set to $3, St Helena 
1961 to £1, Mauritius 1965 Birds to 10r, Br Honduras 1962 Birds to $5, Bermuda 1962 to £1, Cayman Is 1962 to £1, 
Tristan DC 1965-67 to £1, Virgin Is 1964 to $2.80, S Rhodesia 1964 to £1, Uganda, Kenya and Tanganyika Independence 
sets to 20s, Botswana 1967 Birds to 2r, Basutoland 1961 to 1r, Gambia 1938-44 to £1 and 1963 Birds to £1 and Zanzibar 
1961 to 20s, a few with light gum adhesions due to storage but mostly fine u/m (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 
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525 A 8 Collection of Asian countries in black ‘Swing-O-Ring’ album incl Hong Kong 1912-21 $10 used, 1948 Silver Wedding 
set used, Malaysia with Straits Settlements, Kedah 1937 set part o.g., North Borneo etc, unused and used, mixed

   condition with many fine (Hundreds) £200-£240 

526 ½BH8 Collection in four stockbooks and two binders, mainly unused and used duplicated early to modern lower value
	 		* material noted from a range of territories incl Australia, British Levant, Hong Kong, India, Kenya Uganda and
   Tanganyika 1960-62 set u/m, Malaya and States, Mauritius, New Zealand 1960-66 set u/m, Singapore etc, some sets, 

short sets and a few covers, condition mixed but many fine (Thousands) £200-£240 

527 BH8* Collection in seven albums or stockbooks and loose, unused and used ranges from many territories incl Australia, 
Canada, Ghana, Gold Coast, Great Britain with ‘Barcode’ booklets, Jamaica modern issues, St Lucia modern issues etc, 
a few covers and some foreign material noted also Omnibus issues with 1937 Coronation, 1953 Coronation and 1981 
Royal Wedding etc, mixed condition with many fine, a good lot for sorting (Thousands) £300-£240 

528 C H Selection of KGVI ‘Keyplate’ types comprising Bermuda 2s (5), 2s6d (2), 5s, £1 (2), Leeward Islands 10s (2), Nyasaland 
2s, 2s6d and £1 (2), various perfs, printings and shades, u/m or large part o.g., fine (16) £180-£200 

529 B H 8 Collection of West Indies in seven binders, early to modern unused and used issues from a range of territories incl 
Bahamas, Barbados, British Guiana, British Honduras, Dominica, Guyana, St Lucia etc, some sets and short sets noted 
though mostly lower value material in very mixed condition (Thousands) £160-£180 

530 B H 8 Collectors clear-out lot with range of countries, mostly QV to early QEII low to middle values, duplication throughout 
so possible postmark interest, incl Canada, Ceylon, Cyprus, G.B, Hong Kong, India, Malaya etc, very mixed cond 
(Thousands), £150-£170 

531 A H 8 Collection of Pacific Islands in blue ‘Collecta’ printed album, unused (mostly) and used E.II issues to about 1980 with 
definitives and commemoratives from British Solomon Islands, Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Gilbert Islands, Kiribati, 
Pitcairn Islands and Tuvalu, mainly fine (Few Hundreds) £100-£120 

532 B H 8 Collection of Asian nations in seven binders, early to modern unused and used issues from Hong Kong, Malaya
   and States, Singapore and Sri Lanka etc, mostly lower value material noted in very mixed condition
   (Many Hundreds) £100-£120 

533 A H 8 Collection of South Atlantic Islands in blue ‘Collecta’ printed album, unused (mostly)and used E.II issues to about 1980 
with definitives and commems from Ascension with 1963 Birds set and 1971 set, St Helena and Tristan Da Cunha, mixed 
condition (Few Hundreds) £80-£90 

THEMATIC

534 B H * Aviation: Collection of ‘Aviation Heritage’ issues produced by ‘Westminster’ in six blue albums incl u/m sets, miniature 
sheets and sheetlets plus covers incl several coin types and a few signed incl Bill Reid V.C. and Vera Lynn, fine

   throughout (Few Hundreds) £100-£120 

535 2B H Birds: Collection of unused mostly u/m early to modern worldwide issues in eleven binders or stockbooks 
arranged in country order, many in complete sets with miniature sheets, incl Aitutaki, Anguilla, Ascension 1963 
set, Australia George V ‘Heads’ to 1s4d, 1928 Melbourne Exhibition miniature sheet, 1948-56 Arms 5s to £2, 
Austria 1950-52 Air set, Bahamas, Botswana, Chad 1971 Air 1000f Great Egret in an imperforate block of ten, 
Cuba 1991 Express Mail set, Falkland Islands 1960-66 set, French Southern and Antarctic Territories 1962-72 20f, 
Japan 1949 8y Postal Week, Jordan 1964 Air set, 1968 Game Protection set, Mali, New Zealand, Thailand 1967

   set, Tristan Da Cunha etc, mostly fine, a good basis for further expansion  £5000-£6000 

536 2B * H Cricket: Collection of mostly modern covers relating to most aspects of the sport, some more interesting incl Australia 
1977 Test Cricket Centenary cover signed by many members of the Australian team, 1988 Australian Bicentennial 
‘limited edition’ collection, 1998 WG Grace 150th Anniversary, 1987 MCC Bicentenary, Gillette Cup Final, 1980 Test 
Match Centenary and several similar, almost all fine (Scores) £160-£180 

537 2B * H -- Collection incl many fdcs and commemorative covers, three volumes of mostly unused stamps relating to the sport 
and a few other odds and ends, almost all fine (Few Hundreds) £120-£140 

538 2BH8* Diverse world-wide range in 15+ volumes plus loose, thematic content mostly modern incl many mint sets with
   subjects such as Aircraft, Ships, Railways, Trams, Horseracing, Royalty and Sport, also some general material, cond 

mostly fine (Few Thousands) £200-£240 

539 3B H EUROPA/C.E.P.T.: Comprehensive unused collection from 1956 to 2012 in nine ‘SAFE’ albums, appears virtually 
complete with all spaces filled incl 1956 Luxembourg and Netherlands, 1960 Liechtenstein, 1972 Spanish Andorra, 
1970s Portugal incl min sheets, later issues incl sheetlets, a few early issues incl 1956 Luxembourg lightly 
hinged but virtually all fine u/m from 1960, also an additional stockbook cont duplicates incl 1960 Liechtenstein

   (bends, but u/m) and a good range of later issues to around 2005, generally fine u/m (Hundreds)  £1200-£1400 
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540 B * Military: Collection of about 390 special event covers in two large and five small binders, mostly dating from the 1960’s 
to the 1980’s incl British Army Uniforms, Fleet Air Arm Museum, National Army Museum, Royal Air Force Museum, Royal 
Marines Museum, Royal Navy etc, some signed, mainly fine £200-£240 

OMNIBUS

541 E 8 1948-49 Royal Silver Wedding, a complete fine used set of 138 stamps, scarce, cat £2,500 £1200-£1400 

542 e H -- Royal Silver Wedding, the complete omnibus collection on three stockcards, some light gum toning due to storage, all 
apparently u/m (138) £700-£800 

543 1½BH8 1978 25th Anniversary of the Coronation, comprehensive collection in seven volumes incl foreign countries, mostly
	 			* u/m but incl some used and fdcs, also 1979 Rowland Hill collection in two similar volumes, these all u/m
   (Hundreds) £100-£120 

544 3½BH8 Collection in twenty-four albums incl 1937 Coronation, 1945-46 Victory, 1953 Coronation, 1972 Silver Wedding, 1973
	 			* Royal Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1978 Coronation Anniversary, 1980 Queen Mothers 80th Birthday, 1981 Royal 

Wedding, 1983 Commonwealth Day, 1986 Queen Elizabeth II 60th Birthday etc, unused, used and some fdc’s, also a few 
worldwide odds and ends in four albums, mixed condition throughout with many fine (Thousands) £200-£240 

545 ½BH8 Various in three albums and a stockbook incl 1972 Royal Silver Wedding, 1973 Royal Wedding, 1974 Churchill Birth
	 			* Centenary, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1981 Royal Wedding, 1982 21st Birthday of Princess of Wales, 1982 Birth of Prince 

William, 1986 Royal Wedding with fdc’s and maximum cards, also album of 1992 Olympic issues, u/m, part o.g and used, 
generally fine (Hundreds) £70-£80 

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS

546 8B H All world unused collection in thirty boxed ‘Lighthouse’ albums, some early issues but mostly complete definitive 
and commemorative sets from the 1950’s to about 1999 with much thematic content throughout incl Abu 
Dhabi 1970-71 set, Albania, Andorra 1950 Air 100f, Angola, Argentina, Australia, Bahawalpur 1948 set, Bahrain, 
Barbados 1953-61 set, Belgium, Benin, Botswana, Cambodia, Canada, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Cuba, Dominica, 
Ethiopia, France 1954 Air set, Gambia 1953-59 set, 1963 Birds set, Ghana, Greece, Grenada and Grenadines, 
Indonesia, Italy, Jamaica 1938-52 and 1956-58 sets, Kenya Uganda and Tanganyika 1954-59 set, Korea (North), 
Laos, Lebanon 1965 set, Lesotho, Liechtenstein, Malawi, Maldives, Malta 1938-43 and 1956-58 sets, Mauritius 
1953-58 set, Monaco 1955-57 Air Birds set, Mongolia, Montserrat, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, Nyasaland, 
Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn Islands, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St Thomas 
and Prince Islands, St. Vincent and Grenadines, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, South 
Africa, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, Sudan, Surinam, Swaziland, Tanzania, Thailand 1967 Fishes 
set, 1967 Bird set, 1968 Fishes set, Trinidad and Tobago, Tristan Da Cunha, Turks and Caicos Islands, Uruguay, 
Vietnam, Zambia and Zanzibar etc, large part o.g or u/m, also various duplicates and odds in brown stockbook, 
a useful lot with much seldom seen modern material (Many Thousands)  £3200-£3600 

547 1½BH8 Interesting world-wide collection incl three volumes of older ‘Foreign’ with better Germany from 1872-73 eagle 
types incl both 2k, 1928 Zeppelins to 4m, Greece Hermes heads to 80L, Hawaii, Heligoland incl some used,

   Japan (forgeries noted), Latvia, Austria incl odd 1920s charity set, Bavaria values to 18k, 1911 to 20m, Belgium, 
Bremen, Brunswick, Bulgaria 1884 surch incl 50s of 1f, Danzig, Denmark, Finland incl serpentine roul types to 
1m, 1875 to 1m, 1889 to 10m, France values to 5f, Russia incl 1858 10k, 1922 Volga relief set, 1930 Zeppelins, Saar 
incl 1921 to 5m and surch to 5f on 5m and a few later charity sets, Thailand incl 1887 64a mint, Switzerland 1919 
Air overprinteds and range of USA, also some GB from 1840 1d black to 1960s, several childhood collections and 
quantities of loose odds and ends (Few Thousands)  £1000-£1200 

548 2½BH8 Collectors clear-out lot incl various countries in seven stockbooks one with a selection of C. of G.H. triangular, GB
	 			* booklets, fdcs and pres packs, packets of off-paper “kiloware” which seems to be quite useful in places, commercial 

covers £800-£900 

549 4BH8* All world collection in twenty-four albums or stockbooks and loose, early to modern unused and used issues from many 
territories incl Australia and some States, Brunei, Ceylon, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Malaya and States, Malta, Mauritius etc,

   many sets and short sets, also Great Britain fdc’s in four albums from 1957 to 2000, mixed condition
   (Thousands) £800-£900 

550 2B H 8  Worldwide A to Z collection in six volumes, most countries represented and some better incl Ethiopia 1950s used, Aden 
1951 surch set u/m, Australia 1963-65 £2 used, Cyrenaica 1950 ‘Mounted Warrior’ set unused (top two values u/m), also 
some to 200m used, France 1954 Air to 1000f unused, GB 1887-1900 to 1s green and carmine, ex 1s dull green unused, 
GB MEF set 10s unused and used, BOIC Eritrea, Somalia and Tripolitania BMA and BA sets to 10s unused and used incl 
postage dues, KUT KGVI to £1 unused, RSW set on fdc plus two unused sets, 1960 to 20s, Libya, Singapore 1948 perf 14 to 
$5 unused, Selangor and Trengganu ‘Palm Tree’ sets to $5, also smaller col in two SG Simplex albums with GB from 1840 1d 
blacks (3), Canada 1897 50c Jubilee used, plus quantity of loose stamps on and off paper (Few Thousands)  £800-£900 

551 2B H 8 All world collection in nine volumes, unused and used early to mostly modern ranges from many territories incl Ascension 
and Portugal etc, mostly lower value material noted in very mixed condition (Thousands) £700-£800 
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552 B H 8 Diverse collection in five volumes incl GB from 1840 1d black and 2d, several 1841 2d blues, all used, SP incl 1883-84
   10s ultramarine cds used, also defective 2s 6d lilac on blued paper with Lombard St squared circle for Jy 7 83 (very early
   usage), 1884 wmk crowns £1 brown-lilac with “L/C&S” perfin, good colour, used by reg oval ds, KGVI 1939 10s dark blue,
   part o.g., Australia & States incl Victoria 1863-74 10d grey used (2), USA from 1861 to late 1960s incl odd higher val, 

small vol of used GB picture postcards from early 20th cent. and a few FDCs from late 1970s and early 1980s (Few 
Hundreds) £700-£800 

553 C H Selection (ex portfolio) of mostly unused incl British Solomon Islands 1939-51 set, GB 1939-48 10s dark blue and £1 
brown, 1951 Festival set in vertical pairs, Leeward Islands 1907-11 3d to 5s, San Marino 1932 Railway set, Somaliland 
1921 ½a to 5r, Southern Nigeria 1903-04 2s6d to £1 overprinted “’’SPECIMEN’’”, also 1833 entire from London to Cadiz 
etc, a few imperfections incl light overall gum toning, but mostly fine (101) £650-£750 

554 BH8* Collectors clear out lot in two albums and much loose on pages, stockcards and in packets etc, early to modern 
unused, used and covers etc incl East Germany 1953/55 complete booklet sheets of 54 cto used (2 different), Great 
Britain with group of Victorian revenues in packets, some modern miniature sheets, Heligoland small group of unused 
postal stationery, IFS with Cochin, Jamaica, Kenya with a group of George V period used and unused postal stationery, 
St Helena and St Kitts modern issues, Sarawak, Transvaal reprints, various modern minor varieties and inverted

   watermarks incl Bangladesh, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Ghana, Great Britain and Guyana etc, mixed condition 
throughout but a good lot for sorting (Thousands) £600-£700 

555 5BH8* All world collection in about seventy albums, binders or stockbooks (some small) and loose contained in five large 
cartons, unused and used early to modern ranges from many countries incl British Africa, Canada, Central and South 
America, Hungary, India, United States, West Indies etc, many colourful sets and short sets, thematics with Royalty 
issues etc, mostly lower value material noted, mixed condition (Many Thousands) £600-£700 

556 E H 8 Small worldwide selection on stock sheets incl Ascension 1938-53 values to 10s, Austria 1950-33 Air ‘Birds’ 5s and 10s
   in part o.g. corner blocks of four, Bahamas, Bechuanaland 1888 4d on 4d lilac and black used, Cyprus, Nyasaland 1903-

04 values to 10s overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ etc, some dubious noted, a highly catalogued lot in very mixed condition 
(43) £550-£650 

557 E H 8 Small but original lot incl early collection mostly used but stuck down in album incl GB 1d black and USA 1857-61 10c 
green and 1861-62 10c and 12c, small selection of 1d reds in album , and a stockcard with 14 additional 1840 1d blacks 
which are in very mixed cond, worth checking (Scores) £500-£600 

558 B 8 * Old-time accumulation sorted into envelopes, mostly Ireland commercial envelopes from the 1920’s used internally with 
a good range of adhesives, rates and cancellations incl single ring, double ring, slogan and skeleton types, also some 
registered usages noted and various foreign stamps and covers etc, very mixed condition throughout , a good lot for 
further examination (Thousands) £500-£600 

559 2½BH8 All world accumulation in eleven albums or binders and much loose in folders and packets etc, unused and used early 
to modern issues from a good range of countries incl Canada, Gibraltar, Italy 1948 Centenary of the 1848 Revolution set 
part o.g., Japan 1949 Electrical Communications Week miniature sheet, 1949 Postal Week 8y both part o.g., Morocco 
Agencies, Netherlands, New Zealand, South Africa, United States etc, a good lot for sorting, very mixed condition 
throughout (Many Thousands) £500-£600 

560 1½BH8 Collection in seven volumes plus loose incl GB SG printed album from 1840 1d black, 1891 £1 green, cds used but re-
perforated at foot, 1924-25 Empire Exhibition sets and 1962-64 phosphor commem sets, two volumes of booklets from 
late 1980s to mid 1990s with values to £5, sparse volume of Canada from QV to 1960s, three stockbooks of assorted 
countries incl Switzerland 1948 IMABA sheet used, framed sheets of Gibraltar 1960 ½d and South Africa 1961 ½c and 
a quantity of used stamps, both on and off paper (Hundreds) £500-£600 

561 B H 8 Collection in five albums and loose, unused and used early to modern ranges from a range of territories incl Australia, 
Belgium, Canada with small and large Queen types, 1893 20c part o.g., 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set, China, France 
1922 War Orphan’s Fund set part o.g., Gibraltar, Greece 1896 Olympic Games 1d to 5d part o.g. (faults), Italy, Jamaica, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, United States 1898 Trans-Mississippi 4c, 5c and 10c part o.g., 50c used, 1901 Pan-American 
Exposition set part o.g., mixed condition throughout, (Many thousands) £500-£600 

562 2BH8* All world collection in nineteen albums or stockbooks and loose, unused and used ranges from a good range of
   territories incl China 1978 Galloping Horses set u/m, Grenada from 1937 to 1972, Ireland with 1937 2s6d to 10s large 

part o.g., 1940-68 set large part o.g., later issues to 1972 with some blocks and a few fdc’s, Switzerland, thematics with 
art, flowers and music, omnibus issues with 1977 Silver Jubilee and 1978 Coronation Anniversary etc, mixed condition 
throughout (Thousands) £460-£500 

563 5BH8* Worldwide accumulation in albums, binders, folders and loose etc, unused and used early to modern selections
   from many countries incl Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Kenya, Mauritius, Switzerland with fdc’s etc, mostly lower 

value material noted in very mixed condition but a good lot for sorting (Many Thousands) £460-£500 

564 2A H Collection in ‘Simplex De Luxe Album’ and one stockbook of Great Britain and Commonwealth countries from
   early 1950`s to late 1960`s unused, incl Cayman Island 1950 set, Basutoland 1938 set, Falkland Island 1952 and 

1960-66 sets, St Helena 1953-59 set, Singapore 1955-59 set, good range of Churchill 1965-67 sets, cond mostly fine
   (Few Hundreds) £400-£440 
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565 ½B H 8 All world collection in two green ‘Philatelic’ albums, unused and used mostly early ranges from many territories incl 
Canada, Ceylon, German States, Great Britain, Netherlands, Newfoundland, New Zealand with group of imperf and perf 
‘Chalon’ head types, Norway, United States 1893 Columbian Exposition 50c large part o.g., $1 unused (stuck down)

   etc, mixed condition (Hundreds) £400-£440 

566 2BH8* World-wide collection in 11 volumes plus loose incl large format Lincoln album from around 1900 with useful New 
Zealand incl 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set , KEVII officials to 1s, pictorial officials incl 2s Milford Sound and 5s Mt 
Cook, all fresh mint, other volumes incl good range GB from 1840 1d blacks used (5), 1911 ½d and 1d Mackennals in 
mint blocks of 12 or 24, 1948 RSW £1 ((2) and 1951 Festival set to £1 (2) o.g., (former also two used) and later issues to 
around 2005 with plenty of postage, also some fdcs (Few Thousands) £360-£400 

567 1½BH8 All world collection in six volumes and loose incl Great Britain with u/m decimal issues, modern fdc’s to about 2013
	 			* and some Presentation Packs, West Germany with modern u/m issues incl miniature sheets etc, also some worldwide 

modern commercial covers and cards, mixed condition with many fine (Thousands) £360-£400 

568 BH8* Worldwide collection in five volumes and loose incl Great Britain with pre-decimal and later Regionals, Victorian
   period covers and postal stationery, later with special event covers, United States 1918 Air 16c and 24c part o.g. etc, 

Omnibus issues with 1935 Silver Jubilee sets and 1937 Coronation issues in blocks, mixed condition with many fine 
(Thousands) £360-£400 

569 2½BH8	Diverse collection in three cartons incl GB from 1840 1d black used (3), 1841-54 1d red-browns used selection (loose), 
	 			*	1951 5s, 10s and £1 on plain fdcs, 1952-54 Tudor wmk set to 1s 6d and 1955 Waterlow 2s 6d to 10s, m/mint, four vols of 

fdcs from 1980s to around 2003, three gen vols incl WW1 period Errington & Martin ‘Worldwide’ album, also some loose 
incl some Philatelic Bureau packets to around 2009, an interesting lot if untidy in places (Hundreds) £360-£400 

570 1½BH8 Collectors clear-out lot, incl s1940s/50s collection of France, collection of St Vincent, Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 values
	 			* to 20s used, GB incl 1980s u/m sets, etc, untidy but good for sorting (Thousands) £260-£300 

571 BH8* Very mixed accumulation in stockbooks, albums and loose, many countries represented incl small run of early Norway 
and some fdc’s, Falkland Islands 1938-54 set to £1 unused, album of “Lloyds of London” covers etc, but mostly the more 
basic issues, very mixed cond, good lot for sorting (Thousands) £260-£300 

572 BH8* World-wide collection in four volumes plus some loose, incl 1880s ‘Oppens’ album with GB 1840 1d blacks used (3), 
1883-84 2s 6d lilac, 1887-1900 Jubilee to 1s green & carmine (excl 1s dull green) and KEVII to 2s 6d (mostly DLR chalky 
printings) unused part o.g. with paper hinge remainders, also China 1897 1c postal stationery card unused, USA 1893 
Columbus 15c, 30c and 50c unused (stuck down), 1890s ‘Lincoln’ album and 1930s ‘Strand’, last incl a few unused 
Japanese sets incl 1929-34 Air excl 8½s, 1934 Red Cross, 1935 Manchukuo Visit, 1936 Fuji-Hakone National Park and 
Imperial Diet, USA 1937 cover to England ‘by RMS Queen Mary’, loose incl India 1912-22 1r part booklet (SG SB9b), 
mixed cond but interesting (Hundreds) £260-£300 

573 2B H8 All world collection in 15 albums, including ‘The New Ideal Album’ and ‘KGVI Album’, unused and used issues from many 
territories, from QV to QEII, mostly lower material noted in mixed condition, (Thousands) £260-£300 

574 ½BH8 All world unused and used collection in ‘Oppen’s’ album and ‘Strand’ album, mostly early issues in the first
	 			* and later issues in the second incl China 1901 (May 18) Railway Administration cover tied by violet Tientsin pmk, Great 

Britain 1901-13 Edward VII unused values to 2s6d, Japan, Japanese Post Offices in China etc, very mixed condition 
(Many Hundreds) £240-£280 

575 3BH8* All world accumulation in twenty-four albums, binders or stockbooks and loose, early to modern unused and
   used issues from many territories incl Australia, Denmark, Finland, Great Britain 1840 1d on damaged entire, 1948 Silver 

Wedding set part o.g., 1951 high value set part o.g., Iceland, Malaya and States, New Zealand, Sweden etc, sets and 
short sets and some covers, very mixed condition throughout (Many Thousands) £240-£280 

576 BH8* All world collection in twelve volumes and loose, unused and used early to modern selections from many territories, 
mostly lower value material noted in very mixed condition, also a few covers and cards (Thousands) £240-£280 

577 3B H 8 All world unused and used accumulation in sixteen stockbooks with many countries represented and with much
   duplication throughout, also three small albums of ‘Locomotive Philatelica’ issues, six St. Lucia ‘Format’ proof folders 

and two other albums of mostly railway thematics, mixed condition, a good lot for the club book or packet maker (Many 
Thousands) £240-£280 

578 1½BH8 Collection in thirteen albums and loose, early to mostly modern unused and used issues from many territories incl Russia,
	 			* Omnibus with 1973 Royal Wedding, 1974 Churchill, 1978 Coronation Anniversary etc, mostly lower value material noted 

in mixed condition, also two small empty red cover albums (Thousands) £220-£260 

579 A H 8 Small range in “Ideal” album volume “1” incl GB 1840 1d (2 both poor), a few early France, Germany and USA etc, the 
album is fine so a nice lot to continue with (Scores) £200-£240 

580 2BH8* Collectors clear-out lot including a quantity of GB decimal presentation packs, a few covers incl GB KEVIII set on cover 
used in Tristan Da Cunha, kiloware” incl KGVI India, small range in “Scott” British America album, mixed collections etc, 
very untidy but good lot for sorting (Thousands) £200-£240 
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581 B H Collection in four binders incl early to modern unused and used ranges of Austria, France, Luxembourg, New Zealand 
and Switzerland etc, mostly lower value material noted with some fdc’s and miniature sheets, a useful lot for the club-
book maker, mixed condition (Many Thousands) £200-£240 

582 BH8* Collectors all world clear out lot in seven volumes (one damaged), unused and used early to modern issues from a 
good range of territories incl Canada, Falkland Islands with modern commemorative sets, St Helena 1922-37 1½d with 
‘Broken mainmast’ variety in an unused brown gum block of four, 1s with ‘Cleft rock’ variety in an unused stained pair, 
United States with a few fdc’s etc, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £200-£240 

583 ½BH8 All world collection in well preserved red Senf ‘Illustrated Postage Stamp Album’ and loose in envelopes, sparse
	 			* ranges throughout but incl Great Britain 1840 1d and Hong Kong etc, very mixed condition (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

584 4BH8* Large world-wide accumulation in 26 volumes plus loose with some covers, almost all countries represented although 
generally used odds and ends, with better stamps absent, an ideal lot for the patient collector or club packet book 
maker! (Thousands) £200-£240 

585 2A H 8 All world collection in two sparsely filled ‘Ideal’ albums, (Vol I Eighth edition and Vol II Fourth edition), unused and 
used ranges from a good group of countries, some later George VI issues added, mostly lower value material in mixed 
condition (Many Hundreds) £200-£240 

586 2½B *  Diverse world-wide accumulation in three cartons, some better odds and ends incl thematics, but generally lacking the
      H 8 scarcer stamps, ideal for sorting (Few Thousands) £200-£240 

587 BH8* All World accumulation in five volumes and loose, a collectors clear out lot with early to modern unused and used 
selections from many territories incl Australia with Roo’s to 10s and George V head types, British East Africa, Cape of 
Good Hope with a group of triangular (13), Ceylon, Great Britain, Russia, Solomon Islands, Turks and Caicos Islands, 
thematics with Cricket special event covers etc, mixed condition throughout (Thousands) £200-£240 

588 B H 8 European collection in twelve binders, unused and used early to modern issues from many territories incl Austria,
   France, Germany, Ireland, Poland, Rumania, San Marino and Turkey etc, mostly lower value material noted in mixed 

condition (Thousands) £200-£240 

589 1½BH8 Collectors clear-out lot, incl stockbook of duplicated “early” Commonwealth with potential postmark interest, modern
	 		*S China and Sweden on stock pages, Olympic collection, GB “face” etc, fun lot for sorting (Thousands) £160-£180 

590 B H 8 Large accumulation of GB and Commonwealth in ten stockbooks, mostly from 1953 to late 1990s, the GB mostly 
used and often heavily duplicated but a good percentage of complete sets, the remainder incl some unused with 1937 
Coronation omnibus noted, but mostly short sets or odds, cond rather mixed (Thousands) £160-£180 

591 1½BH8 Various in five albums and loose incl all world early to modern general collection, Great Britain 1840 2d (poor), run of
	 			* fourteen Year Packs dating between 1985 and 1999, some fdc’s incl a few coin types, album of World Wildlife Fund 

covers etc, u/m, part o.g. and used, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £150-£170 

592 ½BH8 Various world issues in packets and loose incl Great Britain pre-decimal fdc’s incl 1951 low value defins and Festival pair
	 		* on same envelope, unused E.II commemoratives from the late 60’s in blocks, New Zealand 1949 Health 2d+1d with ‘No 

stop’ variety in an u/m block of four (x4), some interesting covers incl Belgian Congo, Indo-China and Thailand etc, mixed 
condition throughout (Many Hundreds) £150-£170 

593 1½BH8 All world unused and used accumulation in sixteen albums or stockbooks (some small) and loose in folders etc, many 
countries represented with some early but mostly modern lower value material noted incl sets, short sets and colourful 
thematics etc, very mixed condition throughout, a good lot for the club-book or packet maker (Thousands) Offered on 
behalf of the ‘RP Fighting Blindness’ charity £140-£160 

594 1½BH8 All world collection in fourteen albums or stockbooks (many small) and loose, unused and used early to modern selections
	 			* from many territories incl Channel Islands/Germany 1941 combination cover, Isle of Man, some modern Scandinavia 

booklets, Monaco etc, mostly lower value material noted in mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £140-£160 

595 2B H 8 Extremely diverse accumulation in envelopes, boxes, loose etc., many territories represented, some early to modern 
stamps, including unused USA 1903-08 2c in block of 15, India Coronation ‘Durbar’ with EDVII up to 5r, some covers 
including 1936 Ethiopia sent to England, would Certainly repay careful viewing (Many Thousands) £140-£160 

596 C H 8 Small selection on stock cards incl Belgium, British Virgin Islands 1878 1d unused, Netherlands, New Zealand,
   Saar and Western Australia 1882-85 perf 14 4d carmine unused without gum, mixed condition (22) £130-£150 

597 1½BH8 All world mainly Commonwealth collection in ten volumes and loose, early to modern unused and used issues 
from many territories incl Canada 1935 set part o.g., mostly lower value material noted in very mixed condition 
(Thousands) £120-£140 

598 ½B H8 Collectors clear out lot in red stockbook and loose on stock cards, unused and used early to modern issues from a 
good range of countries incl Australia, Gibraltar 1953-59 set part o.g., Great Britain, New Zealand etc, mixed condition 
(Hundreds) £120-£140 
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599 2B H 8 All world accumulation of early to modern unused and used issues sorted into bundles and in envelopes contained in 
two cartons (one devoted to Great Britain) incl 1840 1d black etc, mixed condition (Many Thousands) £120-£140 

600 B H 8 All world general collection in seven green ‘Avon’ albums, unused and used ranges from many territories, mostly lower 
value material noted but incl Rhodesia 1892-93 £5 used and St Helena 1856 6d used (thinned) with RPSL (1952) Cert 
etc, mixed condition (Thousands) £120-£140 

601 B H 8 Kiloware: Box of mostly off paper mixture, much is “sorted” in packets etc, not all rubbish by any means, and well worth 
inspection £100-£120 

602 ½BH8 All world accumulation in two albums and much loose in packets and envelopes, incl India, some covers and kiloware
	 		* etc, mostly lower value early to mid period issues in very mixed condition (Thousands) £100-£120 

603 B H Accumulation unused in envelopes of mainly GB from 1980`s to 1990`s (Thousands) £100-£120 

604 ½B H8 Diverse collection in small carton incl collection of Australia in Davo album from 1966 to early 1990s, mostly used, three 
stockbooks of mostly used Australia, GB, France, Spain and one volume cont omnibus issues incl 1946 Victory, 1953 
Coronation, 1978 Coronation Anniversary and 1974 Churchill, these apparently fine u/m (Few Hundreds) £100-£120 

605 1½BH8 Collection in two cartons incl volumes of Egypt with 1935 1pi Jubilee seal used (faults), France, Germany, Canada, 
Australia, NZ, South Africa, HK incl 1941 Centenary set unused, India and USA, also a quantity of loose stamps in packets, 
scarcer stamps generally absent but ideal for resale as album pages, or for sorting (Few Thousands) £100-£120 

606 BH8* Small accumulation in three volumes plus loose incl Bermuda 1938 2s (SG 116), Gibraltar 1938 perf 14 6d and 10s, Gold 
Coast 1938 5s line perf 12 all large part o.g., loose incl packets of GB 1d reds used and env cont scores of 1881 1d lilac 
die I used, also some odds of postal history (Few Hundreds) £100-£120 

607 E H 8 Small selection on incl British Guiana 1954-62, Cyprus 1938-51, Gold Coast 1938-41 and Nyasaland 1953-54 sets all 
unused, also Bahamas, Canada, Sierra Leone etc and a few modern China and Taiwan, cond varies the unused mostly 
fine u/m or large part o.g., (Approx 200) £100-£120 

608 B H Collection in 6 stockbooks mainly unused, strength in late 1970s omnibus, also few fdc`s, (Thousands) £100-£120 

609 ½B H8 All world collection in ‘Imperial’ (2nd Edition) and ‘The Century Postage Stamp Album’ albums plus some fdc`s, unused 
and used issues from many territories, mostly lower value material noted in mixed condition, (Hundreds) £100-£120 

610 2B H8 All world collection in twelve albums or binders, early to modern unused and used issues from a range of territories, very 
much a collectors clear out lot with only lower value material noted in very mixed condition (Thousands) £80-£90 

611 B 8 All world on and off paper accumulation in envelopes, many countries represented, mixed condition throughout, a good 
lot for the club-book or packet maker (Many Thousands) £60-£70 

612 B H 8 Accumulation of worldwide mostly complete u/m sheets in three large binders contained in large carton incl Basutoland, 
Ceylon, Germany 1941 Hitler head types, Great Britain, Morocco Agencies, Rumania cto types and St Helena 1949 
George VI low values etc, mainly fine £50-£60 

613 B H 8 All world collectors clear out lot in eleven albums or stockbooks (some small) and loose, unused and used early to 
modern issues from many territories, mostly lower value material noted in very mixed condition (Thousands) £30-£34 

BANKNOTES

614 B  Collection in five volumes incl Bank of England issues from 1960s to recent with values from 10s (O’Brien, Hallam, Fforde), 
£1 incl several O’Brien, £5 (10) incl O’Brien, Page, Somerset and Gill, £10 (7), £20 (9) and £50 (4), remainder worldwide, 
mostly from 1970s onwards incl Hong Kong values to $100, India to 100r, New Zealand to $20, Singapore to $10, Bank of 
Scotland to £10, Ulster Bank to £20, France to 200f, Spain to 2000p, Sweden to 100k, Turkey to 1 million (old) lira, USA to $20, 
also some coins from same period, a few uncirculated but most appear to have seen some use (Scores) £700-£800 

POSTAL HISTORY

615 ½B * Accumulation of over 1,000 all world covers and some fronts, mostly dating pre 1940 with many early noted 
incl Austria, Belgium, Egypt, France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Portugal, 
Switzerland with Postage Dues, Spain and United States etc, an interesting lot with postal stationery, ppc’s and 
registered mail etc, mixed condition throughout  £1000-£1200 

616 ½B * Accumulation of entire’s, covers, outer letter sheets etc loose in box the majority GB but other counties noted incl 
France, Germany, N.S.W. South Africa, Victoria and West Indies, arrived to late for full valuation and looks well worth 
close inspection (Hundreds) £800-£900 
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617 ½B * Worldwide accumulation of covers and cards etc with many countries noted incl Great Britain 1840 1d Mulready letter-
sheet used with printed ‘Edinburgh Envelope Advertiser’ advertisement (stereo unknown) creased and damaged, 
1914 January 5 ‘Daily Mail Riviera Supplement’ carried by Salmet with violet “BY SPECIAL/5 JAN 1914/AEROPLANE 
DELIVERY” cachet, Lebanon with commercial mail from the 1940’s, Pitcairn Island 1938 March 18 Radio cover, Sudan 
with early 1950’s fdc’s etc also WWI censor mail, airmails, postal stationery and registered mail etc, an interesting lot, 
very mixed condition throughout (Few Hundreds) £300-£340 

618 ½B * Various worldwide covers in shoebox, mostly Great Britain with Queen Victoria 1858-79 1d red ‘Plates’, some later and 
a small selection of various stamps noted, mixed condition throughout (Scores)  £40-£44 
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AFTERNOON SESSION
not starting before 1.30pm

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
ABU DHABI FOREIGN

619 E H 1967-69 5f to 35f, 500f and 1d plus type 10 40f to 60f (SG 26/29, 36/37, 38/40), complete sheets of one hundred or 
fifty, marginal creasing/wrinkling and all except type 10 designs folded horizontally, all with very slight yellowing, u/m

   cat £2,347 £320-£360 

620 E H -- 5f to 35f, 500f and 1d plus type 10 40f to 60f (SG 26/29, 36/37, 38/40) complete sheets of one hundred or fifty, marginal creasing/
wrinkling and all except type 10 designs folded horizontally, all with very slight yellowing, u/m cat £2,347 £320-£360 

621 E H 1970-71 Shaikh Zaid definitives 125f to 1d (SG 64/67) complete sheets of fifty, marginal creasing/wrinkling and each 
folded horizontally, one stamp on 125f and 150f sheets damaged and all with slight yellowing (pronounced on 150f 
sheet), u/m £650-£750 

622 E H -- Shaikh Zaid definitives 125f to 1d (SG 64/67) complete sheets of fifty, marginal creasing/wrinkling and each folded 
horizontally, all with slight yellowing, u/m, cat £4,750 £800-£900 

623 E H Accumulation of sheets an blocks comprising 1970 4th Anniversary of Accession 25f and 150f sheets of fifty (2) and 60f 
block of six, 1971 Nasser Commemoration 25f and 35f (23), and 1971 5th Anniversary of Accession 35f to 150f (23) marginal 
creasing/wrinkling and sheets folded, a few other minor faults and all with very slight yellowing, cat £2,510 £280-£320 

AFGHANISTAN

624 B H Wholesale stock of commemoratives between1981 to 1989 (not comprehensive), all in complete sheets (these 
mostly of 50), quantities vary from a single sheet of each up to 36 sheets of the 1983 World Tourism Day 1af, some 
complete sets present but majority are odd values, all appear to be fine u/m (559 sheets), stated by vendor to

   cat £18,000+ (an inventory accompanies the lot)  £1000-£1200 

ANGOLA 

625 E H 1951 5c to 50a Birds set (SG 458/81) large part o.g. and 1953 5c to 20a Angolan Fauna set (SG 487/506) u/m, fine,
   cat £525 (44) £95-£110 

BELGIUM

626 C S 1936 Charleroi Philatelic Exhibition 2f 45+5f blue (ex MS776), removed from min sheet and h/s ‘SPECIMEN’ in green,
   from supplies distributed to Portuguese African Colonies postal administrations, small surface imperfection but 

uncommon, u/m, with 1989 Holcombe opinion £50-£60 

627 B H 8 Collection in five printed albums from 1841 the majority unused incl 1922-27 values to 10f, 1928 Orval Abbey set, 1929 
King Leopold set of 4, 1933 T.B. Fund set, 1948 Production and Industry set, 1952 UPU set and then a very good run to 
2006, the unused varies from part o.g. to fine u/m (Many Hundreds) £600-£700 

BHUTAN

628 A H 8 Collection of unused and used issues in binder from the late 1960’s to 2008 incl definitives and commemoratives with 
miniature sheets, cdrom types and sheetlets, sets and short sets etc, seldom seen material, mixed condition (Few 
Hundreds) £70-£80 

BOHEMIA & MORAVIA

629 C 8 1943 First Death Anniversary of Reinhard Heydrich 60h+4k.40 black variety ‘1804 instead of 1904’ (SG 111var) cto used
   from the top of the sheet with gum on reverse, small paper adhesion and slight bend otherwise fine,
   RPSL Cert (2014) £75-£85 

BRAZIL 

630 C 8 1843 60r black (SG 2), showing little if any plate wear, close at l/right, good margins elsewhere and lightly used,
   cat £250 £90-£100 

631 C 8 -- 60r grey-black, showing slight plate wear (SG 5), four clear to good margins and lightly used, cat £150 £50-£60 

632 C 8 -- 60r grey-black, showing slight plate wear (SG 5), four good margins, fine cds used, BPA Cert (1987) as SG 2,
   cat £150 £70-£80 
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633 C 8 -- 60r, three used examples, one black with little if any plate wear, the others shades of grey-black showing slight plate 
wear, all with four clear to good margins (Plate 7) £200-£240 

634 C 8 -- 60r, three used examples, one black with little if any plate wear, the others shades of grey-black showing slight plate 
wear, first four large margins, others clear to good margins (Plate 7) £240-£280 

635 C 8 -- 30r black, 60r black and 90r black, generally clear impressions although 90r with traces of plate wear, all with four clear 
to good margins and lightly used (Plate 7) £500-£600 

636 E 8 Mostly used range of earlier issues on pages incl 1843 “Bulls Eyes” 30r (6), 60r (25) and 90r (2), 60r incl a good 
range of shades from black to pale grey-black from worn plate, 1845-46 thin paper to 90r, incl 90r apparently 
unused, 1850 to 600r incl duplicated lower values and 180r strip of 3, 1854-61 280r and 430r, later 19th cent. issues 
incl values to 500r and 1000r, a few forgeries and cond mixed but a useful lot (Few Hundreds)  £2400-£2800 

CHINA

637 E * Incoming Mail: 1895 (June-July) cover from the Botanic Museum, Christiana, Norway, 20ore rate, addressed to a Carl 
Bock, at the “Norsk-Svensk” Consulate General in Shanghai, with Shanghai (German Post Office) cds on reverse for 
27.7.95, a trace of toning £95-£110 

638 C H 1897 Small figure surcharges: 5c on 5ca olive-yellow (SG 36), 4c on 4ca rose-pink (SG 40), 8c on 6ca reddish brown (SG 
42a) and 30c on 24ca rose-carmine (SG 46) large part o.g., fresh and very fine for these, cat £2,365 (Plate 7) £700-£800 

639
639 C H 1897 Large figure surcharges 2½ mm below characters: 10c on 12ca orange-yellow and 30c on 24c deep rose-red 

(SG 64/5) large part o.g., fresh and very fine, a scarce pair, cat £4,350  £1000-£1200 

640
640 C H 1897 (Jan) Revenue stamps surcharged for postal use: 1c on 3c (SG 88), 2c on 3c (SG 89), 4c on 3c (SG 90) and 2c 

on 3c (SG 93) this with lightly printed central characters, large part o.g., a few short perfs at places nevertheless 
all very fresh, a scarce group, cat £4,650  £1500-£1700 

641 C 8 1923-33 Redrawn Peking printing, ½c sepia to $20 blue and plum (SG 309/32) some lower values defective, however 
$10 and $20 good used by parts, or large part Swatow cds, cat £525 (Plate 7) £130-£150 

642 E H 1940-41 3c on 5c Provincial Surcharges, group of three complete sheets of 200 incl Kiangsi 3c on 5c green Dah Tung, 
watermark w73 showing major listed variety ‘bottom left character repeated at right’ (R2/8) and several minor vars incl 
broken ‘3’ at R9/14 (SG 580c/80ca), East Szechwan 3c on 5c olive, Dah Tung no watermark incl major variety at R9/9 
‘upper right character omitted and inserted by hand, and lower left character sideways’ (SG 579bc variety), again with 
several minor vars, East Szechwan 3c on 5c olive, Dah Tung, watermark w73 incl major variety ‘bottom left character 
repeated at right (R7/7) with several minor vars (SG 581b/ba), unused with rather toned o.g., but scarce as sheets, 
especially the second variety, cat in excess of £2,000+ £200-£240 

643 C H 1950 (July) surcharge on North Eastern Provinces Sun Yat-sen issue, $50 on 20c to $400 on $300, excl ‘a’ numbers (SG 
1436/49 excl 1440a, 1443a) fresh unused with light hinge remainders £190-£220 

644 C 8 1958 700th Anniversary of Works of Kuan Han-ching, min sheet (SG MS1762a) fine cto. used by Peking cds for
   28.6.1958, cat £200 £65-£75 

645 C H -- Unveiling of the People’s Heroes Monument, min sheet (SG MS1749a) fine unused with a couple of light hinge 
remainders, cat £400 £100-£120 

646 C 8 1961 26th World Table Tennis Championships, min sheet (SG MS1971a) fine cto. used by Peking special first day h.s. in 
red, cat £1,200 (Plate 7) £320-£360 
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647 C 8 1962 Stage Art of Mei Lan-fang 3y min sheet (SG MS2044a) faint horizontal bend in right margin, cto used by 
Peking special fdi. handstamp, cat £12,000 (Plate 7)  £3000-£3400 

648 C H 1963 GANEFO Athletic Games set of 5 (SG 2140/44) stamp 2 (Discus) with corner crease, fresh u/m, cat £160 £44-£48 

649 C H 1964 15th Anniversary of the People’s Republic min sheet (SG MS2215a) a few light gum tones and wrinkles, u/m, 
1964, only 40,000 issued, cat £6,000 (Plate 7)  £2000-£2400 

Protect your collection with 
Stanley Gibbons albums
All recent Stanley Gibbons leaves are manufactured without the addition of chemicals that would 
present a hazard in use. This enables them to be produced with a neutral PH value to meet the 
ISO 9706 permanence of paper which means that your stamps will not suffer any adverse effects 
by years of storage. If you want to ensure your stamps are safe, you need to make sure your 
album leaves are printed on acid-free paper.

If you are looking to give your collection the home it deserves, there is no better option than 
Frank Godden albums. Each individual album is beautifully handmade to an unmistakable and 
unmatchable quality, with all leaves are now made to the internationally recognised standard 
for archival paper, the type that is used and recommended by all major museums. Revered 
throughout the philatelic world for their supreme quality and craftsmanship, Frank Godden 
albums are built to last a lifetime and to offer you a lifetime of enjoyment. For more information, 
visit www.stanleygibbons.com/frankgodden.

If Frank Godden albums do not suit your budget, we recommend the Exeter peg-fitting and 
Senator Standard springback albums, both of which protect your collection and provide an easy-
to-use storage option. To find out more, contact us on the details below.

Stanley Gibbons 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444 
shop@stanleygibbons.com 

www.stanleygibbons.com
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650
650 A H 1980 Year of the Monkey 8f (T46), a complete unfolded sheet of 80 with sheet number “62 207”, very fresh with 

bright gold colour, a few light black offsets on reverse as almost always, fine u/m and rare (SG 2968). This sheet 
has never been offered before at auction, it was purchased from a post office in Beijing on the day of issue by a 
relation of the vendor and has remained in their family since that time.  £100000-£120000 
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651 A 8 R  Collection in stockbook from 1949 to early 1960s, early issues are all reprints but incl NE China 1949 Trade Union Conf 
set, better later items incl 1959 Students’ Rising (2 sets unused, one perf faults), 1959 10th Anniversary sets incl 20f 
deep carmine, 1960 Goldfish, 1960-61 Chrysanthemums, 1962 Mei Lan-fang perf set (no sheet!) and 1963 Butterflies,

   all fine cto. used unless noted (Scores) £200-£240 

DENMARK

652 3A H 8 Collection in three blue albums to 1999 incl 1854-59 8sk and 16sk, 1858 8sk, 1925-29 Air 50o grey used, later periods 
with a good selection of modern issues incl booklets and miniature sheets etc, u/m, part o.g. and used, many fine

   (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

FAROES ISLANDS

653 A H Collection of unused issues in grey album from 1975 to 2009 incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets, 
colourful thematics etc, generally fine (Few Hundreds) £80-£90 

FRANCE

654 C * 1923 Bordeaux Philatelic Congress 1f (SG400e) tied to special unaddressed envelope by Exposition cds of June 24
   with another strike alongside, a few small stains affect the envelope only otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 7) £100-£120 

655 C H 1936 South American Flight 10f myrtle-green (SG 554) large part o.g., Buhler opinion (1979) with his h/s on reverse,
   cat £450 £80-£90 

656 B * First Day Covers: Comprehensive collection in five blue albums and loose in envelopes, issues from December
   1966 to 1992, apparently complete (though not guaranteed) incl commemoratives and definitives etc, fine
   (Approx 1270) £300-£340 

657 B H Collection of unused issues to 1985 in three green boxed ‘Lighthouse’ albums incl a few early types, 1900-06 
‘Merson’ 2f, 1925-32 ‘Merson 10f and 20f, 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition 5f and 10f from the miniature sheet, 1929-
33 set of six, 1936 Air set of seven, 1936 50f ‘Banknote’, 1936 France and South America Flight set, 1937 ‘PEXIP’ 
miniature sheet, 1937 Museums set, 1947 UPU set, 1949-50 Air set of five, National Relief Fund sets incl 1950, 
1954 Air set, 1957-59 Air set, a comprehensive range of later issues, some Precancelled and Postage Dues etc, 
mixed condition with many fine (Many Hundreds)  £1200-£1400 

658 2A 8 Collection of used issues to 1980 in two printed ‘Davo’ albums, incl 1849-50 40c and 1f, 1852-53 10c, 1869 5f (poor), 
a good range of ‘Peace & Commerce’ types, 1900 2f ‘Merson’, 1918 Red Cross Fund, 1936 Air set of seven, 1936 Air 
50f ‘Banknote’, 1936 France and South America Flight set, 1937 ‘PEXIP’ miniature sheet, 1937 Museums set etc, a few 
Postage Dues, later with commemoratives and definitive etc, mixed condition (Hundreds) £700-£800 

659 B H 8 Collection in three blue boxed printed ‘Safe’ albums, five other volumes and loose, mainly unused issues from
   1961 to 1992 incl commemoratives, definitives, Postage Dues and some booklets etc, generally fine
   (Many Hundreds) £320-£360 

660 A H 8 Collection in ‘Davo’ album from 1852 to early 1990s, earlier mostly used incl 1853-60 80c, 1862 perf to 80c, 1863-
71 ‘Laure’ to 80c, 1871-75 to 80c, 1900-27 Merson to 20f, 1935 Unemployed Intellectuals set, 1936 South America

   Flight 10f, 1938 Clement Ader 50f unused, large part o.g., later issues often unused incl 1940-41 surch to 20f on
   50f, post WW2 National Relief Fund sets all present between 1949 and 1956 also 1953 Sports, most spaces filled 

between misd 1950s and early 1970s, sparser thereafter, cond variable and almost all mounted with hinges
   (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

661 ½B H8 Collection in five stockbooks, unused and used duplicated ranges throughout incl some early types, Peace and 
Commerce, Mouchon and Merson issues with 1900-06 2f used, Postage Dues, Pre-cancelled, Reunion ‘CFA’ overprints, 
Revenues with railway stamps etc, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £140-£160 

GERMANY - BADEN

662 C 8 * Selection on stockcards, mostly all used incl 1851-52 1k on brown, 3k (3), 9k (3 with 1 on rose), 1853-58 1k, 3k and 
6k (2 of each), 1862 9k brown in three different shades, 1862 perf 13½ 3k rose used on 1862 September entire from 
Schofheim to Endingen, 1862-65 30k orange (SG 38) with odd perf fault and signed ‘P. Kosack’, 1862 Rural Postage Due 
1k black/yellow (SG D39) vertical pair from left of the sheet tied to small piece etc, strikes and condition variable with 
many fine, a useful lot (55 and 1 cover) £850-£950 

BREMEN

663 C 8 Selection of five comprising 1856-63 7gr black/yellow (SG 4) good margins all round used with part boxed cancellation, 
various expertising marks on reverse, 1861-64 3gr black/blue on vertical laid paper (SG 11) small perf faults, 5gr black/
rose (SG 12a), 1866-67 gr black/blue (SG 20) with part blue cds and 10gr grey-black (SG 23) neatly used by almost 
complete cds in blue, a few small faults but overall fine for these, cat £4,850 £650-£750 
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BRUNSWICK

664 C 8 1853-56 ¼ggr, 1/3ggr, 1sgr, 2sgr (2) and 3sgr (2) all used with good margins all round, odd small imperfection otherwise 
fine, cat £1,300+ £150-£170 

665 C 8 1861-64 Perces en arc 16½ to 17½ 1/3ggr black/white (SG 22) used, fine and rare, RPSL Cert (2014), cat £3,500
   (Plate 7) £700-£800 

HAMBURG

666 C 8 1864-65 9s yellow (SG 38) used with ‘bars’ cancellation, fine and scarce, RPSL Cert (1943), cat £3,250 (Plate 7)
    £700-£800 

HANOVER

667 C 8 1856 3pf pale rose and grey (SG11) good margins all round, tied to small piece by Harburg cds in blackish blue, attractive 
and scarce, cat £550 (Plate 7) £140-£160 

LUBECK

668 C 8 1863-67 2½s ultramarine (SG 16) used with two part cds’s, small expertising mark on reverse, fine, cat £475
   (Plate 7) £100-£120 

MECKLINBURG-SCHWERIN

669 C 8 1856 3s (2) and 5s (SG 2/4) all with margins all round, both3s with cds cancellations the 5s with ‘dots’ type, fine, cat £605 
(Plate 7) £100-£120 

670 C 8 1864 3sgr bistre (SG 11) used with part cds, straight edge at top, signed ‘J.SCHL’ on reverse, a good example of this 
rare stamp, cat £2,000 (Plate 7) £120-£140 

OLDENBURG

671 C 8 1861 Arms’ ½g (2 shades) and 1g (3 shades) (between SG 21/24) all used with close to large margins all round, one 1g 
on small piece, mostly fine, cat £2,350 £260-£300 

672 C 8 -- 1/3g moss-green (SG 20) large margins all round, used with part boxed cancellation in blue at top, an attractive and 
fine example of this rare and distinctive shade, RPSL Cert (1930) as the former SG 22, cat £4,500 (Plate 7) £600-£700 

PRUSSIA

673 C 8 Selection on stockcards incl 1850-56 values to 3sgr (incl 4pf x 3), 1857 2sgr and 3sgr (2 of each) and 1867 2k (2), all
   used with some on piece, mixed condition (51) £120-£140 

SAXONY

674 C 8 Selection on stockcards incl 1855-63 King Johan 5ngr (2) and 10ngr (3) all with four margins and mostly with part
   grid in circle cancellations, 1863-67 Arms with values to 5ngr (3) etc, a useful group (19) £220-£260 

SCHLESWIG

675 C 8 Selection on stockcards incl 1865 (Joint Austrian and Prussian Administration) values to 2s, 1864 Schleswig 4s used on 
part entire, Prussian Administration 1865 values to 4s, 1867 1¼ s (2) and a group of Holstein 1¼s, all used, mostly fine 
but not all cancellations guaranteed (25 and 1 cover) £170-£190 

THURN & TAXIS

676 C 8 Northern District: 1859-61 5sgr mauve (SG 18) good to large margins all round, used with centrally struck numeral in 
target cancellation, fine and scarce, RPSL Cert (2014), cat £375 £90-£100 

677 C 8 Selection on stockcards, all used incl Northern District 1852-58 values to 3sgr, 1859-61 values to 3sgr, 1862-64 values
   to 2sgr, Southern District 1852-58 values to 9k (2), 1859-60 with 9k (2) and horizontal pair of 15k used on piece etc,
   generally good to fine the imperforate mostly with margins all round, some on piece, not all cancellations
   guaranteed (47) £140-£160 
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WURTTEMBERG

678 C 8 1851-52 18k black on slate-violet (SG 9) large margins all round and showing portion of adjoining stamp at right
   used with 1k black on buff (2) on large piece (11 x 8½cm) addressed to London with blue Stuttgart cds’s of August 

30 1852, also two large oval ‘P D’ handstamps also in blue, the two 1k also tied by red transit cds, light overall soiling 
otherwise attractive and a scarce piece (Plate 7) £360-£400 

679 C 8 1857 Imperforate, With orange silk thread 18k pale blue (SG 20) outer border slightly trimmed at places, used with cds 
otherwise fine and rare, RPSL Cert (2014), cat £2,250 (Plate 7) £400-£440 

680 C 8 1859-62 Imperforate, without silk thread 18k deep blue (SG 30) good even margins all round, used with light cds, small 
closed tear and with small central thins otherwise fine and rare, RPSL Cert (2014), cat £2,250 (Plate 7) £300-£330 

681 C 8 -- Perf 10, Without silk thread 9k purple (SG 48) horizontal pair tied to small piece by Schramberg cds’s of January 9 
1863, fine, rare and attractive, RPSL Cert (2014), cat £2,600+ (Plate 7) £500-£600 

682 C 8 Selection on stockcards, all used comprising 1851-52 1k, 3k (2), 6k (2), 9k (4) and 18k black on slate-violet,
   1859-62 perf 13½ on thick paper 1k, 3k (2), 6k (2) and 9k, perf 13½ on thin paper 1k (3), 3k, 6k and 9k (2), 1863-64 1k (2), 3k (2), 

6k (2) 9k (3) and 18k (this with ‘Vollrath’ h/s on reverse), 1865-68 rouletted 1k (2), £k (2), 6k, 7kb(2), 9k and 18k (2), a few with 
imperfections as to be expected but generally an acceptable selection with a large catalogue value (43) £850-£950 

GERMANY

683 AH8*  Fascinating and valuable collection of World War 2 “Occupation” issues from around Europe incl Channel 
   Islands 1940-41 Guernsey 2d bisects with 1924-26 and 1934-36 issues on cover/card, 1941-44 Arms incl 
   ½d olive-green, 1d scarlet imperforate pair, Jersey 1943-44 ½d colour proof in maroon, German propaganda 

forgeries of GB in KGVI ‘definitives’, 1½d Stalin ‘Coronation’ stamp, British forgeries of Germany incl 6pf
   Himmler imperforate, die proof in black and perf, 12pf Hitler ‘skull’ sheetlet of 4, 1944 12pf Himmler chaining 

prisoner and Himmler/Goebbels Winterhilfeswerk pair, Italy 1941 25c green ‘Dve Popoli, Vn Fvhrer’, 1945 ‘Hela’ 
U-Boat, 1943 Afrikakorps ‘Palm Tree’ stamp, with o.g., 1942 British forgery of fieldpost air stamp in a sheet of 
20, Occupation issues for Poland, Luxembourg, Alsace, Kurland, Sudetenland ‘Wir sind frei’ overprinteds, Serbia 
1943 Serbian Post 30d and 50d imperf colour trials, Allied Occ local issues incl Glachau, Muhlberg, Salgau and 
Strausberg, cond generally fine (Scores)  £2600-£3000 

684 ½B H 8 Collection in three printed boxed ‘Davo’ albums, unused and used issues from 1880 to 1972 incl Inflation period, 
1927 Labour Office set part o.g., 1928 and 1929 Welfare Fund sets part o.g., 1928-31 Air Zeppelin set used, 1933 
Air Chicago Flight set used, 1934 Welfare Fund set part o.g., Allied Occupations, West Germany 1949 Refugee’s 
Relief Fund set part o.g., 1951-52 ‘Numeral and Posthorn’ set part o.g., 1951 St Mary’s Church set part o.g., 1951 
Humanitarian Relief Fund set part o.g., West Berlin 1948 set, 1949 UPU set part o.g., 1949 Gothe set part o.g., 
East Germany 1951 Friendship with China set part o.g., later with good ranges of commemoratives with miniature 
sheets and definitives with most spaces filled, not all cancellations can be guaranteed, condition mixed with 
many fine (Many Hundreds)  £2000-£2400 

685 1½B H Collection in six black binders with early to modern unused and used ranges incl Nazi period, East Germany 1950 
   8*	Sciences set large part o.g., 1951 Friendship with China set large part o.g., West Germany, Berlin with 1951, 1951-52 and 

1953 Bell sets part o.g., 1952-53 Famous Berliners set large part o.g. etc, many sets and short sets, miniature sheets and 
colourful thematic throughout etc, mixed condition with many fine (Many Thousands) £550-£650 

686 BH8* Collection in fifteen albums or stockbooks (some small) and loose, unused and used duplicated early to modern issues 
incl German States, Third Reich period, Occupation issues, Allied Occupations, West Germany, West Berlin, East 
Germany, Danzig, Saar etc, also a few covers and banknotes, mixed condition throughout (Thousands) £300-£340 

687 2B H 8 Collection in twelve red binders, early to modern unused and used issues incl Third Reich period, Allied Occupations, 
German Occupations, East Germany, West Germany, West Berlin, Bohemia and Moravia, Danzig, Saar and German

   Colonies etc, some sets and short sets noted though mostly lower value material in very mixed condition
   (Thousands) £200-£240 

688 C H 8 Small selection of early issues incl 1872 Small and Large Shield types to 7k all used, 1872 10g grey and 30g blue part 
o.g. etc, condition varies but a useful group (23) £160-£180 

WEST BERLIN

689 C * 1949 Berlin Relief Fund set (SG B68/70) used on front of 1951 ‘Industrie-Messe’ card sent to England, all tied by special
   exhibition handstamps of March 1 1951, some very light tone spots otherwise fine and scarce, the stamps
   cat £700 £100-£120 

690 A H Collection in blue printed ‘KA-Be’ album, unused issues to 1990 incl 1948 set (overprints not guaranteed), 1949 75th 
Anniversary of UPU set, 1949 Goethe Birth Bicentenary set, 1949 Berlin Relief Fund set, 1950 Berlin Philharmonic 
Orchestra set, 1951, 1951-52 and 1953 Freedom Bell sets, 1952-53 Famous Berliners set etc, most spaces filled 
from around 1957, the early issues mostly large part o.g., the latter u/m, a useful lot, generally vey fine (Hundreds)

    £500-£600 
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GREENLAND

691 C H 8 1915-37 Parcel Post: Selection of twelve comprising 2o yellow (2 part o.g. and 2 used), 5o red-brown unused and used, 
15o violet unused and used, 20o red used, 70o violet used, 1k ochre-yellow used and 3k brown used also 1937 70o violet 
and 1k yellow both used and nine others, mixed condition, mostly fine £500-£600 

692 C H Selection of thirty-nine on stockcards, all u/m comprising 1938-46 set, 1945 set, 1945 Liberation of Denmark set, 1950-
60 set (less the 30o red) and 1956 Surcharged pair, mostly fine, cat £1,800+ £500-£600 

693 E H Collection of unused issues from 1945 to 1999 on pages incl 1945 set, 1950-60 set, 1956 Surcharged pair, 1987 Birds 
set and 1993-95 Animals set etc, large part o.g or u/m, fine (91 £180-£200 

HONDURAS

694 C H 1964 Homage to Sport and Olympics min sheet, with error missing green on the 8c “Stadium” (SG MS638a) with h/s “No 
002469” on reverse in red, u/m but gum bends/wrinkles (Plate 8) £160-£180 

ISRAEL

695 C H 1950 Opening of Post Office at Elat 500m (SG 53), with full tab, also 1948 Jewish New Year set of 5 (SG 10/14) in tete-
beche gutter pairs, fresh u/m (Plate 8) £150-£170 

696 2BH8	Collection in fourteen albums or stockbooks and much loose, unused and used issues to the late 1970’s incl 1948
	 		* Ancient Coins set u/m, 1948 Jewish New Year set with tabs u/m, another two sets in horizontal tete-beche gutter pairs 

u/m, 1949 Stamp Centenary miniature sheet part o.g., 1949 Jewish New Year set with tabs mounted on the tab only, a 
comprehensive range of later issues with fdc’s, new issues in packets etc, also Postage Dues with 1948 set u/m, mixed 
condition, many fine (Thousands) £500-£600 

ITALY - PARMA

697 C * 1859 October 12 entire to Genova franked Provisional Government 1859 20c blue with thick ‘0’ variety (Sassone 15d) 
shield just touched at upper left otherwise good to very large margins all round, tied by cds, framed ‘P.D.’ marking 
alongside, arrival datestamp on reverse, Enzio Diena Cert (1991), fine and scarce £100-£120 

TUSCANY

698 C H 1851-52 Watermark type 2, 4c deep green/grey (SG 14), just touched at top, clear margins elsewhere, unused without 
gum, Raybaudi Cert (1982), (Plate 8) £300-£340 

ITALY

699 A * Group of twenty-nine Italian pre-stamp entire letters dating from 1807 to 1814 with a range of markings incl framed 
“LEGAZIONE ITALIANA/IN FIRENZE”, “Direction de la Police/en Toscano” in red, “112/FLORENCE” (17) etc, some later 
stamped mail, Spain with Civil War covers etc, also a few stamps incl Great Britain 1883-84 5s part o.g. and 1902-13 
2s6d unused, an interesting lot, mixed condition (Scores) £400-£440 

JAPAN

700 C * 1905 Registered cover to England franked with 20c Chrysanthemum tied by cds and NAGASAKI registration label, with 
another (different type) label to right tied by NAGASAKI cds, transit and Bury St Edmunds arrival backstamps the latter 
dated 1.AP.05, slit opened at top leaving wax seal in place, creasing and tear £100-£120 

701 ½BH8 Collection in three volumes from 1872 to mid 1990s, early issues mostly forgeries but a few genuine, strength from early
	 			* 20th century with better unused sets incl 1905 Korean Postal Amalgamation, 1906 Russo-Japanese War, 1919 Peace, 

1921 Crown Prince’s Tour, 1923 Taiwan Visit, 1927 UPU, 1947 Athletic Meeting, 1948 Athletic Meeting block (used), 5y 
Philatelic Week, 1949 Athletic Meeting, 8y Postal Week (Geese), good range of National Park sets from 1936 (no sheets), 
New Year issues from 1950 incl 1950 sheet and range of sheets from 1957, some defins incl 1937-40 coil stamps to 14s 
, also two stockbooks of odds, some Japanese Occupation of Burma and Manchukuo, cond mixed in places but later 
generally fine (Hundreds) £500-£600 

702 C * Japanese Post Office in China: Cover from Shanghai to Kobe, endorsed “Per Hiroshima Maru”, franked by single 1876-
86 5s brown just tied by Shanghai ‘cork’ cross, with “I.J.POSTAL AGENCY/SHANGHAI” cds alongside for Jun 9 and 
Yokohama transit cds below for Jun 17 1878, cover with several tears and adhesive also with faults, very scarce despite 
imperfections £60-£70 

LIECHTENSTEIN

703 2A H 8 Collection in two stockbooks with very good run both unused (mostly u/m) and used (cto) 1968/69 Officials to 1991, 
mostly fine (Hundreds) £60-£70 
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NETHERLANDS

704 ½B H Useful collection in five stockbooks, unused issues from 1924 to 2008 incl 1928 Olympic Games set, later Child 
Welfare sets, 1932 Tourist Propaganda set, 1933 Seamen’s Charity set, 1940 Surcharge set of eighteen, 1946 
1g to 10g, 1949-51 set of twenty, 1951 Air ‘Gull’ pair, 1952 Stamp Exhibition set, 1956 Europa set, later issues 
well represented with definitives, commemoratives and miniature sheets, the more modern with sheetlets and 
booklets with prestige and self-adhesive types etc, mostly fine (Thousands)  £1200-£1400 

705 A H 8 Collection in blue printed ‘Davo’ album, unused and used issues from 1852 to 1995 incl some early types, 1913 
Centenary of Independence values to 2½g, 1923 Accession 1g to 5g used, 1928 Olympic Games set used, 1932 Tourist 
Propaganda set part o.g., Child Welfare sets, 1950 Bombed Churches set part o.g., a good range of later issues with 
some miniature sheets etc, mixed condition, many fine (Hundreds) £300-£340 

RUSSIA

706 C H 1858 Imperforate 10k blue and brown (SG 1) good margins all round and of unused appearance, BPA Cert (1971) which 
states “Is genuine but has been cleaned and re-gummed” (Plate 8) £500-£600 

707 B H 8 Collection in five boxed printed ‘Schaubek’ albums, unused and used issues from 1863 to 1969 incl 1863 5k black 
and blue used with red ‘Town Post’ cancellation, later ‘Arms’ types, 1922 Obligatory Tax Famine Relief set unused (not 
guaranteed), 1931 Airmails, 1932 Express Letter set part o.g., 1933 Stratosphere Balloon set part o.g., 1934 Air sets 
(both) used, 1935 Anti-War set used, 1937 Air Force Exhibition set and miniature sheet (this poor) part o.g., 1941 Lenin 
Museum set part o.g., 1950 Moscow Building Plan set part o.g., 1951 October Revolution set part o.g., a good range of 
later issues with sets and miniature sheets etc, mixed condition throughout (Thousands) £700-£800 

SAN MARINO

708 E H Collection of u/m issues from 1953 to 1999 on pages incl 1953 Flowers set, 1954 Air 1000l, 1956 Dogs set, later period 
with commemorative and definitive sets etc, c Victoria Falls set, later modern period with commemorative and definitive 
sets etc, fine (177) £95-£110 

SPAIN

709 C F Sperati Forgery: 1851 2r orange-vermilion die proof reproduction “A” mounted (top and bottom) on black card, from
   one of three special presentation books personally prepared by Sperati. Ex Sir Gawaine Baillie (lot 1194) £80-£90 

SWITZERLAND

            
                               710                                            711                                          712                                               713
710 C 8 Cantonal Administrations: Geneva 1843 ‘Half-stamp used separately’ 5c black on yellow-green (SG G2) the right 

side of the pair, touched and small crease at upper left corner otherwise margins all round and neatly used with 
red ‘Rosette’ cancellation, a scarce stamp, BPA Cert (1942) cat £10,000  £1200-£1400 

711 C 8 -- 1845 Small Eagle 5c black on yellow-green (SG G3) margins all round and showing portions of adjoining frame lines 
at right and at foot, neatly tied to small piece by red ‘Rosette’ cancellation with Geneve cds of October 18 1845 also in 
red alongside, fine and attractive, cat £2,000 £500-£600 

712 C 8 -- 1846-48 Large Eagle 5c black on yellow-green (SG G4) good margins all round, neatly used with almost complete 
strike of the red ‘Rosette’ cancellation, fine and scarce, cat £2,250 £300-£340 

713 C 8 -- 1846-48 Large Eagle 5c black on yellow-green (SG G4) margins all round and showing portion of adjoining frame
   line at foot, neatly tied to small piece by red ‘Rosette’ cancellation with Geneve cds of June 30 1848 also in red alongside, 

fine and attractive, cat £2,250 £500-£600 

714 C 8 -- Zurich: 1843-46 Cantonal-Taxe on ‘Ground of vertical red lines’ 6r black (SG Z5) good margins all round, used by
   part strike of the black ‘Rosette’ cancellation, small expertising h/s on reverse, fine and scarce, cat £2,000
   (Plate 8) £300-£340 

715 C 8 1850 Rayon I’ type b (Cross without frame) 5r red, black and blue and 5r red, black and deep blue (SG 6 and 8) both with 
margins all round and used on individual pieces, cat £2,050 (Plate 8) £240-£280 
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716 C 8 1851 Rayon I’ type b (Cross without frame) 5r red and pale blue (SG 13) horizontal pair with good to large margins all 
round and neatly used by single almost centrally struck framed ‘P.P.’ handstamp in black, fine and most attractive,

   cat £340+ (Plate 8) £120-£140 

717 ½B H Collection in three stockbooks, unused issues (u/m unless stated) from 1950 to 2012 incl 1951 LUNABA miniature 
sheet, 1955 Lausanne miniature sheet, 1961 Wood carvings set, a comprehensive range of later issues with definitives 
and miniature sheets etc, Officials with 1950 set, International Organisations with Labour Office 1950 set, Bureau of 
Education 1950 set, World Health Organisation 1948-50 set, Refugees Organisation 1950 set, United Nations 1950 set 
etc, fine throughout (Many Hundreds) £460-£500 

718 ½BH8 Collection in two albums and a stockbook, issues to about 1993 incl 1852 part entire franked Rayon 5r and 10r with
	 		* blue cancellations, later with airmails, 1943 GEPH miniature sheet, 1947 Geneva-New York flight cover, good selection 

of Pro-Juventute issues etc, also small plastic container containing thousands of stamps in bundles, mixed condition 
throughout, (Many thousands) £300-£340 

TAIWAN

719 E H Chinese Province: 1945 Numeral and Chrysanthemum 3s to 10y (SG 1-9) unused with additional l/l corner block
   of four £50-£60 

720 C H 1951 (19 July) surcharges on “Whistling Swans” set of 4, $5 on (-) to $50 on (-) blue-green (SG 129/32) $50 on (-) short 
corner perf at u/right, unused as issued, cat £2,250 (Plate 8) £500-£600 

UNITED STATES of AMERICA

721 E H World War II Propaganda issues: 1944 6pf violet Hitler head forgery in a complete u/m sheet of fifty (10 x 5), a few
   separated perfs in the margin and the lower left stamp with small thin otherwise a fine and rare multiple (Michel 15)
   (Plate 8) £600-£700 

VATICAN CITY

722 C * 1929 5c to 10l (SG 1/13) and Express Letter 2l and 2l.50 (SG E14/5) all used on locally addressed envelope by
   August 1 1929 datestamps (this being the fdi), a few stains affect the 2l Express stamp otherwise fine £70-£80 

723 C * 1933 1l, 2l.75 and 2l.50 Express Letter stamp (SG 28, 31 and E36) used on envelope sent registered to United States 
and tied by July 25 1938 cds’s, on reverse New York August 2 transit and Port Arthur August 4 arrival datestamps, a little 
soiled otherwise fine and a rare usage £90-£100 

724
724 C H 1934 Provisional 40c on 80c carmine to 3l.70 on 10l olive-black (SG 35/40) part o.g., fresh and fine, a rare set, G.Colla 

Cert (2015), cat £1,700 £500-£600 

725 C 8 -- 40c on 80c carmine to 3l.70 on 10l olive-black (SG 35/40) used, the 3l.70 a little soiled and with small faults, the others 
fine, a rare set, the first five signed Colla, the last three signed A.D., cat £1,500 (Plate 8) £400-£440 

726 C 8 -- 40c on 80c carmine to 3l.70 on 10l olive-black (SG 35/40) used, fine and a rare set, Alberto Dienna Cert (1963),
   cat £1,500 (Plate 8) £500-£600 

727 C * 1935 International Juradicial Congress Rome 5c orange to 1l.25 blue (SG 41/46) the set of six used by cds’s of March 8 
1935 on envelope sent registered to England, on reverse Maidstone arrival datestamp of March 11 1935, fine £90-£100 

728 C H 1948 Air 500l ultramarine (SG 138) u/m, fine and scarce, cat £1,000 (Plate 8) £300-£340 

729 ½BH* Year Books: Selection of ten comprising a complete run from 1996 to 2005 containing sets and miniature sheets, 
booklets and postal stationery etc, fine £100-£120 

730 B * Collection of about 300 Maximum Cards from the 1940’s to 1979 in two albums, also quantity of commercial mail with 
covers and cards incl registered plus fdc’s and postal stationery etc in four albums, many fine £120-£140 

731 4BH8 The extensive and comprehensive collection of modern unused and used issues from 1959 to 2005 in twenty
	 		* albums, most sets well represented with much duplication throughout incl blocks and fdc’s, commemoratives 

with miniature sheets, definitives, complete sheets from 1990 to 2005 etc, condition fine throughout, a highly 
catalogued and useful lot (Thousands)  £4000-£4400 
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732 AH8* Collection in album, issues from 1929 to 1943, all issues represented with unused and used sets incl 1929 set 
with the Express Letter stamps, another set used by August 2 1935 cds’s on long envelope to Rome, two further 
sets used on registered cover and on two pieces respectively, 1931 Parcel Post set, 1933 Holy Year, 1933 set with 
Express Letter stamps, 1935 International Juridical Congress, 1936 Catholic Press Exhibition, 1938 International 
Christian Archaelogical Congress, 1939 Death of Pope Pius XI etc, many additional sets incl some blocks and 
duplicates, plus a few covers or cards, mixed condition with many fine (Hundreds)  £1500-£1700 

733 AH8* Collection in album, issues from 1944 to 1950, most issues well represented with unused and used sets incl 1947 Air
   set in u/m corner marginal blocks of four, 1948 Air 250l part o.g., 1949 set, 1949 UPU set part o.g., used and on 

illustrated fdc sent registered, 1945 Postage Due 1l vertical pair imperf between, some other unlisted varieties, many 
additional sets incl some blocks and duplicates plus a few covers or cards, mostly fine (Hundreds) £900-£1100 

734 2AH8* Collection in two albums, issues from 1950 to 1958, most sets well represented with many duplicated with blocks, 
covers and cards etc incl 1951 Beatification set unused (5), 1951 Air set large part o.g., 1952 Centenary miniature sheet 
unused, 1953 Air set part o.g. and used (2), 1953 Libri Sententiarium 100l u/m (5), used (2) and another two used on 
cover and card, 1958 Brussels Exhibition miniature sheet large part o.g., used and on fdc etc, mixed, though mostly fine 
condition throughout (Hundreds) £900-£1000 

735 B H Collection of complete sheets in five ‘Safe’ Jumbo albums, issues from 1942 to 1989, mostly fine (Thousands) £300-£340 

VIETNAM

736 ½B H 8 Collection in three stock books with colourful range from 1951 with unused and used, also three other stock books incl 
range of Indo-China and other countries, very mixed cond (Hundreds) £240-£280 

SOUTH VIETNAM

737 E H 8 National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam: 1964 Fourth Anniversary of National Liberation Front 10x to 30x in a complete 
cto used sheet of eighty-one (9 x 9) comprising twenty-seven horizontal strips of three (SG NLF6a), 1965 Fifth Anniversary 
of National Liberation Front 10x to 40x (SG NLF9/11) in unused sheets of 100 (10x with block of eight removed, 20x with 
pair removed, both removed items with the sheets), 40x with some separated perfs, also North Vietnam 1966 1000th U.S. 
Aircraft Brought Down 12x (SG N439) in a complete cto used sheet of 100 and 1966 Victories of Liberation Army 12x (both, 
SG N450/1) in cto used sheets of 100 (the latter sheet with one missing), mostly fine, unusual, cat £3,300+ £240-£280 

FOREIGN COLLECTION

738 ½BH8 Collection in two binders and two stockbooks incl Germany (West) 1949 Refugees’ Relief Fund set used on 1950
	 			* Oberammergau card to England, 1951 St Mary’s Church Lubeck 20pf+5pf block of four used, Switzerland with duplicated 

used modern issues, United States with good selection of modern issues incl miniature sheets etc, condition mixed with 
many fine (Thousands) £200-£240 

739 ½B H 8 Collection in four ‘Davo’ albums incl Switzerland from around 1900 to 1991 with a few better charity issues, Sweden from 
1855 to 1991 incl 1858 to 50 ore (incl 9 ore), 1928 King’s Birthday set, Denmark from 1851 to 1991 incl 1919-21 27 ore 
used, Spain from 1956 to 1993, mostly used with some later unused, scarcer stamps generally absent but a good basis 
for expansion (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

740 ½B H 8 Collection in two red ‘New Ideal’ albums (Vols II and III, July 1936 editions), sparsely filled throughout with unused and 
used issues, mostly lower value material noted but some better selections incl France 1936 South America Flight set 
used, Germany and Netherlands Indies etc, mixed condition (Hundreds) £140-£160 

741 ½B H 8 Collection of unused and used early to modern ranges from many territories in five albums incl some better Iran and a
	 			* few modern covers etc, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £110-£130 

742 ½B H 8 Selection in two albums and a stockbook, mostly modern unused and used Scandinavian issues incl Faroe Islands, 
Iceland from 1907 incl 1953 ‘Reykjabok’ set u/m etc, mixed condition, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £100-£120 

Lot 713
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POSTAL HISTORY - MULREADYS 

743
743 C * 1840 May 6, 1d Mulready envelope Forme 3, Stereo 159, addressed locally to London, with lovely red MC on front 

and ‘TP Chancery lane’ in green, fine strike of the London ‘PD MY 6 1840’ in red on the left hand flap, slightly 
toned. A most attractive example of the first day of usage, a rare item  £3600-£4000 

744 C * -- May 25, 1d Mulready envelope, stereo A145, used from London to Edinburgh with red MC, reverse bears dispatch cds
   for My 25 1840 and arrival cds for My 27, also a faint offset reversed impression of London ‘tombstone’ for dispatch date,
   some damage on reverse due to careless removal of wax seal and creasing, but a scarce ‘May date’ (Plate 9) £100-£120 

745 E * -- 1d letter sheet, stereo A17, unused and unfolded but with light creasing, also an unused 2d blue envelope, stereo 
a208, this a few tones and flap stuck down £90-£100 

746 C * 1841 June 12, 1d Mulready letter sheet, (Frome 2, Stereo A23) from Newport to Wellington, with good strike of black
   MC on front and despatch cancel, with next day arrival backstamp, light filing fold but clean and attractive
   (Plate 9) £100-£120 

POSTAL HISTORY

747 E * Selection of sixty-two unplated 1d blacks mostly used on outer letter sheets addressed to Dublin, all but a few 
with Maltese Cross cancellations in red, also one on part entire letter with Dublin May 10 1840 backstamp, 
accompanied by BPA (2015) Cert stating “is a faked cover”, condition extremely mixed  £4000-£4400 

748 C * 1840 October 14 outer letter sheet to Banbridge franked 1840 2d blue plate 1 lettered BA with three margins tied by 
MC in red, on reverse Hillsboro datestamp in blue, also 1841 June 8 outer letter sheet to Dublin franked 2d tied by MC 
in black, on reverse Banbridge datestamp, plus seventeen other used 2d values from various printings to 1869, mixed 
condition (Plate 9) £200-£240 

749 C * -- December 31, outer letter sheet to Preston bearing 1d black plate 7 (TF) used (but barely tied) by red MC and tied by 
‘Poulton/Penny Post’ in black, adhesive with four good to large margins (Plate 9) £800-£900 

750 C * 1841 January 23, Outer letter sheet from Newport Pagnell to London, bearing 1840 1d black plate 5 (MH) used by light 
partly struck red MC and just tied by Newport Pagnell cds in black for Ja 23 1841, adhesive has four large margins but 
touched by m/s from address £160-£180 

751 C * -- March 15 entire letter from Manchester to Wrexham franked 1840 1d black plate 1b lettered JG tied by MC in black, 
on reverse Manchester despatch datestamp in red, fine (Plate 9) £100-£120 

752 C * -- May 15 outer letter sheet from Leith to Cockenzie franked 1840 1d black plate 6 lettered JA tied by MC in black, on 
reverse Leith despatch datestamp in red and Prestonpans arrival handstamp of May 16, fine (Plate 9) £130-£150 

753 C * 1842 October 27, outer letter sheet from Sleaford to Folkingham, bearing 1d red-brown plate 22 used by neat central MC 
in blue, small imperfections but adhesive very fine with large margins £90-£100 
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754 C * 1858 June 11 envelope (with contents) from Jersey to Kingston Canada West franked 1854-57 2d (3) all tied or cancelled 
by Jersey ‘409’ duplex cancellations, framed ‘L/JU 13/A’ handstamp below, on reverse red cds of June 12, the stamps 
affixed a little high with some perfs overlapping and others rubbed, the envelope opened a little roughly and with small 
piece of flap missing, nevertheless attractive £60-£70 

755 C * 1872-97: Selection of three entires addressed to Christchurch New Zealand each franked 6d single incl 1884 dull green, 
all sent from Charing Cross and with oval “FORWARDED BY/MESSRS/COUTTS & Co” cachet on front and with arrival 
datestamps on reverse, also three large part entires from Charing Cross to the same address franked ‘Jubilee’ 2½d or 
6d (2) with oval “FORWARDED BY/COUTTS & CO./LONDON” cachet on front, mostly fine £160-£180 

756 C * 1890 May 16 and July 2 Penny Postage Jubilee, selection of four postal stationery items, all unaddressed and variously 
handstamped, fine £100-£120 

757 ½B * Archive accumulation of about 580 entires and on piece of the 1841 to 1860 1d reds, the entires mainly addressed 
within Ireland with the majority being imperf issues, many with MC cancellations, some strips and other multiples 
etc, very mixed condition throughout nevertheless a useful lot for further research and study  £4000-£4400 

758 E * Collection of entires, covers and fronts etc in two binders, a few pre-stamp items with Bishop markings noted but mostly 
dating between 1846 and 1880 and mainly with 1d frankings, cancellations incl numeral and duplex (various types) etc, 
mixed condition (About 165) £100-£120 

759 C * 1902 January 1, postcard franked ½d green tied by ‘EC/80’ vertical oval cancellation, addressed to Bowes Park, on 
reverse Wood Green cds of Jan 1 1902 (first day of issue), fine and scarce £60-£70 

760 C * 1911 June 22, envelope franked 1d red addressed to and tied by Bishop’s Stortford cds of June 22 1911 (first day of 
issue), fine £60-£70 

761 C * 1929 May 10 local envelope, franked with U.P.U. set of four, all tied by individual “GRANTHAM” cds’s, a neat and 
attractive first day cover, cat £600 (Plate 9) £260-£300 

762 C * 1934 September 24, photogravure 1d red (horizontal pair) tied to Cardiff-Liverpool R.A.S. envelope by Cardiff machine 
cancellation of Sept 24 1934 (first day of issue), fine £50-£60 

763 E * 1937-47 Dark colours set of fifteen values (SG 462/75) used on eight covers, all with first day of issue cancellations incl 
three sent registered, mostly fine, a scarce set £400-£440 

764 C * 1939-48 £1 brown ‘Arms’ (SG 478c) used on plain envelope with type written address sent registered from London to 
Sussex tied by single ring Fenchurch Street cds of October 1 1948, on reverse Etchingham arrival datestamp of October 
2, a few slight stains affect some perfs otherwise fine and scarce (Plate 9) £100-£120 

765 C * 1951-58 Post Office Training School Embossed Postal Stationary: Very fine set of two KGVI 2½d Carmine
   embossed envelopes both with “SCHOOL ‘SPECIMEN’” handstamps across the Kings portrait, the first bearing a
   set of four 1955 Waterlow “Castles” (SG 536/9) each with vertical training bars, tied by a single Post Office circular 

handstamp and the 5s, 10s & £1 values all endorsed “CANCELLED” in manuscript at right, the second cover
   bearing a complete set of seventeen low value definatives (SG 570/86) each with vertical training bars and the 4d, 5d,
   9d & 10d values tied by a single Post Office circular handstamp. An attractive and unusual pair of envelopes believed to
   be prepared as gifts for special dignitaries visiting one of the Post Office Training schools, with both the recipient
   and the school subsequently undisclosed as the removal of these training stamps was against Post Office regulations. 

(Plate 10) £200-£240 
BY APPOINTMENT TO 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 
STANLEY GIBBONS LTD 

LONDON 
PHILATELISTS 

Stanley Gibbons

Stanley Gibbons Limited 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444
www.stanleygibbons.com   

CASH AVAILABLE FOR 
DIRECT PURCHASE
Substantial funds available for immediate cash payment for the right material.

Needed NOW: We are always looking to purchase Great Britain and 
British Commonwealth items from the reign of Queen Victoria 
through to King George VI.

  Good quality single items    Award-winning collections
  One Country Collections    Advanced Collections    Postal History

Please note that First Day Covers and omnibus collections from the 
current reign of Queen Elizabeth II are outside the scope of our current needs.

Please contact Ryan Epps on 020 7836 8444 email repps@stanleygibbons.com
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766
766 C * 1955 2s6d-£1 “Castles” (Waterlow printing) very fine used set of four on a pair of plain registered covers, each stamp 

cancelled on the first days of issue by a Rickmansworth cds for 2s6d & 5s SP.23.1955, the 10s & £1 SP.1.1955, very 
scarce £800-£900 

QUEEN VICTORIA

767 C 8 1840 1d black plate 1a: JL grey-black (SG 3) a hint of a bend but four large to very large margins, used by large part red 
MC (Plate 10) £140-£160 

768 C 8 -- MC four good to large margins, used with red MC (Plate 10) £120-£140 

769 C 8 -- OD four clear to good margins, fine used by MC in red (Plate 10) £130-£150 

770 C 8 -- OF four close to large margins, fine used with light strike of red MC (Plate 10) £100-£120 

771 C 8 1840 1d plate 1b: EL four good to large margins, fine used by MC in red (Plate 10) £100-£120 

772 C 8 -- FF-FG horizontal pair with good to large margins all round (a little ragged at left and at lower left) used by red MC 
cancellations, attractive (Plate 10) £180-£200 

773 C 8 -- GD four close to good margins, fine used by MC in red, attractive (Plate 10) £100-£120 

774 C 8 -- MK showing “Re-entry” (SG Spec AS5b) four good to large margins, with pale red MC which leaves the profile clear 
(Plate 10) £150-£170 

775 C 8 -- PC four close to large margins, fine used by almost complete and upright strike of the MC in red, attractive
   (Plate 10) £120-£140 

776 C 8 -- PE four close to large margins, tied to small piece by complete and boldly struck MC in red, attractive
   (Plate 10) £140-£160 

777 C 8 -- TE four good to very large margins, used by large part lightly struck MC in red, attractive (Plate 10) £140-£160 

778 C 8 1840 1d plate 2: DE-DF horizontal pair with four good to large margins, tied to small piece by boldly struck MC’s in red 
(Plate 10) £240-£280 

779 C 8 -- DG (Double letter) good to very large margins, used by MC in red, attractive (Plate 10) £160-£180 

780 C 8 -- JB good to large margins, used by MC in red (Plate 10) £80-£90 

781 C 8 -- SJ four good to large margins, fine used by part MC in black (Plate 10) £130-£150 

782 C 8 1840 1d plate 3: CI clear margin at top, good to large margins the other three sides, fine used by almost complete MC 
in red, attractive (Plate 10) £130-£150 

783 C 8 -- GJ four clear to large margins, used by almost complete boldly struck MC in red (Plate 10) £130-£150 
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784 C 8 -- GH four large margins, fine used with light almost central strike of red MC, most attractive (Plate 10) £150-£170 

785 C 8 1840 1d plate 4: DD (Double letter) four clear to large margins and showing portion of adjoining stamp at left, used by 
MC in red (Plate 10) £80-£90 

786 C 8 -- LB four clear to good margins, used by large part MC in red, attractive (Plate 10) £80-£90 

787 C 8 -- LG margins all round and showing portion of adjoining stamp at left, used by MC in red, attractive (Plate 10) £120-£140 

788 C 8 -- OD close to very large margins, used with MC in black, fine (Plate 10) £120-£140 

789 C 8 1840 1d plate 5: ED good to large margins, used with almost upright and complete MC in red, minute thin at foot 
otherwise fine and most attractive (Plate 10) £120-£140 

790 C 8 -- HJ four margins (close at lower left), fine used with almost complete strike of red MC (Plate 10) £130-£150 

791 C 8 1840 1d plate 6: CB-CE horizontal strip of four, close to large margins all round, used by red MC cancellations, various 
defects incl horizontal crease, upper right corner bend and filled pinhole in CE at lower right, nevertheless a rare multiple 
(Plate 10) £400-£440 

792 C 8 -- JE four clear to large margins and showing portion of adjoining stamp at lower left, used by two small part strikes of 
the MC in red, attractive (Plate 10) £130-£150 

793 C 8 -- JJ four clear to large margins and showing small portion of adjoining stamp at lower right, fine used by large part MC 
in black, attractive (Plate 10) £130-£150 

794 C 8 -- OF four clear to good margins, fine used by large part almost complete MC in red, most attractive (Plate 10) £140-£160 

795 C 8 -- PB four clear to good margins, used by part MC in a deep red shade (Plate 10) £100-£120 

796 C 8 -- QC four clear to good margins, used by large part red MC (Plate 10) £100-£120 

797 C H -- RK good to large margins all round, unused and re-gummed, BPA Cert (2015), an attractive stamp (Plate 10) £600-£700 

798 A 8  -- A complete (though unchecked) sheet re-construction of 240 in red ‘Lighthouse’ stockbook, all used incl two on
   pieces (JL and NK) horizontal strip of three (AI-AK) and two horizontal pairs (MA-MB and QJ-QK) about 80
   with four margins, the remainder in varied condition with many fine, BG is in fact DG (the cancellation runs 

through the D causing it to appear as a B) about 180 with red MC cancellations the remainder in black, a useful 
and valuable lot  £13000-£15000 

799 C 8 1840 1d plate 7: EE four clear to large margins, used by almost complete and very fine strike of the MC in black, most 
attractive (Plate 10) £130-£150 

800 C 8 -- FG clear to good margins, used by large part upright MC in red (Plate 10) £100-£120 

801 C 8 -- SA four good to large margins, tied to small piece by MC in a bright red shade, attractive, RPSL Cert (1983)
   (Plate 10) £130-£150 

802 C 8 -- SG four close to large margins, fine used by part MC in red leaving much of the profile clear, most attractive
   (Plate 10) £160-£180 

803 C 8 1840 1d plate 8: BK four close to large margins, small scissor cut at upper left in margin only otherwise fine used by 
almost complete and bold strike of the MC in black, attractive (Plate 10) £100-£120 

804 C 8 -- KE four close to large margins, fine used by large part MC in red, attractive (Plate 10) £120-£140 

805 C 8 -- ML with four good to large margins fine used with light strike of red Maltese Cross, also matching 1d red, this fine with 
almost complete strike of black MC (Plate 11) £150-£170 

806 C 8 -- OL four close to very large margins, used by large part MC in red (Plate 11) £120-£140 

807 C 8 -- PB with four close to large margins fine used with light strike of black Maltese Cross, also matching 1d red, this fine 
with almost complete strike of black MC (Plate 11) £150-£170 

808 C 8 -- SA four even close margins, used by bold upright and almost complete strike of the MC in red, attractive
   (Plate 11) £90-£100 

809 C 8 1840 1d plate 9: EI four close to good margins, small nick at top, used by part MC in red, matched with 1841 1d with 
black MC (Plate 11) £100-£120 

810 C 8 -- GK large margins at top and at foot, just touched at upper right and showing portion of adjoining stamp at upper left 
side, used by part MC in black (Plate 11) £80-£90 
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811 C 8 1840 1d plate 10: EL close to large margins, used by almost complete strike of the MC in black (Plate 11) £100-£120 

812 C 8 -- MK-ML horizontal pair, just clear to very large margins three sides, cut into at upper left side, used with MC cancellations 
in red and rare as such (Plate 11) £400-£440 

813 C 8 1840 1d plate 11: NL close to large margins, used by part MC in black, a few small faults on reverse otherwise a fine and 
attractive example from this rare plate (Plate 11) £300-£340 

814
814 C H -- RG good to large margins all round, unused without gum, two small thins which don’t detract, a good example 

of this scarce plate, BPA Cert (2015), cat £23,000  £2000-£2400 

815 C 8 Selection of seventeen used 1840 1d blacks, mostly with three or four margins, some plated (by the collector) four with 
MC in black, the remainder in red, mixed condition £800-£900 

816 C 8 Selection of ten used 1840 1d’s incl two matched with 1841 1d reds, many identified by plate (not checked), margins, 
strikes and condition mixed but better noted £380-£420 

817 C 8 1840 2d blue plate 1: BH (TW joined and indented O) in a steel-blue shade, good to large margins, used by almost 
complete MC in red, attractive (Plate 11) £260-£300 

818 C 8 -- OA showing “Shifted transfer of upper border” (SG DS5d), fine four margins, used with reddish MC, cat £950
   (Plate 11) £360-£400 

819 C H -- PC good to large margins all round, offered with two Certificates, the first issued by RPSL (1980) stating ‘unused, 
genuine and toned’ the latter issued by BPA (2015) stating ‘was used, has been cleaned, re-gummed and tear closed at 
foot’, an attractive stamp despite differences of opinion (Plate 11) £200-£240 

820 C 8 -- QB clear to just touching (at upper right) margins, used with MC in black (Plate 11) £180-£200 

821 C 8 -- RK-RL horizontal pair with four close to large margins, RK with expertly repaired tear at top from S of POSTAGE to the 
bottom of crown, used by red MC cancellations, an attractive pair despite the fault (Plate 11) £200-£240 

822 C TRIAL Trial: 1841 (January 15) Small trial of the 2d blue (SG Spec DP43), horizontal pair just cut into at top to very large margins, 
large part o.g. with light gum bends, cat £3,600+ (Plate 11) £500-£600 

823
823 C P H 1841 (April) Trial printing (unissued) on Dickinson silk-thread paper, 1d red-brown plate 11 (SG 16, Spec DP22) 

lettered JE and clearly showing double letter ‘J’, margins all round, without gum and central horizontal crease as 
usual otherwise fine, an extremely rare and almost certainly unique stamp, cat £7,500  £1500-£1700 

824 C 8 -- Printed from “black” plates, 1d red-brown plate 11 (SG 7) horizontal strip of three lettered CI-CK, fine margins three 
sides, just touched at right, neatly used by three black MC cancellations, fine and attractive £90-£100 

825 C H -- 1d red-brown plate 68 (SG 8) lettered DJ, large part o.g., even margins all round, showing weak entry above ‘POST’ 
and a blur in the upper left corner which is characteristic of this range of plates, fine and attractive £80-£90 

826 C H -- 1d red-brown (SG 8), block of 4 (FD-GE), odd trivial bend, GD just touched at lower left, clear to very large margins 
elsewhere and very fresh, large part o.g. (Plate 11) £600-£700 

827 C H -- 1d red-brown (SG 8), horizontal pair (EE-EF), four large margins, slightly disturbed part o.g., cat £1,200
   (Plate 11) £200-£240 

828 C H -- 1d red-brown, six unused examples ranging from pale red-brown to deep red-brown (SG 8/10), two just touched, 
remainder with four clear to large margins, one lightly creased, some gum disturbance and one without gum, generally 
part to large part o.g., cat £3,600+ £260-£300 

829 C 8 1841-51 2d blue plate 3 (SG 14) lettered OD, even margins all round, fine used by large part MC in black £50-£60 
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830 C 8 -- 2d blue plate 3: QG four good margins and showing portion of adjoining stamp at left, used by lightly struck MC in 
black (SG 14e), fine £40-£44 

831 E 8 1841-51 2d blue plate 4, complete used reconstructed sheet of 240 incl some pairs, strips of 3 or 4 and one
   block of 4 (PG/QH), some cut-into or with faults but around 30% appear to have four margins, although the block 

lightly cut-into at foot, cat £20,400+  £2200-£2600 

832 C H -- 2d blue, small group incl 2d blue plate 3 (NA) with margin at left showing part inscription “Per Row of 12 £2”, appears 
superficially unused but with surface abrasion and probably cancel removed, 2d blue plate 4 (SF), again appears unused 
with slight surface scuffing, 2d deep blue (MJ) apparently unused with part o.g. and (QC) with light marks on face (SG 
13/14), all have four margins, these offered as seen, would cat £29,500 if unused £400-£440 

833 C 8 -- 2d blue, selection of twelve used , incl two horizontal strips of three, mostly identified by plate (not checked), margins, 
strikes and condition mixed but better noted £180-£220 

834 C H 1854-57 Watermark Small Crown, perf 16 1d red-brown, 1d yellow-brown and 2d deep blue plate 4 (SG 17, 18, 19), 
unused with disturbed part o.g. or re-gummed but good facial appearance with above average centring, cat £5,425 
(Plate 11) £500-£600 

835
835 C H 1854-57 2d deep blue plate 4 (SG 19) part o.g. horizontal pair lettered AF-AG, centred slightly to lower left and with 

light natural gum bend otherwise fresh and fine, rare, David Brandon Cert (2006) cat £9,300+  £3600-£4000 

836 C 8 -- Perf 16, 1d red-brown (Die II) plate 9 (SG 21) horizontal strip of four lettered HC-HF, fine used by neat ‘466’ numeral 
cancellations of Liverpool, centred slightly to lower right and HF with small faults £50-£60 

837 C H -- Small unused (or apparently unused) selection incl Watermark Small Crown, perf 14 1d red-brown, die I (SG 22) and
   2d blue plate 4 (SG 23), both re-gummed and some short perfs, latter possibly cleaned, Watermark Large Crown, perf 16
   1d red-brown (SG 26), some gum thinning, part o.g., Watermark Large Crown, perf 14 2d pale blue plate 5 (SG 34), tones 

and off centre, traces of o.g., Watermark Large Crown, perf 16 1d rose-red (SG 36), slightly disturbed o.g., Watermark 
Large Crown, perf 14 1d pale rose and 1d rose-red (SG 39/40), large part o.g., first two some short perfs, cat £20,000+, 
offered as seen £320-£360 

838 C H 1856-58 Watermark Large Crown, perf 16 1d rose-red and 2d blue plate 6 (SG 36/36a), latter centred to lower left, 
unused with traces of o.g., or re-gummed, cat £16,500 (Plate 11) £800-£900 

839 C 8 -- 2d blue plate 6 (SG 36a) lettered TF, fine used by neat ‘774’ numeral cancellation of Tamworth, centred slightly to lower 
left, fine and attractive £80-£90 

840 C H -- Perf 14, 1d rose-red plate 43 (SG 40) block of 4 (IK-JI), a couple of short perfs, large part o.g. £60-£70 

841 B 8 Collection in two volumes of perforated 1d, mostly die II rose-red shades with a few earlier red-brown
   shades on blued paper, almost all identified by plate number between plates 27 and 68, plus reserve plates 

R15/16 and alphabet IV stamps from plate 50/51, many minor varieties noted such as double letters, basal shifts 
and guide lines, also 1864-79 1d plate numbers incl plate 225, some faults but many fine, Collection accompanied 
by Collection ‘duplicates’ in 8 stockbooks from 1841 imperf 1d red-browns, through all perf 1d ‘stars’ on blued 
of white paper, many items of interest incl numbers in MC, a few multiples and many minor varieties, these cond 
mixed (Few Thousands)  £1000-£1200 

842 C H 1858-79 1d rose-red plate 120 (SG 43), left marginal block of 8 (MA-ND) with part inscription “Per Row of 12. £1 -- Per 
Sheet. Plac”, typical centring for this issue, excellent colour, large part o.g. £50-£60 

843 C H -- 1d lake-red plate 193 (SG 44) corner marginal block of four from the lower right of the sheet lettered SK-TL showing 
plate number in circle, current number ‘230’ and part marginal inscription, centred to top and with usual crackly gum, 
lightly hinged on upper two only, fine £100-£120 

844 C H -- 1d rose-red plate 203 (SG 43), left marginal block of 15 (KA-OC) with part inscription “CE 1d Per Label, 1/- Per Row of 
12, £1 - - Per Sheet. Place the Labels ABOVE the Address and” plus part marginal ornament, typical gum creasing and 
centring for this issue, large part o.g. £120-£140 

845 C H -- 1d rose-red plate 225 (SG 43), centred a little to right and a trace of toning, large part o.g., well above average for this 
scarce stamp (Plate 11) £700-£800 

846 C H -- 1d rose-red or lake-red, unused selection (not complete) on cards, arranged in plate number order between 71 and 
224, a few small faults, mostly large part to fine o.g. (122) £1000-£1200 
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847 C H -- 2d blue plates 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14 and 15 (SG 45/46/47), some short perfs or other small faults, last two part o.g., others 
unused and re-gummed, cat £8,450 £460-£500 

848 C H 1870 ½d rose-red plate 8 (SG 48), centred to left and a couple of short perfs, however fresh colour and plate numbers 
clearly visible, u/m £160-£180 

849 C H -- ½d rose-red/lake-red, small unused selection incl plate numbers 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15, plus a block of 4 plate 
13, also 1½d rose-red plates (1) and 3 (SG 48/49, 51), some faults incl plates 5 and 15 patchy toning, plate 14 without 
gum, 1½d plate (1) re-gummed, others part to large part o.g., cat £2,740 £200-£240 

850 C H -- 1½d rose-red plate 1 (SG 51) lettered JK, part o.g., centred to right and with small stain at lower right otherwise 
fine £80-£80 

851 C H 1860 1½d rosy mauve, plate 1 (SG 53a), a couple of missing perfs at top and odd trivial tone, with fine fresh colour, 
large part o.g., a very acceptable example of this rare unissued stamp, cat £8,500 (Plate 11)  £1800-£2000 

EMBOSSED

852 C H 1847-54 Embossed 10d brown (SG 57), two cut-square unused examples, one soiled and heavily creased, also minor 
thinning and odd lesser fault, large part o.g., the other fresh but one silk thread visible on face, this without gum,

   cat £22,000 (Plate 11) £500-£600 

    
                                                                                                   853                           854
853 C H 1847-54 6d dull lilac, watermark reversed (SG 59), a couple of tiny marks on face and trivial thin, four clear to large 

margins, large part o.g., cat £18,000  £2600-£3000 

854 C H 1847-54 6d purple (SG 60) part (greenish) o.g., just touched at top and at left otherwise very fresh and a fine 
example, rare, cat £18,000  £3600-£4000 

SURFACE PRINTED

855 C H 1855-57 Watermark Small Garter, 4d carmine on blue glazed paper (SG 62), Watermark medium garter, 4d pale carmine
   on ordinary thin white paper (SG 64) and Watermark large garter, 4d rose on ordinary white paper (SG 66a), first light
   crease (just apparent from face), small part o.g., others unused and re-gummed, last a couple of missing perfs, 

representative examples of these scarce stamps, cat £20,200 (Plate 11) £600-£700 

856 C H -- Watermark Emblems, 6d pale lilac (2) and 1s green (SG 70, 72), some short perfs and one 6d off centre, unused and 
re-gummed, cat £5,700 (Plate 11) £200-£240 

857 C H -- 1s pale green (SG 73), small surface scuff at foot and a couple of short perfs, fresh large part o.g., signed Diena, cat 
£3,000 (Plate 11) £360-£400 

858 C H 1862-64 4d pale red plate 3 (SG 80), with wing margin at right, light vertical bend (probably due to marginal watermark, 
large part o.g., cat £1,900 (Plate 11) £320-£360 

859 C H -- 4d pale red plate 4 (SG 82), with sheet margin at right, a couple of shortish perfs, large part o.g., cat £2,000
   (Plate 11) £500-£600 

860 C H -- 6d lilac plate 4 (SG 85), with wing margin at left which has a few missing perfs, part o.g., cat £3,000 (Plate 11)
    £360-£400 

861 C H 1862-64 Watermark Emblems 9d bistre plate 2 lettered QJ (SG 86) small part (brownish) o.g., otherwise with 
exceptional colour and centring, fine and rare, RPSL Cert (1988), cat £5,250 (Plate 11)  £1800-£2000 

862 C H -- 9d straw (SG 87) lettered Q-D, unused, centred to lower left, re-gummed and partially re-perforated otherwise a good 
example of this scarce stamp, BPA Cert (2014), cat £3,750 (Plate 11) £240-£280 

863 C H -- unused selection on stockcard incl 3d deep carmine-rose, bright carmine-rose, pale carmine-rose and last on thick 
paper, all plate 2, 4d pale red plates 3 and 4, 6d deep lilac and lilac, both plate 4, 9d bistre and straw, both plate 2 (SG 
75/77, 77b, 80, 82/84, 86/7), 3d deep carmine-rose perf faults and re-perforated wing margin at right, some others light 
toning or odd short perf but generally sound, all re-gummed, cat £29,850 £900-£1000 
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864 C H -- 1s green (SG 90), short perf at foot and re-perforated wing margin at left, fresh large part o.g., cat £3,000
   (Plate 11) £240-£280 

865 C H 1865-67 Watermark Emblems, 6d lilac plate 5 (SG 97), light creasing and a couple of short perfs, however centring above 
average, large part o.g., cat £1,100 (Plate 11) £200-£240 

866 C H -- Unused selection on stockcard incl 3d rose plate 4 on thick paper, 4d vermilion plates 7 to 14 inclusive, 6d lilac plate 
6 and 9d straw plate 4 (SG 92b, 94, 97 and 98), some with short perfs, otherwise generally sound but all re-gummed, cat 
£17,000+ £500-£600 

867 C H -- Watermark Garter 4d dull vermilion (SG 93) plate 7, block of 4 (QC-RD), a few tiny inclusions and typical centring 
for this issue, lower pair horizontal crease, ‘RC’ also a few missing perfs, however u/m and a rare multiple despite 
imperfections, cat £2,600+ £550-£650 

868 C H -- 4d vermilion plate 7 (SG 94), centred to upper right and a couple of short perfs, large part o.g., cat £650
   (Plate 11) £140-£160 

869 C H -- 4d dull vermilion plate 7 and 6d lilac plate 5 (SG 93, 97), latter wing marginal, a few short perfs and typical centring for 
this issue, 6d also light creasing, u/m, cat £1,750 (Plate 11) £240-£280 

870 C H 1867-80 Watermark spray of rose, 3d rose plate 4 (SG 103) with wing margin at left, a little ‘tired’, slightly disturbed large 
part o.g., a collectable example of this very scarce plate number, cat £1,800 £240-£280 

871 C H -- 3d rose plate 5 (SG 103) with wing margin at right, a few short perfs, fresh large part o.g., cat £525 (Plate 11) £140-£160 

872 C H -- 3d rose plate 10 (SG 103), off centre to upper right, fresh large part o.g., cat £875 (Plate 11) £180-£200 

873 C H -- 6d dull violet plate 8 (SG 108) with wing margin at right, a few short perfs but fresh and well centred, large part o.g., 
cat £1,200 (Plate 11) £240-£280 

        
874                           876                         877

874 C P Proof: -- 10d, die proof in black on glazed card, with plate number circles and corner squares uncleared, cut-down and 
mounted, from striking books, some light marginal soiling as often, cat £3,200 £700-£800 

875 C 8 1867-80 1s green plate 5 lettered EC showing variety ‘Extended tail to 5 at right’ (SG 117 var, Spec. J105b) fine 
used with light Manchester cds, centred slightly to upper right and a few short perfs at foot otherwise fine, cat £400

   (Plate 11) £120-£140 

876 C H 1867-80 2s brown plate 1 (SG 121) with wing margin at left, good colour and well centred, part o.g., RPS Cert 
(1980) which mentions very small thin, cat £28,000  £4600-£5000 

877 C H 1867-80 2s brown plate 1 (SG 121), small thin but fresh colour and exceptionally well centred, unused and re-
gummed, a very collectable example of this rare stamp, cat £28,000  £2000-£2400 

878 C H 1867-80 Unused selection of stockcard incl 3d rose plates 6 and 9, 6d mauve plate 9, 9d straw and pale straw, 
plate 4, 10d deep red-brown, red-brown and pale red-brown, plate 1, 1s green plates 4, 5 and 7, 2s dull blue (2) 
and deep blue, also 1872-73 Watermark Spray of Rose 6d pale chestnut plate 11 and 6d grey plate 12 (SG 103, 
109/114, 117/19, 124a, 125) almost all with imperfections incl short perfs, toning and 1s plate 7 trimmed wing 
margin, all re-gummed or with heavily disturbed part o.g., cat £36,000+  £1400-£1600 

879 C H 1872-73 Watermark spray of rose, 6d chestnut plate 11 (SG 122a), tiny surface mark on Queen’s neck, fresh part o.g., 
cat £800 (Plate 11) £160-£180 

880 C H 6d pale buff plates 11 and 12 (SG 123), latter with wing margin at left, a few short perfs but generally good appearance, 
unused and re-gummed, acceptable representative examples, the plate 12 scarce, cat £4,400 (Plate 11) £260-£300 

881 C H 1867-83 Watermark Maltese cross, perf 15½x15, 5s rose plate 1 (SG 126), some light soiling and toning, unused without 
gum, a representative example of this scarce stamp, cat £11,000 (Plate 11) £400-£440 

882 C 8 -- 5s rose plate 1 (SG 126) lettered DH, fine used by neat part Glasgow duplex of Feb 21 1872, centred slightly to foot 
and small mark at lower right otherwise fine, cat £675 (Plate 11) £120-£140 
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883                                 884                                 885

883 C H 1867-83 Watermark Maltese cross, perf 15½x15, 5s pale rose plate 2 (SG 127), centred to foot, some gum 
disturbance, fresh part o.g., cat £18,000, a rare stamp  £3000-£3400 

884 C H 1867-83 Watermark Maltese Cross 10s greenish grey lettered AB (SG 128) part o.g., light vertical gum bend and 
small gum thin at upper right over which the gum has been redistributed, nevertheless a fine, fresh and very 
presentable example of this rare stamp, BPA Cert (1975), cat £60,000  £13000-£15000 

885 C 8 1867-83 Watermark Anchor on Blued paper 10s grey-green lettered GG (SG 131) fine used with ‘EAST STRAND 
178/JY 5/83/W.C’ cds, and showing small part of another strike above, well centred with fresh colour, fine and 
rare, RPSL Cert (1972), cat £5,200  £2600-£3000 

886 C 8 -- Watermark Anchor on white paper, 5s rose plate 4 (SG 134), a trace of creasing, however well centred, fresh colour 
and neatly used by two part George Street BO/Edinburgh cds for No 8 83, attractive, cat £4,200 (Plate 11) £500-£600 

    
887                                                                       888

887 C H 1867-83 Watermark Anchor on white paper £5 orange lettered BH (SG 137) very lightly hinged (if at all), well 
centred, light natural vertical gum bend, small tone spot on ‘U’ of ‘POUNDS’ and one shortish perf at left otherwise 
fine and fresh with good colour, a rare stamp, cat £14,000  £5500-£6500 

888 C H 1867-83 Watermark Anchor on white paper, £5 orange on white paper (SG 137), some creasing at right and gum 
a little toned and sweated, o.g., cat £14,000  £2400-£2800 

889 C H 1873-80 Watermark Anchor, 2½d rosy mauve plate 1 on white paper (SG 139), centred to top and a few short perfs, part 
o.g., cat £625 (Plate 12) £140-£160 

890 C H -- Watermark Orb, 2½d rosy mauve (SG 141) plate 17, horizontal pair lettered HD-HE with interpannu margin at foot, 
lightly hinged o.g., the r/h stamp with light bends, faults in margin but a scarce pair, cat £3,400+ (Plate 12) £700-£800 

891 C H -- 2½d blue plate 19 (SG 142), fresh large part o.g., cat £575 (Plate 12) £180-£200 

892 C H -- 2½d blue plate 20 (SG 142), a couple of short perfs, fresh part o.g., cat £575 £90-£100 

893 C H -- Watermark Spray of Rose, 3d rose plate 14 (SG 143), fresh and well centred, large part o.g., cat £450
   (Plate 12) £180-£200 

894 C H -- 3d rose plate 14 (SG 143) with wing margin at right and sheet margin at foot, odd short perf but fresh and well centred, 
large part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 12) £140-£160 

895 C H -- 3d rose plate 16 (SG 143), large part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 12) £120-£140 

896 C H -- 3d rose plate 17 (SG 143), horizontal pair with wing margin at left and interpane margin at top, a trace of toning but 
very lightly hinged, virtually full o.g., cat £900+ (Plate 12) £340-£380 

897 C H -- 6d deep grey plate 14 (SG 146) with wing margin at left, well centred and unusually deep colour, large part o.g.,
   cat £600 (Plate 12) £200-£240 

898 C H -- 6d grey plate 13 (SG 147), fresh part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 12) £120-£140 

899 C H -- 6d grey plate 15 (SG 147), large part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 12) £140-£160 
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900 C H -- 6d grey plate 17 (SG 147), one fractionally short perf, fresh large part o.g., a scarce plate number, cat £950
   (Plate 12) £260-£300 

901 C H -- 1s green plate 10 (SG 150), a couple of short perfs at foot, rather heavy hinge remainder has caused light perf soiling 
at top, part o.g., cat £750 (Plate 12) £100-£120 

902 C H -- 1s green plate 12 (SG 150) with wing margin at left, off centre to lower right but very fresh, part o.g., cat £625
   (Plate 12) £140-£160 

903 C H -- Watermark Garter, 4d vermilion plate 15 (SG 152), a couple of shortish perfs at top, fresh colour, part o.g., cat £3,000 
(Plate 12) £360-£400 

904 C H -- 4d sage-green plate 15 (SG 153), off centre to left, very fresh colour, large part o.g., cat £3,000 (Plate 12) £300-£340 

    
905                          906

905 C H 1873-80 Watermark Large Garter 4d grey-brown plate 17 lettered DK (SG 154) part o.g., well centred and with 
fresh and fine colour, a scarce stamp, cat £2,800  £1200-£1400 

906 C H 1873-80 Watermark Large Garter, 8d purple-brown plate 1 (SG 156a), centred a little to left and odd shortish perf, 
fresh large part o.g., an above average example of this very scarce unissued stamp, cat £9,750,  £2400-£2800 

907 C H -- Unused selection on stockcard incl 2½d rosy mauve plates 2, 3 (anchor), 6, 11, 14, 15, 16 and 17, 2½d blue plates 17 
and 18, 3d rose plates 12, 17, 18, 19 and 20, 6d grey plate 16, 1s green plates 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13, 1s brown-orange plate 
13, 4d sage-green plate 16 and 8d orange plate 1 (SG 139, 141, 142, 143, 147, 150, 151, 153, 156), 2½d rosy mauve 
plate 17 corner crease, 1s orange-brown soiling and light surface abrasion, a few with re-perforated wing margins or 
other faults, almost all re-gummed or with heavily disturbed o.g., cat £21,000+ £900-£1000 

908 C T  Colour Trial: 1876 Watermark Large Garter, 4d, plate 15 lettered FJ, colour trial in pale red-brown, on imperforate 
gummed paper with full o.g., very fine, cat (from) £250 (Plate 12) £100-£120 

909 C H 1880-81 ½d deep green to 5d indigo (SG 164/69), also ½d pale green and additional 2d pale rose, 5d pulled perf, 
creasing and re-gummed, others part to large part o.g., cat £1,700+ £260-£300 

910 C H 1880-83 Watermark Imperial Crown, 3d on 3d lilac plate 21 (SG 159), a trace of gum toning, large part o.g., cat £625 
(Plate 12) £180-£200 

911 C H -- Unused selection on stock card incl 2½d blue plates 21, 22 and 23, 3d rose plates 20 and 21, 4d grey-brown plates 
17 and 18, 6d grey plates 17 and 18, 6d on 6d lilac plate 18, 1s orange-brown plates 13 and 14 (SG 157/63 excl SG 
159), 2½d plate 22 and 1s plate 14 large part o.g. (latter off centre and tone spot), 2½d plate 23 without gum, remainder 
re-gummed or heavily disturbed o.g., cat £6,500+ £400-£440 

912 C H 1881 Die I, 1d lilac and 1d pale lilac (SG 170/71), fine u/m, cat £450+ (Plate 12) £180-£200 

913 C H -- 1d pale lilac, die I (SG 171), block of 4, a trace of gum toning and faint bends, u/m, cat £900+ £300-£340 

914 C H 1883-84 White paper, 2s 6d lilac (SG 178), horizontal pair (JE-JF), right hand stamp with small mark on face, fresh and 
very lightly hinged, virtually full o.g., cat £1,200+ (Plate 12) £400-£440 

915 C H -- 2s 6d lilac (SG 178), two unused examples, one shows a trace of bluing but as both are re-gummed this cannot be 
guaranteed, also an unused 5s rose (SG 180), this a few short perfs, disturbed part o.g., cat £2,300 £180-£200 

916 C H -- 2s 6d lilac, 5s crimson and 10s ultramarine (SG 178, 181, 183), first small faults and heavily hinged, others very lightly 
hinged, part or fine o.g., cat £3,800+ (Plate 12) £900-£1000 

917 C H -- 10s pale ultramarine (SG 183a), large part o.g., cat £2,500 (Plate 12) £700-£800 

918 C H -- ½d to 1s dull green (SG 187/96), 9d has Watermark sideways-inverted, 1½d, 9d and 1s unused and re-gummed
   (colour virtually unaffected except 1s, 9d has light crease), others part to large part o.g., cat £6,000+
   (Plate 12) £500-£600 
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919                                                                            920

919 C H 1884 Watermark Three Imperial Crowns £1 brown-lilac (SG 185), a couple of shortish perfs at top and tiny 
surface mark on left “£”, somewhat toned large part o.g., a good collectable example of this rare stamp,

   cat £32,000  £6000-£7000 

920 C H 1884 Watermark Three Imperial Crowns £1 brown-lilac lettered RD (SG 185) large part (slightly toned) o.g.,
   well centred and with fresh and fine deep colour, a very rare stamp, David Brandon Cert (2003)
   cat £32,000  £13000-£15000 

921 C S -- £1 brown-lilac overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’ type 9 (SG 185s) lettered MB, large part slightly toned o.g., a few shortish 
perfs and centred slightly to top otherwise fine with fresh colour, cat £2,800 (Plate 12) £900-£1000 

922 C F - £1 brown-lilac, lithographed forgery, line perf 13 with impressed crowns watermark, gummed, quite well executed
   with the exception of the perforations! (Plate 12) £100-£120 

923 C P Proof: 1887-92 1½d, Imperforate proof of head plate only, in bright blue on imperial crown watermarked paper,
   fresh o.g. (Plate 12) £140-£160 

924 C H 1887-1900 “Jubilee” 2d green and scarlet (SG 199), a couple of shortish perfs but very lightly hinged, with 2d
   grey-green and carmine for comparison, o.g., cat £425 (Plate 12) £120-£140 

925 C H -- 3d purple/orange (SG 204), one short perf and a trace of gum creasing, with 3d purple/yellow for comparison, u/m,
   cat £1,300 (Plate 12) £260-£300 

926 C H -- 10d dull purple and deep dull carmine (SG 210a), light surface rubbing and a few gum bends, fresh large part o.g.,
   cat £625 (Plate 12) £160-£180 

927 C H -- issue, unused selection on stockcard with all values excl 2d, better items incl 5d dull purple and blue, die I(without 
gum), 10d dull purple and scarlet and 1s dull green, cond a little mixed but with part to full o.g. except as mentioned (18), 
cat £1,600+ £200-£240 

928 C H -- £1 green (SG 212), re-perforated at foot, unused and re-gummed, a good representative example, cat £4,000
   (Plate 12) £260-£300 

929 E H 8 Collection on pages from 1855 to 1900, largely used and arranged by face value incl 2½d rosy mauve plates 1 to 17, 
incl plate 2 on blued paper (not guaranteed), 1855-57 medium garter 4d carmine on blue glazed, horizontal pair used 
by ‘Madeleine Smith’ ds, 6d lilac cds used, 1865-67 Watermark emblems 9d straw, cds used, 1867-80 2s dull blue,

   part o.g., 1867-83 5s plate 1 (2) incl one with cds, 1873-80 4d vermilion, 4d sage-green (both plates), 4d grey-brown 
and 1s orange-brown, 1891 £1 green, 1883-84 1½d lilac to 4d dull green and 6d dull green, part or large part o.g.,

   remainder of set used, 1887-1900 to 1s dull green, fresh large part o.g., also some officials and postal fiscals 
(Scores) £1800-£2000 

930 C H Army: 1896-1901 ½d vermilion and 1d lilac, horizontal pairs with one in each showing variety ‘OFFICIAI’ (SG O41a and 
O43a) large part o.g., couple of shortish perfs on normal ½d stamp and 1d pair centred a little low otherwise fresh and 
fine, cat £540+ (Plate 12) £200-£240 

    
931                                                                             932

931 C H Inland Revenue: 1882-1901 £1 brown-lilac, watermark Crowns (SG O11) lettered DA, large part slightly toned o.g., 
couple of pencil signatures on reverse and centred slightly to foot, a fine and attractive example of this extremely 
rare stamp, cat £75,000  £24000-£28000 

932 C H Inland Revenue: 1882-1901 £1 brown-lilac, watermark Orbs (SG O12) lettered OC, large part slightly toned o.g., 
pencil signature on reverse and centred slightly high, a fine and attractive example of this extremely rare stamp, 
cat £100,000  £32000-£32000 

933 C S 1877 Watermark shamrocks, £1 pale brown-lilac, imperf and overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ type 9 (Spec L236t (1)), fine large 
part o.g. (Plate 12) £400-£440 
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KING EDWARD VII

934 C P Colour Trial: 1901 (Dec) 2½d colour trial in pale dull blue, perf 14 on gummed Imperial Crown watermarked paper, 
vertical crease and a couple of ort perfs, however a good looking example of this scarce trial, BPA Cert (1975),

   cat from £1,800 (Plate 12) £260-£300 

935 C P Proof: 1902-13 2s6d Plate Proof in the issued colour on poor quality buff paper, fine, cat £150 £80-£90 

936 C H 1902-10 ½d yellow-green, booklet pane of five plus St Andrew’s Cross label (SG 218a), some perf separation between 
lower stamps but excellent perfs, hinged only on label, fine o.g., cat £550 (Plate 12) £180-£200 

937 C H -- 2d pale greyi green & carmine-red, ordinary (M11(2)), 2d pale grey-green & carmine-red, chalky (SG 226) and 2d grey-
green & scarlet, chalky (M12 (4)), last a few ort perfs at foot, u/m £100-£120 

938 C H -- 4d brown-orange (SG 239), light vertical crease at left and faint mark on face, u/m, cat £350 £120-£140 

939 C H -- 2s 6d lilac, ordinary paper (SG 260), a couple of fractionally ort perfs, large part o.g., cat £280 £70-£80 

940 C H -- 2s 6d dull purple, chalky paper (SG 262), some surface rubbing, large part o.g., cat £350 £90-£100 

941 C 8 -- £1 dull blue-green (SG 266) very fine used with almost complete “Great Yarmouth” cds, dated FE 26 03, weak SE 
corner perf, cat £825 (Plate 12) £300-£340 

942 C H 1911 Perf 14 1d aniline-pink, (SG 275), a couple of ort perfs and light gum creasing, a fine example of this scarce
   shade, large part o.g., cat £750 (Plate 12) £180-£200 

943 C H -- 1d aniline rose, perf 14 (SG 275a), some gum creasing and typical centring, fre u/m, cat £300  £100-£120 

944 C H -- Perf 15 x 14 ½d dull green (SG 279), lower right corner block of eighteen (6 x 3), stamp 3 with hinge remain (another 
in margin) the others u/m, one or two light gum wrinkles otherwise fine, part perf separation from margin top right, an 
attractive multiple, cat £1,170+ £400-£440 

945 C H -- 2½d dull blue (SG 284), lower right marginal block of eight (4 x 2) stamp 3 with hinge remain (another in margin),
   others u/m, gum bends/wrinkles otherwise fine, cat £400+ £100-£120 

946 C H -- 3d purple/lemon (SG 285), right hand marginal block of ten (5 x 2) with central pane margin at foot, stamp 1 with hinge 
remain (another in margin) the others u/m, one or two light gum wrinkles otherwise fine, cat £700+ £300-£340 

947 C H -- 4d bright orange (SG 286), lower right marginal block of eight (4 x 2) stamp 4 with hinge remain (another in margin),
   a few gum wrinkles otherwise fine, u/m, cat £480+ £150-£170 

948 C H 1911-13 1½d slate-purple and green (SG 289), right hand marginal block of six (3 x 2) with central pane gutter at foot, 
hinged in margin, the stamps with few gum wrinkles otherwise fine u/m, cat £390+ £150-£170 

949 e H -- 9d deep plum and blue (SG 307a) lower right hand pane of twenty (5 x 4) with margins all round, hinged in margin, the 
stamps with a few gum wrinkles/bends otherwise fine u/m, cat £2,500+ (Plate 13) £800-£900 

950 C H -- 10d dark plum and carmine (SG Spec M44(8)), lower right block of six (3 x 2) stamp 1 hinged (and in margin)
   otherwise fine u/m, cat £560+ £200-£240 

951 C H -- 1s green and carmine (SG 314) upper right horizontal pair, the stamps fine u/m (hinged in margin), most attractive,
   cat £280+ £150-£170 

952 C H -- 1s green and carmine (SG 314) lower right block of four, hinged and creased in margin, perf separation between
   left hand pair otherwise fine u/m, cat £560+ £200-£240 

953 C H -- 2s 6d dull reddish purple (SG 316), a couple of slightly short perfs, large part o.g., cat £300 £100-£120 

954 C H -- 2s 6d dark purple (SG 317), one lightly pulled perf and a couple of bends, large part o.g., cat £325 £50-£60 

955 C H -- 5s carmine (SG 318), light perf soiling at top, large part o.g., cat £425 £90-£100 

956 C 8 -- £1 deep green (SG 320), left marginal vertical pair used by two light Guernsey cds, a couple of ort perfs and lower 
stamp creasing, attractive despite imperfections, cat £1,500 (Plate 12) £340-£380 

957 E H 8 Collection on pages with all values and printings represented, better stamps incl 1902-10 DLR 2s 6d lilac
   (ord), 5s carmine, 5s deep bright carmine and 10s ultramarine (2), fresh large part o.g., also £1 dull blue-green 

good used, 1911-13 Somerset House 10s blue good used and £1 deep green cds used, also some officials 
(200+)  £1000-£1200 
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958 C H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1902-10 DLR, chalky paper 4d deep green & chocolate-brown (SG 238),
   5d dull purple & ultramarine (SG 242a) and 10d dull purple & carmine (SG 254b), first two u/m, last part o.g.,1911 

Harrison, perf 15x14 2½d dull blue (SG 284), large part o.g., 1911-13 SH ptg 5d deep dull reddish purple & bright
   blue (SG 294), 6d dull purple (SG 297), 7d slate-grey (SG 305), 9d dull reddish purple and blue (SG 307), 1s deep green 

& scarlet (SG 313) and 1s green & carmine (SG 314), 9d and latter 1s u/m, others part to large part o.g.  £200-£240 

KING GEORGE V

959 C E Essay: 1910 Large Format Half-tone 3d Downey Head Essay in a green shade (40m x 40m) on white paper, fine and 
scarce, cat from £350 (Plate 12) £140-£160 

960 C E -- 1910 Small Format Half-tone 7d Downey Head Essay in a dark slate-green shade (32m x 40m) on white paper showing 
‘W/-/16’ above design, fine and scarce, cat from £350 (Plate 12) £140-£160 

961 C H 1913 (Aug) Multiple Cypher watermark, ½d bright green and 1d dull scarlet (SG 397/98) in coil join pairs, each with one 
stamp having lightly trimmed perfs, very fresh large part o.g. (Plate 12) £180-£200 

962 C 8 -- Waterlow Seahorses £1 green (SG 403) a couple of nibbled perf, otherwise fine cds used, cat £1,250
   (Plate 12) £400-£440 

963 C 8 -- £1 green (SG 403) a couple of nibbled perf, otherwise lightly used, cat £1,250 (Plate 12) £400-£440 

964 C 8 -- £1 green (SG 403) a few perf faults and a tiny tone spot, used with part boxed cancel, still a most acceptable example, 
cat £1,250 (Plate 12) £200-£240 

    
965                                                                             969

965 C H 1913 Waterlow Seahorses £1 dull blue-green (SG 404) u/m, centred slightly to right otherwise fresh and very fine 
with good colour, a scarce stamp, cat £4,800  £2800-£3200 

966 C 8 -- £1 dull blue-green (SG 404) a couple of nibbled perfs, slightly “grubby” appearance and vertical blue registration 
crayon line, used with part large oval cancel, cat £1,500 (Plate 13) £200-£240 

967 C 8 -- £1 dull blue-green (SG 404) upper left corner repaired, some short perfs and centred slightly low, used by central 
unclear cds, also 2s6d to 10s values from various printings all used and with imperfections, offered on behalf of the ‘Save 
The Children’ charity (Plate 13) £100-£120 

968 C H 1913-14 Waterlow printing 2s 6d sepia-brown, 5s rose-carmine, 10s indigo-blue and £1 dull blue-green (SG 
400/02, 404), a few short perfs but generally fresh, 5s upper marginal with virtually full o.g., 2s 6d gum creasing 
and a little heavily hinged, others lightly hinged with large part o.g., cat £5,600 (Plate 13)  £1000-£1200 

969 C H 1915 De la Rue Seahorses, 10s deep blue (SG 411) top left corner marginal, trivial gum wrinkle (mentioned for 
accuracy) and just a hint of overall gum toning, still very fine for this printing, the stamp u/m, hinged on front of 
margin, RPS Cert (1970), cat £5,500  £2000-£2400 

970 C H 1918-19 Bradbury Wilkinson “Seahorses” 10s dull grey-blue (SG 417) fine large part o.g., cat £475 (Plate 13) £150-£170 

971 C H 1924 Empire Exhibition 1d scarlet, upper marginal single showing “tail to ‘N’ of ‘EXHIBITION’ “ variety (SG 430b), a few 
short perfs at foot, u/m, cat £225 (Plate 13) £100-£120 

972 E H -- Exhibition 1d scarlet and 1½d brown (SG 430/431) the 1d in complete pane (some perf separation) the 1½d sheet in 
two halves giving 60 sets, both with light overall gum toning and two of each value with tiny inclusions, some with gum 
wrinkles but u/m, cat £1,800+ £400-£440 

973 C H 1924 and 1925 Empire Exhibition sets of 2 (SG 430/33), each in blocks of 4, u/m, cat £440+ £200-£240 

974 E H 1925 Exhibition 1d scarlet and 1½d brown (SG 432/433) in complete panes giving 60 sets, both with light overall 
gum toning, perf separation and some with gum wrinkles or light bend, but u/m, cat £4,800+  £1000-£1200 

975 C H 1924-26 ½d to 1s bistre-brown (SG 418/29) in blocks of 4, except 2d as two vertical pairs, some light gum creasing, u/m, 
cat £1,000+ £400-£440 
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976 C H 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black (SG 438), trivial gum tone, large part o.g., cat £750 (Plate 13) £240-£280 

977 C H -- £1 (438) light overall gum toning and small bend, very lightly hinged, cat £750 (Plate 13) £260-£300 

978 C H -- £1 (SG 438) with light overall gum toning as usual, no signed to be hinged (Plate 13) £260-£300 

979 C H -- £1 (SG 438) fine large part o.g. very light overall gum toning, cat £750 (Plate 13) £300-£340 

980 C H -- £1 black (SG 438), lower marginal, a hint of gum toning but very lightly hinged, virtually full o.g., cat £750
   (Plate 13) £300-£340 

981 C H -- £1 black (SG 438), one shortish perf, large part o.g., cat £750 (Plate 13) £300-£340 

982 C 8 -- £1 black (SG 438), good used by London/Airmail ‘rubber’ cds in violet, cat £550 (Plate 13) £130-£150 

983 E Q	 1934 APEX’ Exhibition selection incl commemorative labels in six colours unused and used on two covers, four complete 
‘Pigeongram’ forms with strikes of cachets in different colours, two cards with red ‘Autogiro’ cachets, the labels in 
unused tete-beche blocks of four, ‘Zucker’ 2s6d and 5s rocket labels in tete-beche pairs unused, seventeen covers/
cards incl with various colour cachets and destinations incl Athens, Germany and South Africa £100-£120 

984
984 C H 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d Prussian blue (SG 456a), just a hint of gum toning, u/m, a fine example of this rare and 

popular stamp, with a photocopy of a 1961 BPA Cert for a block of 4 from which this was the lower left stamp, cat 
£18,000  £7000-£8000 

985 C  Booklet: 1935 (July) 2s booklet with black on blue cover (SG BB17) edition 342, the ½d pane a couple of perf faults,
   the panes of six all with inverted watermarks, cat £575 (Plate 13) £160-£180 

986 C  -- 1936 (Oct) 2s booklet with black on blue cover (SG BC2) edition 380, the ½d pane and 1½d pane (4 plus two labels) 
with inverted watermarks, the latter with bend effecting two stamps, cat £140+ £60-£70 

987 E H8 KGV selection on Hagner pages incl 1912 Downey Head ½d and 1d imperforate and overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, later 
1912-24 values to 1s u/m, Seahorses with 1913 10s indigo-blue used, 1934 re-engraved 2s6d u/m (toned), the set to 10s 
used etc, mostly fine (25) £320-£360 

KING GEORGE VI

988 C H 1939-48 -- 2s6d brown (2), 2s6d green, 5s, 10s ultramarine (5 incl block of four) and £1 (2) (between SG 476/78c) some 
with gum bends and toning, u/m, cat £500 (11) £95-£110 

989 C H -- 2s6d (both) to £1 brown (SG 476/78c) slight gum bends and toning, u/m, cat £425 £130-£150 

990 C  Booklet: 1938 2s black/blue, edition 425 (SG BD12), 1d pane Watermark inverted, others Watermark upright, fine and 
complete (Plate 13) £300-£340 

991 C F Forgeries: c1944 set of 6 German propaganda forgeries, parodies of KGVI 1937 definitives ½d to 3d, designs include 
“Star of David” and “Hammer & Sickle”, each fine ‘used’ by London/Special Stamp cds (Plate 14) £180-£200 

992 C H Postage Dues: 1937-58 4d dull grey-green (SG D31) lower marginal (partly removed at left) block of four, fresh and fine 
u/m, cat £440+ (Plate 14) £200-£240 

993 C H -- 1s deep blue (SG D33) top marginal block of four, fresh and fine u/m, cat £312+ (Plate 14) £150-£170 

994 C H -- 2s6d purple and yellow (SG D34) block of four, trivial gum indentation on stamp 1, otherwise fresh and fine o.g. with 
no trace of being hinged, cat £340+ (Plate 14) £150-£170 

995 A H 8  Collection in green album incl 1937 dark colours inverted Watermark set u/m, 1939-48 ‘Arms’ set large part o.g., 1951
	 		* 2s6d to £1 u/m etc, unused, used and a few fdc’s, mostly fine (185) £160-£180 

QUEEN ELIZABETH II

996 C H 1955-58 Castles “Waterlow” 2s6d to £1 (SG 536-39) fine u/m, the 10s with natural gum “line”, cat £225 £65-£75 
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997 E H 1959-68 Bradbury Wilkinson “Castles” 2s6d to £1 (SG 595a-598a) in complete sheets of forty, all have been folded
   once through central perfs, fine u/m, cat £600+ £100-£120 

998 A H 2012 Gold Medal Winners at London Olympic and Paralympic Games, a complete set of unused sheetlets from both 
series in small album (SG 3342a/70a and 3372a/405a) fine, (63 sheets), cat £390 £150-£170 

REGIONALS

999 ½B H 8 Collection in green album and two black binders, issues from the 1950’s to 2014, comprehensive ranges throughout with
	 			* fdc’s, unused, used and miniature sheets etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

1000 C H Northern Ireland: 1971-93 litho 17p grey-blue, type II (SG NI43Ea), with type I for comparison, u/m, cat £175+ £80-£90 

1001 C H Scotland: 1971-93 litho, perf 14, 22p yellow-green and 31p bright purple, both type II (SG S48Ea, S51Ea), with 22p type 
I for comparison, u/m, cat £225+ £100-£120 

1002 C H Wales: 1971-93 litho, 17p grey-blue type II (SG W44Ea), with type I for comparison, u/m, cat £55+ £24-£28 

QUEEN ELIZABETH II - ERRORS & VARIETES 

1003 C H 1952-54 Watermark Tudor Crown 2½d carmine-red Type I, a vertical strip of five, the lower pair and the foot of the 
centre stamp blank and unprinted as a result of a paper overlap (SG 519 var), the upper two hinged across the 
perfs of the lower three, a few small stains on revers affect the second and third stamps otherwise u/m or large 
part o.g., fine and unusual (Plate 14)  £1000-£1200 

1004 C H 1955-58 Watermark St Edwards Crown 4d ultramarine, horizontal pair variety ‘Imperforate at top’ (SG 546 var) large part 
o.g., fine and unusual, BPA Cert (1987) (Plate 14) £120-£140 

1005 C H 1958-65 Watermark Crowns 4d ultramarine on cream paper, block of four variety ‘Imperforate between stamp and top 
margin’ (SG 576 var, Spec S83d), u/m, small stain on upper right stamp otherwise fine, a scarce block, cat £1,300+ 

   (Plate 14) £300-£340 

    
                                                                                                    1006                                    1010
1006 C H 1958-65 Watermark Crowns sideways 4d ultramarine, part booklet pane being the upper two stamps complete 

with selvedge and showing dramatic paper fold resulting in a nearly complete interpanneau tete-beche pair, 
portions of two other stamps attached (SG 576ab var), unused without gum, fine and very rare. A spectacular and 
possibly unique Wilding piece. Ex Darnton  £2000-£2400 

1007 C H 1958-61 Graphite-lined issues, 2d light red-brown, horizontal pair from the right of the sheet variety ‘Band at extreme 
left’ (through the perfs of the two stamps), the second stamp also showing pre-printing paper crease (SG 590 var), the 
first stamp with a few bluntish perfs at lower left side otherwise fine u/m, a rare multiple (Plate 14) £300-£340 

1008 C H 1959-68 De La Rue “Castle”, 2s6d black-brown, right hand marginal, showing a superb full offset on reverse (SG 595var), 
very fine u/m (Plate 14) £200-£240 

1009 C H -- Bradbury Wilkinson Castle, 5s red error ‘Printed on gummed side’ (SG 596ab) left hand marginal, superb u/m, a scarce 
variety, cat £1,500 (Plate 14) £750-£850 

1010 C H 1960-67 Phosphor issue, 6d deep claret on cream paper with two phosphor bands applied typo (SG Spec S110a, 
listed but unpriced) u/m, fine, RPSL Cert (1982). Believed to be one of two known examples, this is the original 
stamp upon which the catalogue listing is based. One of the rarest of all the Wilding issues  £1000-£1200 
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1011 C H 1966 British Birds, phosphor se-tenant block of 4, error ‘Reddish brown omitted’, affecting ‘Robin’ and ‘Blackbird’ (SG 
698pj/99pj), around 90 blocks recorded, fresh u/m (with normal block for comparison), cat £700+ (Plate 14) £160-£180 

1012 E H -- 900th Anniversary of Battle of Hastings, 4d (ord) se-tenant strip of six showing striking 2.5mm shift of green which 
affects all six stamps (SG 705/10var), three right stamps affected by creasing, u/m £70-£80 

1013 E H -- Battle of Hastings, 4d se-tenant phosphor strip of 6, error ‘Green omitted’ (SG 705pg/10pg), folded twice and 
two stamps with slight gum glazing, however lower marginal with colour crosses, o.g./u/m, around 40 strips existed,

   cat £390+ £100-£120 

1014 C H 1967 British Paintings 1s6d error ‘New blue omitted’ (SG 750b) u/m from the left of the sheet, fine and scarce, cat £350 
(Plate 14) £130-£150 

1015 C H -- British Paintings 1s6d error ‘Phosphor omitted’ (SG 750Ey) u/m, fine and scarce, cat £300 (Plate 14) £120-£140 

1016 C H -- EFTA 9d ordinary, error ‘Brown omitted’ (affects railway trucks), fresh u/m (SG 715d), three sheets of 120 existed, with 
normal for comparison, cat £95 £40-£44 

1017 C H -- EFTA 9d phosphor showing fine 2mm vertical shift of brown (SG 715p var), with normal for comparison, u/m £50-£60 

1018 C H -- EFTA 9d phosphor, error ‘Lilac omitted’ (SG 715pb), only 90 examples believed to exist, with normal for comparison, 
u/m, cat £225 (Plate 14) £120-£140 

1019 C H -- EFTA 9d phosphor, error ‘Green omitted’ (affects Portuguese flag), fresh u/m (SG 715pc), two sheets of 120 existed, 
cat £135 £60-£70 

1020 C H -- EFTA 9d phosphor error ‘Brown omitted’ (SG 715pd) also 1s6d ordinary error ‘Blue-grey omitted’ (SG 716d) both u/m 
and fine, cat £230 £80-£90 

1021 C H -- EFTA 9d phosphor, error ‘Yellow omitted’ (affects Swedish & Portuguese flags), fresh u/m (SG 715pf), one sheet of 120 
existed, cat £180 £80-£90 

1022 C H -- EFTA 1s 6d ordinary, error ‘New blue’ omitted (affects Finnish and Swedish flags), upper marginal block of 4 with part 
centre arrow and colour crosses, fresh u/m (SG 716e), two sheets of 120 existed, very scarce as a positional multiple, 
cat £540+ (Plate 14) £240-£280 

1023 C H -- EFTA 1s 6d phosphor, error ‘Blue-grey’ omitted (affects aircraft fuselage), fresh u/m (SG 716pd), two sheets of 120 
existed, with normal for comparison, cat £135 £60-£70 

1024 C H -- EFTA 1s 6d phosphor, error ‘Blue-grey’ omitted (affects aircraft fuselage), fresh u/m (SG 716pdf), two sheets of 120 
existed, with normal for comparison, cat £135 £60-£70 

1025 C H -- EFTA 1s 6d phosphor, error ‘Blue-grey’ omitted (affects aircraft fuselage), (SG 716pd), around 240 examples recorded, 
with normal for comparison, u/m, cat £135 £80-£90 

1026 C H -- Christmas 4d, error ‘Gold (value and Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 757a), u/m, around 300 mint examples recorded, with 
normal for comparison, cat £80 £30-£34 

1027 C H 1968 British Bridges, 9d Aberfeldy Bridge showing 4mm vertical shift of gold (Queen’s head), with normal for comparison, 
u/m £40-£44 

1028 C H -- Christmas 9d, error ‘Yellow omitted’ (SG 776a), u/m, two sheets of 120 existed, with used normal for comparison,
   cat £175 £70-£80 

1029
1029 C H 1969 British Ships, 5d QEII, error ‘Black (hull, Queen’s head, inscription and value) omitted’ (SG 778a), a rare and 

exceptionally striking error of which only 72 existed, with normal for comparison, u/m, cat £3,500  £1800-£2000 

1030 C H -- British Ships, 5d QEII showing vertical perf shift (SG 778 var), which results in ship’s name appearing at upper left 
(rather than lower left), with normal for comparison, u/m £90-£100 

1031 C H -- British Ships, 5d QEII, upper marginal vertical pair showing vertical perf shift (SG 778 var), which results in upper stamp 
lacking ship’s name (also with white border at top) and lower stamp with name appearing at upper left (rather than lower 
left), with normal for comparison, small surface imperfection affects upper stamp, u/m £90-£100 
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1032 C H -- Anniversaries, 1s 6d NATO showing error ‘Black omitted’ (SG 794e), u/m, with normal for comparison, three sheets of 
120 existed, cat £125 £50-£60 

1033 C H -- Anniversaries, 1s 6d NATO showing error ‘Yellow-green’ omitted (SG 794f), upper marginal block of 4 with centre arrow 
and colour crosses, u/m, with matching block of normal for comparison, three sheets of 120 existed and scarce as a 
positional multiple, cat £360+ (Plate 14) £150-£170 

1034 C H -- Anniversaries, 1s 6d England-Australia Flight, variety ‘On uncoated paper’ (SG 795a), BPA Cert (20104), u/m, a scarce 
variety, cat £275 (Plate 14) £160-£180 

1035 C H -- British Architecture, 5d se-tenant block of 4, St Giles Cathedral showing error ‘Green omitted’ (SG 798c) which affects 
the roof, u/m, around 200 blocks recorded, with normal single for comparison, cat £100 £40-£44 

1036 C H -- Christmas 1s 6d, error ‘New blue omitted’ (SG 814e), which affects right hand King, u/m, two sheets of 120 existed, 
with used normal for comparison, cat £140 £60-£70 

1037 C H 1970 Rural Architecture, 5d Fife Harling showing error ‘Lemon omitted’ (SG 815a), a subtle error which affects the roof 
and chimneys, u/m, one sheet of 120 existed, with normal for comparison, cat £160 £70-£80 

1038 C H -- Rural Architecture, 1s Welsh Stucco showing error ‘New blue omitted’ (SG 817a), u/m, two sheets of 60 existed,
   cat £140 £60-£70 

1039 C H -- Anniversaries, 1s Co-operative Alliance, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 821a), three sheets of 120 existed, 
with normal for comparison, u/m, cat £90 £50-£60 

1040 C H -- Anniversaries, 1s Co-operative Alliance, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 821a), three sheets of 120 existed, 
with normal for comparison, u/m, cat £90 £50-£60 

1041 C H -- Anniversaries, 1s Co-operative Alliance, error ‘Brown omitted’ (SG 821d), two sheets of 120 existed, u/m, with normal 
for comparison, cat £320 (Plate 14) £140-£160 

1042 C H -- Anniversaries, 1s 6d Mayflower, error ‘Emerald omitted’ (SG 822b), two sheets of 120 existed, u/m, with normal for 
comparison, cat £170 £70-£80 

1043 C H -- Literary Anniversaries 5d se-tenant block of four, ‘Oliver’ with error ‘Light greenish blue (value) omitted’ (SG 827c) u/m, 
some substantial staining, cat £800 (Plate 14) £160-£180 

1044 C H -- Literary Anniversaries, 1s 6d Wordsworth, error ‘Silver (‘Grasmere’ inscription) omitted’ (SG 828b) only 120 existed, 
u/m, with normal for comparison, cat £250 £95-£110 

1045 C H -- Christmas 5d, error ‘Emerald omitted’ (SG 839b), lower right corner marginal with part ‘traffic lights’ incl blank space 
for emerald, u/m, two sheets of 120 existed, with normal for comparison, cat £140 £60-£70 

1046 C H -- Christmas 5d, error ‘Emerald omitted’ (SG 839b), lower right corner block of four with ‘traffic lights’ and colour
   crosses, incl blank space for emerald, upper right stamp light indentation, a couple of hinge remainders in margins
   but stamps u/m, two sheets of 120 existed with this likely to be the only block from this position in existence, with
   used normal for comparison, cat £560+ (Plate 14) £260-£300 

1047 C H 1971 Literary Anniversaries, 3p Keats, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 884a) u/m, only 100 existed, with normal 
for comparison, cat £275 (Plate 14) £100-£120 

1048 C H -- Anniversaries, 7½p 1900th Anniversary of York, error ‘Grey omitted’ (SG 888a), only one sheet of 100 existed, u/m,
   cat £300 (Plate 14) £120-£140 

1049 C H -- Anniversaries, 7½p 1900th Anniversary of York, variety mauve shifted 8mm to right (SG 888var - Pierron F444Csa), it 
is believed only one sheet of 100 existed, u/m £70-£80 

1050 C H -- Anniversaries, 9p R.F.U. Centenary, error ‘Olive-brown omitted’ (SG 889a), one sheet of 100 existed, with normal for 
comparison, u/, cat £325 (Plate 14) £180-£200 

1051 C H -- Christmas 3p, error ‘Lemon omitted’ (SG 895c), one sheet of 100 existed, with normal for comparison, u/m, cat £350 
(Plate 14) £140-£160 

1052 C H -- Christmas 3p, error ‘Lemon omitted’ (SG 895c), one sheet of 100 existed, with normal for comparison, u/m, cat £350 
(Plate 14) £180-£200 

1053 C H -- Christmas 7½p, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 896a) only 100 existed, u/m, cat £300 (Plate 14) £120-£140 

1054 C H -- Christmas 7½p, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 896a) only 100 existed, u/m, cat £300 (Plate 14) £160-£180 
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1055 C H -- Polar Explorers, 3p James Clark Ross, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 897a), only one sheet of 100 existed, 
u/m, cat £220 £90-£100 

1056 E H 1971-96 Photogravure, 5½p violet “one centre band”, variety phosphor omitted (X869Ey), complete sheet of 200 from 
cylinder 4, sheet folded twice, u/m, possibly unique as a complete sheet, cat £3,600 £700-£800 

1057 C H -- 6½p greenish blue (one centre band), error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG X872a), u/m (Plate 15) £240-£280 

1058 C H -- 7p purple-brown (one centre band), error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG X875a), u/m £80-£90 

1059 C H -- 12½p light emerald (one centre band), error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG X898a), u/m £80-£90 

1060 C H -- 16p olive-drab (phosphorised paper), error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG X949a), u/m (Plate 15) £100-£120 

1061 C H -- 24p chestnut (phosphorised paper), error imperf pair (SG X969a), around 100 pairs thought to exist, u/m
   (Plate 15) £160-£180 

1062 C H 1971-96 photogravure, 50p ochre (phosphorised paper), error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG X991ab), very rare as only 10 
pairs recorded, u/m (Plate 15)  £1400-£1600 

1063 C H 1972 Christmas 3p, error ‘Bright green omitted’ (SG 914b), one shortish perf at left, u/m, only one sheet of 100 existed, 
cat £300 (Plate 15) £100-£120 

1064 C H -- Christmas 7½p “Angel Playing Harp”, error ‘Ochre omitted’ (SG 915a) upper left corner marginal, only 100 examples 
existed, u/m, with normal for comparison, cat £300 (Plate 15) £120-£140 

1065 C H -- Polar Explorers, 5p Frobisher, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) and phosphor omitted’ (SG 898Eya), one sheet of 100 
existed, with normal for comparison, u/m (Plate 15) £180-£200 

1066 C H -- Polar Explorers, 7½p Hudson, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 899a), around 50 examples recorded, with 
normal for comparison, u/m (Plate 15) £320-£360 

1067 C H -- Royal Silver Wedding 3p (Rembrandt), error ‘Silver (inscription and value) omitted’ (SG 916a), around 36 unused 
examples recorded, with normal for comparison, u/m (Plate 15) £400-£440 

1068 C H -- Village Churches, 3p Greenstead Juxta, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) and phosphor omitted’ (SG 904Eya), only one sheet 
of 100 existed, u/m, with normal for comparison, cat £350 (Plate 15) £140-£160 

1069 e * 1973 British Explorers set of 5 on Post Office illustrated first day cover, with Newport, Isle of Wight f.d.i. cancels,
   the 3p se-tenant pair with error gold (Queen’s heads) omitted (SG 923b/24b), cover hand-addressed and small
   peripheral imperfections, error pair a couple of shortish perfs, nevertheless rare on first day cover and not mentioned by 

Pierron (Plate 15) £200-£240 

1070 C H -- British Explorers, 9p Charles Sturt showing error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 927a), around 100 mint examples 
recorded, u/m, cat £250 (Plate 15) £110-£130 

1071 C H -- British Paintings, 3p Sir Joshua Reynolds, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) and embossing omitted’ (SG 931Ec), two sheets 
of 100 existed, u/m, with normal for comparison, cat £180 £70-£80 

1072 C H -- British Paintings, 5p Sir Henry Raeburn, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 932a), two sheets of 100 existed, u/m, 
with normal for comparison, cat £180 £70-£80 

1073 C H -- British Paintings, 7½p “Nelly O’Brien”, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) omitted’ (SG 933a), one sheet of 100 existed, u/m, 
with normal for comparison, cat £240 (Plate 15) £120-£140 

1074 C H -- Paintings, 3p Reynolds, error ‘Gold (Queen’s head) and phosphor omitted’ (SG 931Ec), two sheets of 100 existed, with 
normal for comparison, u/m (Plate 15) £100-£120 

1075 C H -- Paintings, 5p Raeburn, error ‘Greenish yellow omitted’ (SG 932b), rare as only 30 examples recorded, BPA Cert (20104) 
and normal for comparison, u/m (Plate 15) £700-£800 

1076 C H -- Christmas 3½p, error ‘Bright rose-red (King’s robe) omitted’ (SG 948g), two sheets of 100 existed, also 3p se-tenant 
strip incl the weak pink of salmon-pink, u/m £60-£70 

1077 C H 1980 London Landmarks, 17½p Kensington Palace, error ‘Silver omitted’ (SG 1124a), very rare as only 17 examples 
recorded, BPA Cert (2014) and normal for comparison, u/m (Plate 15) £800-£900 

1078 C H 1985 Safety at Sea 17p right marginal horizontal pair with vertical perfs at right misplaced 11mm to left, creating an 
illusion of being imperforate between stamp and margin (SG 1286 var), u/m £80-£90 

1079 C H 1993-2012 Photogravure, 20p bright green (2 bands), error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG Y1687a), u/m (Plate 15) £160-£180 
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1080 C H -- £2 deep blue-green, var “£” symbol omitted (SG Y1747a), with left margin showing cylinder numbers D1, D1, u/m 
(Plate 15) £90-£100 

1081 C H 1993-2012 £5 brown “Imperforate pair” (SG Y1803a) in block of four (2 pairs), fine u/m, cat £6,000+ 
   (Plate 15)  £2000-£2400 

1082
1082 C H 1998 650th Anniversary of the Order of the Garter, The Queen’s Beasts: 26p horizontal se-tenant strip of five error 

‘Missing green’ (SG 2026ab) u/m, fine and extremely rare, with normal strip in Presentation Pack for comparison, 
cat £37,000, BPA Cert. (2015)  £12000-£14000 

1083 C H 1998 Lighthouses 63p (Eddystone) showing a massive shift of perforations leaving the Queen’s head at left instead of 
right and one broad phos band (SG 2038var), fine u/m £80-£90 

1084 C H 1998-2001 Walsall printing, “2nd” bright blue and “1st” bright orange-red, die cut, “dagger” perf 14½x14 (SG 2039b, 
2040b), fine unused as issued, the “1st” particularly scarce (Plate 15) £300-£340 

1085 C H 1999 The Christians’ Tale 19p, error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG 2115a), one sheet of 100 (yielding 50 pairs) existed, some 
including this pair had light gum disturbance, large part o.g., cat £900 (Plate 15) £360-£400 

1086
1086 e H 2001 150th Anniversary of the First Double-Decker Bus (1st), an u/m imperforate horizontal strip of five
   (SG 2210ab) from the left of the sheet showing Questa ‘Balloon’ and ‘2’ in margin, the right stamp creased and 

a few other gum wrinkles otherwise fine and rare. Only seventeen strips are known, ten of which are damaged,
   cat £6,000  £1200-£1400 

1087 C H E 2003 Extreme Endeavours, 42p Shackleton (SG 2363 var) trial printing with value and Queen’s head in silver rather
   than gold, with issued stamp for comparison, u/m (Plate 15) £120-£140 

1088 C H 2004 A British Journey - Wales, 47p error ‘Imperforate pair’ (SG 2470a), one sheet of 100 (yielding 50 pairs) existed, u/m 
(Plate 15) £400-£440 

BOOKLETS

1089 ½B  Collection of mainly decimal Barcode types in two albums to 2001 incl Christmas, Greetings, Retail, Self-adhesive and 
Window types, also small album of ‘Prestige’ issues, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £700-£800 

1090 B  Collection of decimal issues in six blue albums, a good range of types noted incl ‘Bar Code’, folded, ‘Christmas’, 
‘Greetings’, ‘Prestige’ and self-adhesive etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £460-£500 

1091 2A  Collection of 66 ‘Prestige’ booklets in two volumes, apparently complete 1969 “Stamps for Cooks” (2) to 2014 “Great 
War”, with an additional 2013 “Football Heroes”, fine, cat approx £1,900 £400-£440 

1092 ½B  Lightly duplicated range of ‘Prestidge’ booklets from 1996 to 2013, not guaranteed to be comprehensive but most 
present, all fine (61) £400-£440 

1093 A  Selection of fifty-five ‘Prestige’ types from 1969 Stamps for Cooks to 2014 Buckingham Palace, mostly fine £260-£300 

1094 A  Collection of ‘Prestige’ types in white binder, a complete run of forty-seven issues from 1995 National Trust to 2014 Great 
War, fine £220-£260 

1095 A H Collection of booklets from 1968 to 1973 in album (100+) £50-£60 
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FIRST DAY COVERS

1096 e * 2011 September 9th, Centenary of First United Kingdom Aerial Post min sheet on fdc,s, wholesale lot of 50 with either 
“Hendon” or “Tallents House” pictorial postmark £50-£60 

1097 B * Collection of mostly commemorative issues in seven black binders contained in large carton, issues from 1953 to 
Christmas 2014 incl 1957 Parliamentary Conference, a good range of later issues which are mostly Royal Mail types with 
Bureau or Tallents House cancellations incl miniature sheets with 2012 Olympics and Paralympics, se-tenant blocks and 
strips etc, mostly fine (Hundreds) £400-£440 

1098 2B * Accumulation of mostly 1960s to late 1980s fdcs loose in two cartons incl commems, defins, booklet panes and regionals, 
mostly GPO/Royal Mail covers with Bureau or alternative cancels, generally fine (Hundreds) £300-£340 

1099 1½B * Collection in six binders, issues from 1967 to 2015 Smilers, mostly Post Office issues with Bureau/Tallents House 
cancellations, incl definitives with booklet panes and Regionals, commemoratives with miniature sheets, se-tenant

   strips and blocks etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

1100 1½B * Collection of Post Office covers in thirteen albums with good run from 1970s to 2008 mostly typed addresses 
(Hundreds) £130-£150 

1101 B * Collection in six albums from 1968 to 2003, commemoratives only with miniature sheets and se-tenant strips and
   blocks, not guaranteed to be complete, the early issues with hand written addresses, mostly fine (Few Hundreds)
    £100-£120 

1102 C * Autograph: 1981 September 28, “Bob Hope British Classic” (golf) covers, franked with Royal Wedding 14p tied by 
special illustrated cancel, with boxed “SPECIAL NOTICE/ITEM POSTED SUNDAY/AND POSTMARKED MONDAY/DUE 
TO NO SUNDAY POST” h/s and signed by Bob Hope £80-£90 

POST OFFICE LABEL SHEETS

1103 E H 2001 Christmas 20 x 19p and 10 x (1st) each with ‘Consignia 2001’ imprint (SG LS2a/3a) both with slight bends, 
nevertheless a rare pair, cat £1,400 £500-£600 

1104 A H Collection in blue binder, issues from 2004 Hong Kong Stamp Expo to 2014 Kuala Lumpur plus some ‘Commemorative 
Sheet’ issues, fine (100+) £500-£600 

PRESENTATION PACKS

1105 2B H Collection of largely commemorative packs in ten volumes, from 1964 to around 2006, not comprehensive but incl 
two 1964 Forth Road Bridge packs (one without cellophane), also a few definitive and regional packs, almost all fine

   (Few Hundreds) £400-£440 

1106 B H Collection in three small albums and loose, commemorative issues only from 1967 to about 2004, also a few ‘Prestige’ 
booklets etc, mostly fine (Few Hundreds) £320-£360 

1107 B H Collection in five albums, issues from 1983 to 2005, mostly commemoratives incl miniature sheets and se-tenant strips 
and blocks etc, fine (Approx 220) £280-£320 

1108 B H Accumulation in carton, mostly commemorative decimal issues to the early 1990’s, also a few odd fdc’s etc, mainly fine 
(Few Hundred) Offered on behalf of “Cancer Research UK” £220-£260 

1109 B H Collection in five red albums from 1978 to 2002, commemoratives only and not guaranteed to be complete, mostly 
fine £180-£200 

YEAR BOOKS & PACKS

1110 2B H A complete run of 31 year books, 1984 to 2014 all with slipcase, fine £480-£550 

1111 2B H Run-through of 27 year books from 1984 to 2009, also additional 2007 book, a few earlier books opened, the remainder 
sealed and all fine £400-£440 

1112 B H Collection of 24 year books 1984 to 2007, 2003 with damaged spine, all opened and with stamps mounted (with mounts 
supplied) £300-£340 

1113 B H Selection of fourteen yearbooks dating between 1985 and 1998 (not complete), all fine with slipcases £150-£170 

1114 1½B H A substantial run of Year Packs in seven albums from 1985 to 2014, fine £500-£550 
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QUEEN ELIZABETH II - COLLECTIONS

1115 2B H 8 Comprehensive collection in fourteen green albums, unused and used issues from 1952 to Christmas
   2014 incl definitives with Wildings and Castles, later high values to £10, booklets with ‘Prestige’ types, 

commemoratives with the better phosphor sets, later with gutter pairs, miniature sheets incl 2012 Olympic and 
Paralympic issues, se-tenant blocks and strips, self-adhesive issues etc, a useful lot with a very high face value 
(Few Thousands)  £1800-£2000

1116 B H Mostly unused 1970s and 1990s accumulation in carton incl commems and defins with numerous sets in
   cylinder blocks of 9, vals to £5, also some minor varieties, a few earlier QEII pre-decimal issues also present, 

almost all fine u/m (Few Thousands)  £1400-£1600 

1117 B H 8 Collection in five volumes, mostly unused issues from 1953 to 2015 incl definitives with Wildings and Castles, 
booklets and panes, commemoratives with miniature sheets, se-tenant strips and blocks, sheetlets incl the 
London Olympic Gold Winners, Regionals etc, generally fine throughout, also a few earlier unused and used 
issues in blue ‘Collecta’ album in mixed condition (Thousands)  £1000-£1200 

1118 B H 8 Collection of presentation packs, stamp booklets and some mint sets/min sheets in 8 volumes, largely
	 		* from late 1980s ( a few older) to around 2005, the prestige booklets lightly duplicated (up to four of each) with 

some better incl Perfect Coronation (2) and Darwin (2), good selection of “1st” and “2nd” booklets, again lightly 
duplicated, remainder incl defins to £1 and some Smiler sheetlets, almost all fine u/m (Hundreds)  £1000-£1200 

1119 B H 8 Comprehensive unused collection in six albums, issues from 1952 to 2012 incl some booklets with a few ‘Prestige’
   types, panes, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant strips and blocks, definitives with values to £10, 

Regionals etc, generally fine, also a few used earlier issues in mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £800-£900 

1120 A H * Castles: Small collection in stock book with all five printings of the “Wilding” Castle sets, 1959 2s6d horizontal pair both 
overprinted “’SPECIMEN’” in red and “SCHOOL ‘SPECIMEN’” in black (small faults), the 1955 Waterlow set left hand 
marginal’s each overprinted with four vertical Post Office training bars, the later “Prince Andrew” sets incl 1988 in lower 
left (cyl) blocks, 1997 set in similar (cyl “A1”) set, a couple of printing varieties and a few covers, other than mentioned, 
fine the achieves u/m £700-£800 

1121 B H 8 Unused collection of 1960 to Christmas 2009 in six albums with commems substantially complete, also a range of defins 
to £5, min sheets, Greetings and Regional issues, most to early 1970s lightly hinged then u/m, also a few early issues 
unused and used incl 1948 RSW and 1951 high value set unused, an additional stockbook of “spares”, booklets (some 
stamps removed) etc (Thousands) £650-£750 

1122 2BH8 Collection of pres packs substantially complete for Commem sets 1985-2007, also a few defin packs, two stock
	 		* books with mostly u/m QEII sets, three volumes of fdcs, a couple of year packs, booklets etc, cond varies, very high face 

value £650-£750 

1123 A H 8 Collection in green printed ‘Lighthouse’ album, comprehensive ranges of mainly unused issues from 1952 to 1982 with 
most spaces filled incl Wildings and Castles, commemoratives with some better phosphor sets, Regionals and Postage 
Dues etc, generally fine (Few Hundreds) £600-£700 

1124 2½BH Collection of mostly decimal issues to 1994 in ten albums or stockbooks and loose incl booklets with barcode, Prestige
	 		* and window types, commemoratives in blocks, definitives and Regionals, fdc’s from the late 1960’s and Year Books from 

1955 to 1992 complete etc, mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £550-£650 

1125 ½BH8 Collection of u/m decimal issues on pages and in blue binder, incl Machins, Castle high values, £10 Britannia,
	 		* Regionals, commemoratives, booklets and panes etc, also three Birmingham Mint medallic fdc’s and a brown stockbook 

containing all world odds and ends, the decimal issues fine the remainder mixed (Few Hundreds) £360-£400 

1126 ½B H Collection of unused decimal period issues from 1986 to about 2001 in three albums incl booklets with a good 
group of Prestige types, commemoratives, definitives with values to £10 (this in presentation pack) etc, mostly fine

   (Few Hundreds) £260-£300 

1127 BH8* Collection in five volumes much with “Royal” theme incl 1997 Welsh “Diana” presentation pack, high value “Castle” sets 
and defins in presentation packs, a few booklets, ‘Benham’ covers etc also a 1840 1d black used (poor), mostly fine, the 
packs without outer sleeves £200-£240 

1128 ½BH8 Collection of Machins in green album and two binders, issues from 1971 to 2014, useful ranges with fdc’s, unused,
       * used, Prestige booklet panes and miniature sheets etc, also some ‘Post and Go’ issues, mostly fine 
   (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

1129 B 8 Large used duplicated stock in 11 stockbooks, mostly commems from late 1960s to around 2005 with a good 
percentage of complete sets, most ‘commercially’ used but overall cond better than might be expected, ideal for resale 
(Thousands) £200-£240 
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1130 B H 8 Collection of unused commemoratives from 1953 to 1987 incl better 1962-64 phosphor issues, most to early 1970s 
previously hinged, later u/m, a used Collection from 1924 to 1988, this without 1929 PUC £1, RSW £1 and better 
phosphors, also a couple of year packs and other odds (Few Hundreds) £130-£150 

1131 1½B 8 Kiloware: Large accumulation of on and off paper mostly modern issues, the off paper generally sorted into separate 
values incl commemoratives and definitives, a good lot for the club-book or packet (Many Thousands) Offered on behalf 
of “Cancer Research UK” £40-£50 

GREAT BRITAIN - COLLECTIONS

1132 ½B H Unused collection from QV to around 1990 in four ‘Windsor’ albums, QV incl good selection of 1864-79 1d red 
‘plates’ incl 106, 107, 111, 130, 139, 141, 151, 173, 188, 215, 216 and 223, S/P incl 1857 4d rose (large garter), 
1862-64 with shades 3d (2), 4d (3), 6d (2), 9d (2) and 1s, 1865-67 6d lilac plate 5, 1867-80 9d straw and pale 
straw, 1873-80 4d vermilion plate 15, 1880-83 2½d blue plate 23 pair, 3d on 3d lilac, 1883-84 2s 6d (3). 5s (2) 
and 10s, KGV incl 1913 multiple cypher ½d dull green, 1934-36 photogravure incl sideways Watermark, 1934 
re-engraved set of 3, KGVI appears largely complete, QEII incl 1955 Waterlow and 1958 DLR sets u/m, 1958-61 
graphite incl 3d with misplaced lines (just touching perfs), 1959 phos-graphite incl 2d error of Watermark, 1962-64 
phosphor commems, later commems and some defins and booklets (incl 1972 £1 Wedgwood) also present, cond 
of earlier issues rather mixed, later largely fine (Hundreds)  £5000-£6000 

1133 A H 8 Collection in black boxed ‘Windsor’ album and on card folder contained within, unused and used issues to 1951 
incl 1840 1d (3), 2d (4, incl 1 with 1844 type cancellation), later line-engraved with ‘Number in Cross’ cancellations, 
surface-printed with unused and cds used, 1883-84 white paper 2s6d and 5s part o.g., 1884 £1 brown-lilac used, 
1883-84 Lilac and Green set to 9d part o.g., 1887-92 Jubilee set of fourteen part o.g., £1 green used, a good range 
of unused KEVII incl 1s (6), 2s6d, 5s (2), 10s (2) and £1, KGV with used Seahorses to 10s (3), KGVI with all spaces 
filled etc, mixed condition throughout (Few Hundreds)  £4000-£4400 

1134 B H 8 Collection in four SG hingeless albums, from 1840 to 2006, earlier issues mostly used incl 1840 1d black, 1847-
54 embossed 10d and 1s cut-square (faults), 1862-64 incl 9d straw, 1867-80 incl 2s brown, 1867-83 Watermark 
Maltese cross 5s rose plate 1, 10s greenish grey and £1 brown-lilac, all appear sound, 1891 £1 green, 1913 
multiple cypher Watermark ½d and 1d (SG 397/98) unused with large part o.g. , 1929 PUC £1 (small faults), 
1934 re-engraved set, later issues mostly unused incl 1948 RSW, 1951 Festival to £1, 1958-61 graphite and 1959 
phosphor-graphite sets, 1962-64 phosphor commems, later issues with almost all spaces filled and u/m, ‘back of 
the book’ items incl excellent range of postage dues with all basic sets present (these generally lightly hinged), 
cond of early issues often mixed, generally fine from 1960s onwards (Hundreds)  £2600-£3000 

1135 A H 8 Collection from 1840 to early 1960s, majority used with better stamps incl 1840 1d black and 2d pale blue, 
latter four margins, 1847-54 embossed ‘set’, cut square but faults, 1854-57 incl 2d blue LC16 (SG 27), 1855-57 
4d carmine, small and medium garter wmks, 1862-64 incl 9d straw, 1864-79 1d red plates excl 77 and 225 (not 
checked), 1865-67 to 1s, 1867-80 to 2s blue, 1867-83 5s rose plates 1 and 2, 1873-80 2½d rosy mauve incl plate 17, 
Watermark garter 4d vermilion plate 15, 4d grey-brown plate 17 (SG 154) and 1s orange-brown plate 13 (SG 151), 
1883-84 to 10s ultramarine and to 1s green, 1891 £1 green, 1902-10 DLR £1 dull blue-green, fine cds used, 1929 
PUC Watermark sideways set unused, large part o.g., 1937-47 Watermark sideways set to 2½d part o.g., 1948 
RSW £1, 1952-54 Tudor Watermark set to 1s 6d, postage dues to 2s 6d and 1955 Waterlow set, all unused o.g., a 
few fine illustrated fdcs incl 1953 Coronation, 1960 GLO, Europa, 1961 POSB, Parliamentary Conf, rather mixed 
cond but a useful Collection (Few Hundreds)  £2200-£2600 

1136 A H 8 Collection in green ‘Windsor’ album, unused and used issues to 1970 incl 1840 1d (3), later line-engraved
   and a good selection of surface printed issues with some cds used annd values to 10s (2), KGV 1924-26 set of 

twelve u/m, 1939-48 ‘Arms’ set u/m, 1948 Silver Wedding set u/m, 1951 Festival high value set u/m, QEII with 
Wildings and the better phosphor commemorative sets etc, the early issues in mixed condition, the latter fine 
(Few Hundreds)  £2000-£2400 

1137 BH8* Collection in fourteen volumes from 1924 to 1980, unused and used plus many fdcs, quite comprehensive for 
period, better items incl 1924 and 1925 Empire Exhibitions, 1929 PUC incl sideways and inv wmk vars (no 2½d 
inv or £1), 1934-36 photogravure incl sideways and inv wmk, 1937-47 incl sideways and inv wmk, 1939-48 to £1, 
1948 RSW £1 (pair unused and used single), 1952-54 Tudor wmk to 1s 6d in pairs unused, also 2½d block showing 
paper join, 1955-58 Waterlow and DLR sets to £1, 1955-58 St Edward’s crn wmk to 1s 6d in pairs, 1958-65 multi 
crn inv incl 2d pairs, 4d block with good perf shift, 1959 phos graphite incl 2d error,1962-64 phos commems all 
present incl fdcs, later issues for period almost all present with some errors and varieties incl inv wmks, colour 
shifts and a couple of missing colours, also postage dues from 1937 onwards, unused issues to mid 1960s 
sometimes hinged, later generally u/m (Few Thousands)  £2000-£2400 
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1138 A H 8 Largely unused collection from 1911 to 1935, most issues represented incl 1911-12 Downey heads incl a few 
wmk vars, 1912-24 simple cypher incl excellent range of controls incl some pairs, ½d K17, M18, S21, 1d M18 perf 
and imperf (pairs), O20, Q21, 1½d K18, 2d die I M19 pair, O19 pair, die II S21 imperf, 3d G15 perf (pair), S21 perf 
and imperf, 4d S22, 5d incl several pairs, 6d perf 14 R21, 7d bronze green G15 pair, H16 pair and strip of 3, 8d 
K18, 9d agate incl several pairs and single Q20 perf, 9d olive-green and 9d pale olive-green, T22 perf and imperf 
respectively, 10d S22 imperf, 1s N19 perf and imperf, 1915 DLR incl 2s 6d pale brown and yellow brown large part 
o.g., 2s 6d deep yellow-brown cds used strip of 4 (small faults), 5s carmine and 10s blue, large part o.g. (perf 
faults), 1918-19 BW 2s 6d and 5s o.g., 1934 re-engraved set to 10s fresh large part o.g., also some KEVIII, cond 
largely fine with some u/m (Scores)  £2000-£2400 

1139 A 8 Line Engraved: Collection incl 1840 Mulreadys 1d env A182 unused, A180 used by black mc, wrapper A27 unused, 
2d blue used in 1843 within London (defects), 1d black plate 1a or 1b (incl one on OLS), plate 2, 3 (4 incl one on 
cover), 4, 5 (6), 6 (4 incl one on cover), 7 and 8, generally four close or just three margins, 1841 1d red-brown from 
plate 2 to 44 with all plates represented and some better cancels incl numbers in mc with fine ‘4’, 1840 2d blue 
six singles, mostly 2/3 margins, also a strip of three (one heavily cut-into) together with 1d black plate 8 used on 
piece, 1841-51 2d blue incl strip of 3 with ‘12’ in mc and pair (on lavender paper?) with ‘443’ numerals in blue, 1854-
57 perf 2d blues with most plates/perfs/wmk represented incl LC16 plate 5, 1858-79 2d plate number issue incl a 
few plate 12 and almost complete reconstruction of plate 9, 1870 ½d incl plate 9 (trimmed perfs) and plate 11 cds 
used block of 6, all used and overall cond mixed in places but many useful items (Few Hundreds)  £1800-£2000 

1140 2A H Collection in pair of SG ‘Windsor’ albums to 1986, commences with 1840 1d black (appears unused but thinned
   and possibly regummed) and 1841 1d red-brown (2, both without gum), then sparse range to 1960 but incl
   selection of 1858-79 1d red plates and 1870 ½d red plates, few SP vals incl 1883-84 2s6d and 1887-92 ½d to 1s (both),
   1902-10 2s6d, and 1912-24 vals to 9d with good run of commems thereafter, cond varies (Hundreds)  £1300-£1500 

1141 EH8* Selection of eleven stamps incl 1858-79 2d blue plate 15 part o.g., 1870 1½d plate 1 unused, 1847-54 Embossed 
10d brown unused (cut to shape), 1867-83 10s used, 1880-83 3d on 3d lilac unused, 1880-81 5d indigo unused, 
Officials with forged overprints also selection of eight covers incl 1935 ‘Westminster’ Silver Jubilee fdc forgery 
etc, a highly catalogued lot in very mixed condition  £1100-£1300 

1142 e 8 * Small stockbook incl 1840 d black (13, mixed cond buyt mostly 3 or 4 margins) and two (both 4 margins) on
   entires, 4 x 2d blue similar condition, range of perf 1d reds and 2d blues, etc, very mixed cond (200+)  £1000-£1200 

1143 AH8* Collection in green printed ‘Lighthouse’ album, unused and used issues to 1951 incl 1840 Mulready 1d letter sheet 
(stereo unknown) neatly used, 2d envelope (a 196) unused (poor), 1840 1d (3), later line-engraved, surface-printed with 
cds used, 1887-92 £1 green used (2, both poor), KEVII to £1 used, KGV with Mackennals and Seahorses to 10s, 1939-
48 ‘Arms’ set u/m, 1948 Silver Wedding £1 u/m and used, some Postage Dues and Officials etc, very mixed condition 
throughout (Few Hundreds) £900-£1000 

1144 ½B H 8 Collection in five albums, issues to about 1985 incl 1840 1d and 2d, group of 1858-79 1d ‘Plates’ unused, plate 225 
used, later Queen Victoria with values to 10s used, Edwards to 5s (2) and 10s used, 1929 PUC £1 black unused (stains), 
1948 Silver Wedding set u/m, E.II with Wildings, Castles and the better phosphor commemoratives, some decimal period 
booklets, Officials, Postage Dues and Regionals etc, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) £850-£950 

1145 BH8* Collection in seven volumes from 1840 to around 2010, better items incl 1840 1d black (14) used plus one on entire, 1840 
2d blue, fine used by red mc, 1841 1d red-brown extensive used range with many MC cancels, some 2d blue incl pairs, 
strips and one block of 4, 1854-57 1d incl some coloured cancels and multiples, good run-through of SP vals to 1s, some 
KEVII to KGVI but QEII more comprehensive incl better phosphor commems, later issues mostly hinged but good for 
postage! (Few Thousands) £800-£900 

1146 B H Collection in four stockbooks, few earlier issues incl Victoria ‘Jubilee’ set to 1s (both) unused, strength in QEII with 
commemoratives apparently complete, u/m from 1961 to 2014, plus some fdc`s £800-£900 

1147 9B*H8 Extensive, mostly QEII collection in nine cartons incl mint/used sets with some better phosphor commems, fdcs
   from 1960s to around 2009, presentation packs from 1970s to around 2005, PHQ cards incl 1973 Inigo Jones and 

Parliamentary Conference, most from late 1970s to 2009, also some Channel Islands and IOM, not guaranteed to be 
comprehensive but an excellent range (Thousands) £800-£900 

1148 e H Selection on stockcards, mostly unused incl 1883 or 84 2s6d and 5s, KEVII values to 1s, 1924-26 set, 1934 Re-engraved 
Seahorses set, 1934-36 set (2), 1939-48 set 1951 high value set and 1955-58 De La Rue 5s and £1, a few affected by 
poor storage, (Approx 115) £650-£750 

1149 B H Collection of unused issues to 2009 in five albums and loose, incl a few KEVII and KGV issues, 1948 Silver Wedding 
set, 1951 Festival high value set, QEII with Wildings and Castles, the better phosphor commemoratives, decimal period 
with commemoratives incl miniature sheets, se-tenant strips and blocks and ‘Prestige’ booklet panes, definitives with 
Regionals, booklet panes and values to £10 etc, mostly fine (Many Hundreds) £600-£700 

1150 ½B H 8 Collection in three binders to early 2011 incl 1840 1d , some other earlier types but main strength in apparently
   complete run of u/m commemoratives (except phosphor issues) from 1953 Coronation to 2011 WWF with some miniature 

sheets, the early issues a little mixed, the modern fine (Many Hundreds) £600-£700 
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1151 1½BH8 Collection in eleven albums to 2005 incl 1840 1d, KEVII 1d overprinted ‘’SPECIMEN’’, 1939-48 ‘Arms’ set part o.g., 1948
	 			* Silver Wedding set u/m, QEII with good and comprehensive range of commemoratives, definitives and Regionals,
   also some fdc’s with alues to £10 and coin covers (24) etc, u/m, part o.g. and used, mixed condition, many fine 

(Thousands) £600-£700 

1152 1½BH8 Collection in thirteen albums, unused and used issues to 2012 incl 1840 1d, some other earlier types though main value
	 			* in the later QEII decimal period with comprehensive ranges of commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant 

strips and blocks, definitives with some booklets and higher values, also some special event and fdc’s etc, mixed 
condition with many fine (Thousands) £600-£700 

1153 4B H	8 Substantial, mostly modern collection in four cartons incl fdcs from 1990s to around 2005, some presentation packs,
	 			* booklets, a few Smilers sheets, a couple of volumes incl earlier from QV but with strength in decimal postage, also 

Channel Is and IOM, mostly in presentation packs from 1970s to around 2005, mostly fine (Thousands) £600-£700 

1154 2B H 8 Collection in fourteen volumes of mostly Machin defins incl several volumes of booklets and booklet panes from 1967
	 			* to around 1990 incl many fdcs, especially relating to ‘Prestige’ type and earlier ‘window’ booklets, some vars noted incl 

phosphor band shifts, also two volumes of regionals from first issues to 1971, almost all fine (Hundreds) £600-£700 

1155 1½BH8 Collection in nine albums or stockbooks and loose incl E.II period to 1970 in red ‘Windsor’ album with Wildings, Castles,
	 			* the better phosphor commemoratives, Postage Dues and Regionals etc, later decimal commemoratives to 1979, first day 

and special event covers from the 1960’s and 70’s period incl Francis Chichester and Alec Rose signed items, definitives 
and Regionals etc, u/m, part o.g. and used, mixed condition with many fine (Thousands) £500-£600 

1156 2B H 8 Collection from QV to around 2004, early issues sparse but good range both unused and used from KGVI onwards and 
quite comprehensive from 1970s, later issues incl almost all commems unused (most u/m) and often used, also Machin 
and other defins with vals to £5, some booklets incl ‘prestige’ issues, regionals and miniature sheets, untidy in places but 
a useful lot (Few Thousands) £500-£600 

1157 ½BHH8 Small accumulation incl substantially complete part sheet reconstruction of 1841 1d reds, also a selection which
   have been plated, a few multiples incl 1858-79 1d plate 206 and 1880-81 1d Venetian red in blocks of four, the lower 

pair u/m on each, 1934-36 vals to 1s in control marginal blocks of six (stamps u/m) and small album of fdcs, cond varies 
(Hundreds) £360-£400 

1158 ½BH8 Collection in four volumes from 1937 to 2001, largely unused incl 1939-48 2s 6d to £1 (hinged), 1951 2s 6d to £1, 1952-54
	 			* Tudor wmk to 1s 6d, 1955-58 St Edward’s corner wmk to 1s 6d and Waterlow 2s 6d to £1 (hinged), 1962-64 phosphor 

commems incl Red Cross, decimal issues quite comprehensive for period and incl definitive vals to £10 and some 
booklets, earlier issues sometimes hinged, generally u/m from mid 1960s onwards (Hundreds) £360-£400 

1159 2BH8* Collection in six albums and much loose in packets to around the mid 1980’s, incl 1840 1d and 2d, KGVI with
   1939-48 10s dark blue part o.g., 1948 Silver Wedding set part o.g. and 1951 Festival high value set part o.g., 1964 Forth 

Road Bridge Presentation Pack (fair condition), later with fdc’s and a few booklets etc, mixed condition throughout 
(Thousands) £300-£340 

1160 A H 8 Selection in black binder incl small group of used 1840 2d used (poor), 1841 1d reds with re-entries and minor varieties 
etc, 1881 1d lilac with ‘PEARS’/SOAP’ on reverse part o.g., 1934 re-engraved Seahorse set part o.g (10s creased) etc, 
mixed condition (Scores) £300-£340 

1161 2BH8* Collection in fifteen albums, unused and used issues to 2008, incl some early but main strength in the QEII decimal
   period with mostly commemoratives incl miniature sheets and se-tenant blocks and strips etc, also good range of fdc’s 

from the same period, mainly fine (Thousands) £300-£340 

1162 2BH8* Collection in seven albums and loose, unused and used issues to 2008, incl some early but main strength in the QEII 
decimal period with mostly commemoratives incl miniature sheets and se-tenant blocks and strips etc, also fdc’s and 
some Channel Islands and local issues, mixed condition, many fine (Many Hundreds) £300-£340 

1163 2B*	H Collection incl good range of first day covers from 1970s to around 2009, also some mint stamps, presentation packs,
    8 booklets and PHQ cards plus Isle of Man presentation packs, almost all fine (Few Hundreds) £300-£340 

1164 2½BH8 Collection in nine albums and loose, unused and used issues to about 2000 incl 1840 1d, KGVI with 1948 Silver Wedding
	 			* set large part o.g. and 1951 set large part o.g., QEII with Wildings and Castles part o.g., later with values to £10 u/m, fdc’s 

etc, also general all world collection in twelve small albums or exercise books and loose, very mixed condition throughout 
(Many Hundreds) £260-£300 

1165 ½B H Collection of unused issues in two green ‘Windsor’ albums from 1924 to 1981, incl high vals and watermark sideways 
for KGVI, also Castles with 1959 DLR, Wildings incl 1959 phosphor-graphite issue, later definitives with booklet panes 
and Regionals, commemoratives etc, also one album with IOM and C.I. from the same period, generally fine (Many 
Hundreds) £260-£300 

1166 B H 8 Collection in six vols incl selection of late 1980s to early 1990s commems, all in pairs and u/m, some regionals and 
Machins from 1960s to late 1980s, again mostly in pairs and majority u/m, Jersey, Guernsey and IOM from early 1970s 
to mid 1990s, almost all fine u/m (Hundreds) £260-£300 
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1167 BH8* Collection in six volumes and five small approval books incl 1840 1d (poor), some later unused QV and KEVII lower values, 
QEII period with late 1970’s to early 1980’s commemoratives in blocks, a few covers etc, also small blue album with 1977 
Commonwealth Silver Jubilee issues, mixed condition with many fine (Hundreds) £240-£280 

1168 1½BH8 Collection in fourteen albums and loose, some early issues though mostly modern period to about 1978, unused and
	 			* used selections incl QEII pre-decimal commemoratives, later fdc’s, Regionals etc, also similar ranges from Guernsey, Isle 

of Man and Jersey, mostly lower value material noted in mixed condition (Thousands) £220-£260 

1169 A H 8 Unused and used range of KEVII to KEVIII in stockbook with values to 1s, with a few multiples and controls, very mixed 
cond but worth inspection (Few Hundred) £200-£240 

1170 2A H Duplicated accumulation of KGVI and QEII in two large stockbooks with quantity of KGVI incl control blocks of six, noted 
2d pale orange cyl 24. control J41, 7d cyl 2 control E39 bars and 9d cyl 2 control L42, also 1948 RSW £1 (2), and run of 
QEII to late 1970s mostly in multiples, the majority fine u/m (Hundreds) £200-£240 

1171 BH8* General unused and used collection in six albums or stockbooks incl 1840 1d, small group of decimal fdc’s and 
Presentation packs, Channel Islands with Guernsey and Jersey etc, mixed condition (Many Hundreds) Offered on behalf 
of the ‘RP Fighting Blindness’ charity £200-£240 

1172 1½BH8 Collection in fourteen albums or stockbooks, unused and used issues to about 1991 incl 1840 1d (very poor), 1948
        * Silver Wedding set, QEII with some better phosphor commemoratives, group of fdc’s incl 1993 £10 etc, mixed condition 

throughout (Many Hundreds) £200-£240 

1173 BH8* Collection in six albums, unused and used issues to about 2002 incl 1840 1d (poor), decimal commemoratives part o.g, 
commemorative fdc’s from 1972 to 2005 etc, also two albums containing general all world issues, mixed condition (Many 
Hundreds) £200-£240 

1174 ½BH8 Collection in three albums and loose, unused and used issues to about 1980 incl 1840 1d (2), later S/P values to 1s part
	 		 * o.g., 1924-25 Wembley sets part o.g., KGVI values to £1 part o.g., QEII with Wildings and Castles, commemoratives, 

some fdc’s and Regionals etc, mixed condition through (Many Hundreds) £200-£240 

1175 B H 8 Collection in two volumes from 1840 to 1989, earlier issues sparse but incl four margin 1840 1d black plate 4 used, 1841 
2d blue used, 1854-57 LE incl 2d blue SC14 (SG 23a) used, 1862-64 4d red, possibly unused, 1883-84 1½d and 2½d 
part o.g., 1887-92 unused odds incl 6d and 10d, 1924-26 block cypher to 1s part o.g., 1948 RSW £1 u/m, 1962-64 better 
phosphor commems incl Red Cross, u/m, albums well filled from late 1960s and apparently u/m, also one vol of IOM from 
1973-79, vol of RAF Escaping Society covers and some later loose incl 1993 year pack (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 

1176 B * Collection of first day covers from 1936 to 1987 in five cover albums incl 1936 KEVIII ½d, 1½d and 2½d on plain envelope 
with King Edward Banff cds’s, QEII Wilding definitives, 1973 6p gum Arabic definitive on illustrated envelope, later 
definitives with booklet panes, higher values and Regionals etc, many fine (about 260) £140-£160 

1177 B 8 Collection of used issues from to 2009 in five albums and two stockbooks, incl 1840 1d, sparse ranges of later Victoria 
to KGVI issues, strength in the modern decimal issues with commemorative miniature sheets and se-tenant blocks, 
definitives with Regionals and values to £10 etc, mixed condition (Thousands) £140-£160 

1178 E H 8 Small selection in envelope, mostly Machin cylinder blocks and some booklets, also a few earlier issues, u/m, part o.g. 
and a few used, mainly fine (Scores) £120-£140 

CHANNEL ISLANDS & ISLE OF MAN

1179 E 8 1948 Third Anniversary of the Liberation (SG c1 and 2) both in complete sheets of 120, cto with multiple “GEORGE 
TOWN” cds’s dated 10 MY 48 (fdi), unusual £130-£150 

1180 B H 8 Accumulation of mostly 1980s and 1990s in new issue packets incl mint/cto used sets, min sheets, sheetlets with vals to
        * £5 noted and fdcs, almost all fine (Few Thousands) £500-£600 

1181 2BH8 Collection in two large cartons, housed in fourteen volumes from first issues to 1980, Jersey and Guernsey incl good
    * range of German Occupation issues incl some covers, later issues and I.O.M comprehensive for period from regionals, 

then postally independent issues with mint and used sets with some blocks of 4, also fdcs and a few vars, almost all fine 
(Hundreds) £360-£400 

1182 ½B H 8 Collection held in five albums with Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey all substantially complete mostly used to 2000 then 
unused to 2006 and Alderney unused also to 2006, mostly fine (Hundreds) £320-£360 

1183 2A H Collections of Guernsey with Alderney, Isle of Man and Jersey in two printed ‘Schaubek’ albums, unused issues from 
Postal Independence to 1986 with most spaces filled, fine (Few Hundreds) £300-£340 

1184 3B * H Collection of presentation packs and first day covers from all three islands, generally from late 1970s to around 2005, 
while not comprehensive the later issues are more complete, almost all fine (Few Hundreds) £200-£240 
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1185 B H 8 Collections of Guernsey with Alderney, Jersey and Isle of Man in five green ‘Avon’ albums, comprehensive ranges of 
mostly u/m issues from Postal Independence to about 2001 incl commemoratives, definitives and miniature sheets etc, 
mainly fine (Many Hundreds) £200-£240 

1186 ½B H 8 Collections of Guernsey with Alderney and Jersey in two printed albums, unused issues from the mid 1980’s to 
about 1999 with commemoratives, definitives and miniature sheets etc, also album with used odd values, mostly fine

   (Hundreds) £50-£60 

GUERNSEY
1187 1½B H Collections in five albums and loose, unused and used issues from Postal Independence to about 1996 incl many
      8 * presentation packs and a few fdc’s, also some odds and ends of Jersey, generally fine (Hundreds) £240-£280 

1188 ½B H 8 Collection in four green albums, unused and used issues from Postal Independence to Christmas 2014, very 
comprehensive throughout incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant strips and blocks, 
booklets and a few Presentation Packs in brown binder etc, fine (Few Hundreds) £240-£280 

1189 ½B H 8 Collection of unused and used issues from 1969 to 2009 in three albums incl commemoratives with miniature sheets 
and se-tenant blocks, definitives with booklet panes and high values etc, also two albums containing Alderney issues, 
generally fine (Many Hundreds) £140-£160 

1190 A H Collection in green boxed ‘Lighthouse’ printed album, u/m issues from 1941 to 1996 incl, definitives, commemoratives 
with miniature sheets, very few spaces noted, fine (Hundreds) £80-£90 

1191 ½BH* Collection in four blue albums, unused issues to about 1985 and fdc’s to 1993, mostly fine (Hundreds) £50-£60 

1192 ½B * First Day Covers: Collection in three black binders, issues from Postal Independence to Christmas 2014, very 
comprehensive throughout incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant issues etc, fine (Few 
Hundreds) £150-£170 

1193 ½BH8 Alderney: Collection in two green albums and two black binders, unused and used issues from 1983 to Christmas 2014,
        * very comprehensive throughout incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant issues, booklets 

and fdc’s etc, fine (Few Hundreds) £150-£170 

ISLE OF MAN
1194 C H 1968-69 No watermark, 4d bright vermilion, left marginal block of six (3x2) showing additional part strike of perforation 

head, left hand vertical pair has each stamp bisected into four, the adjoining pair with partial vertical perfs (SG 6 var), u/m 
(Plate 15) £100-£120 

1195 ½B H 8 Collection in four volumes from 1958 to 2004, earlier issues unused with some used, appears comprehensive (not 
guaranteed) from late 1970s, both u/m and c.t.o. used, almost all fine (Few Hundreds) £300-£340 

1196 ½B H 8 Collection in five green albums, unused and used issues from Postal Independence to Christmas 2014, very 
comprehensive throughout incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets, sheetlets, se-tenant strips and 
blocks, some booklets and a few loose Presentation Packs etc, fine (Many Hundreds) £240-£280 

1197 ½B H 8 Collection of unused and used issues from 1973 to 2009 in three albums and loose incl commemoratives with miniature 
sheets and se-tenant blocks, definitives with high values etc, generally fine (Hundreds) £120-£140 

1198 ½B H Collection in four albums, unused issues from Postal Independence to about 2000 with commemoratives, definitives and
       * miniature sheets, also fdc’s to 1988, mostly fine (Hundreds) £60-£70 

1199 ½B * First Day Covers: Collection in four black binders, issues from Postal Independence to Christmas 2014, very 
comprehensive throughout incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant issues etc, fine (Few 
Hundreds) £150-£170 

JERSEY
1200 ½B H 8 Collection in five green albums, unused and used issues from Postal Independence to Christmas 2014, very 

comprehensive throughout incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant strips and blocks, 
booklets and a few loose Presentation Packs etc, fine (Few Hundreds) £240-£280 

1201 ½B H 8 Collection of unused and used issues from 1973 to 2009 in three albums and loose incl commemoratives with miniature 
sheets and se-tenant blocks, definitives with high values etc, generally fine (Hundreds) £130-£150 

1202 ½B H  Collection in three albums, unused issues from Postal Independence to about 1985 with commemoratives, definitives
	 		*	 and miniature sheets, also fdc’s to 1987, mostly fine (Hundreds) £50-£60 

1203 ½B * First Day Covers: Collection in four black binders, issues from Postal Independence to Christmas 2014, very 
comprehensive throughout incl definitives, commemoratives with miniature sheets and se-tenant issues etc, fine

   (Few Hundreds) £150-£170 
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Protect your collection with 
Stanley Gibbons albums
All recent Stanley Gibbons leaves are manufactured without the addition of chemicals that would 
present a hazard in use. This enables them to be produced with a neutral PH value to meet the 
ISO 9706 permanence of paper which means that your stamps will not suffer any adverse effects 
by years of storage. If you want to ensure your stamps are safe, you need to make sure your 
album leaves are printed on acid-free paper.

If you are looking to give your collection the home it deserves, there is no better option than 
Frank Godden albums. Each individual album is beautifully handmade to an unmistakable and 
unmatchable quality, with all leaves are now made to the internationally recognised standard 
for archival paper, the type that is used and recommended by all major museums. Revered 
throughout the philatelic world for their supreme quality and craftsmanship, Frank Godden 
albums are built to last a lifetime and to offer you a lifetime of enjoyment. For more information, 
visit www.stanleygibbons.com/frankgodden.

If Frank Godden albums do not suit your budget, we recommend the Exeter peg-fitting and 
Senator Standard springback albums, both of which protect your collection and provide an easy-
to-use storage option. To find out more, contact us on the details below.

Stanley Gibbons 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444 
shop@stanleygibbons.com 

www.stanleygibbons.com
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stanleygibbons.com/app 
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0800 611 622 (UK) 

+44 1425 472 363 (Overseas)
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3easy ways to read Gibbons Stamp Monthly
Per year including postage and FREE online subscription.

Per year for 12 month subscription.

Available to download from iTunes.

 United Kingdom £45.00

 Europe (airmail) £80.00

 ROW (surface mail) £85.00

 ROW (airmail) £116.00

 Per issue £2.99

 6 months £16.99  12 months £31.99

 12 months £24.95

The fi rst choice for stamp collectors since 1890

”
“The premier philatelic magazine available anywhere – 
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THESE terms and conditions (the “Terms and 
Conditions”) set out vendor’s and purchaser’s 
rights and obligations (collectively the 

“Client”) and those of Stanley Gibbons Limited and 
its affiliates (“SG”) in relation to the auction services 
provided by SG. 

In the event that Client uses the auction services 
available on SG’s web site (the “SG” Auction Web 
Site”) such use shall be subject to the Terms and 
Conditions together with SG’s Web Site Terms of 
Service and SG’s Privacy Policy. Clients using the SG 
Auction Web Site agree to click on the link to, and 
familiarise themselves with SG’s Web Site Terms of 
Service and Privacy Policy. 

In the event that these Terms and Conditions 
conflict with SG’s Web Site Terms of Service and/or 
SG’s Privacy Policy then the following priority will 
apply; 
(i)  the Terms and Conditions 
(ii)  SG’s Web Site Terms of Service
(iii)  SG’s Privacy Policy (hereinafter referred to 

collectively as the “Conditions”). 

1. Definitions 
 “Buyer’s Premium” means SG’s buyer’s pre-

mium from time to time in force as set out in 
the Information Section; “Postage and Pack-
ing” means SG’s postal and packing charges: 
“Price” means the hammer price and Buyer’s 
Premium, Storage Charges and Postage and 
Packing (where applicable): 
“Storage Charges” means SG’s storage 
charges from time to time in force as set out in 
the Information Section; 

2. Vendor’s Obligations 
2-1  Vendor warrants to SG and to the purchaser 

that he/she is the true owner of the property or 
is properly authorised to sell the property by 
the true owner and is able to transfer good and 
marketable title to the property free from any 
claim by a third party. Vendor will indemnify 
SG, its servants and agents and the purchaser 
against any loss or damage suffered by either 
in consequence of any breach of the above 
warranty on the part of the vendor. 

2.2  A vendor who sends for sale by auction any 
chattel(s) which is an asset of his/her business 
must disclose to the auctioneer whether or not 
he/she is a registered person for Value Add-
ed Tax purposes. Vendor must also disclose 
if any of his lots are to be offered using the 
VAT margin scheme. This information must 
be supplied on or prior to the delivery of the 
goods. 

Vendor and purchaser acknowledge that all 
copyright, trademarks and other intellectual 
property rights in and relating to SG’s 
publications, or other artistic or pictorial 
representations of the subject matter of this 
agreement are owned by SG. No part of such 
publication, artistic or pictorial representation 
shall be reproduced without the prior written 
consent of SG. 

3. Bidding 
3.1  Subject to these Conditions, the highest bidder 

for each lot shall he the purchaser thereof. 
3.2  Each lot is put up subject to any reserve price 

imposed by the vendor. Written instructions 
as to reserves (if any) must be received by SG 
at the latest on the day before the date of sale. 

3.3  In the event of any reserve price not being 
reached SG is empowered to sell by private 
treaty after the auction any lot at not less than 
the reserve price as long as the goods remain 
on SG’s premises. In the event of such a sale 
these Conditions will apply. 

3.4  Every bidder shall be deemed to act as princi-
pal unless there is in force a written acknowl-
edgement by SG that he/she acts as an agent 
on behalf of a named principal. 

3.5  The bidding and advances shall be regulated 
by and are at the absolute discretion of SG 
who shall have full discretion to refuse any 
bid, to divide any lot, to combine and offer 
lots as one lot and to withdraw any lot or lots 
from the sale without in any case giving any 
reasons. SG reserves the right to bid on behalf 
of purchasers, hut shall not be liable for errors 
or omissions in executing instructions to bid. 

3.6  “Buy” bids without upper limit are accepted 
at the sole discretion of SG. 

3.7  If any dispute arises as to the highest bidder, 
SG shall have absolute discretion to determine 
the dispute and may, without any obligation 
to do so, put up again and re-sell the lot in 
respect of which the dispute arises. 

3.8  SG acts as agent of the vendor save only in 
respect of collection of the Buyer’s Premium, 
where applicable, which SG shall be entitled 
to retain irrespective of and in addition to 
such remuneration as it may receive from the 
vendor, and where SG is stated to act as prin-
cipal in any individual sale. 

3.9  In the event that the purchaser makes a suc-
cessful bid for a lot on which Buyer’s Premium 
is chargeable then in addition to the hammer 
price the purchaser shall also pay the Buyer’s 
Premium on the following basis: 

3.9.1  For taxable lots which are prefixed with letters 
“T” or “F” in the sale catalogue the Buyer’s 
Premium is subject to the addition of VAT 
at the prevailing rate. For non-taxable lots, 
which are sold using the auctioneers’VAT 
margin scheme the Buyer’s Premium shall be 
inclusive of VAT 

4. Payment 

4.1  Purchaser 
4.1.1 The Price shall be paid by purchaser to SG on 

acceptance of his/her bid save that purchas-
ers located overseas shall pay within fourteen 
days of the date of sale or such longer period 
as shall be agreed in writing between SG and 
the purchaser (the onus for such prior arrange-
ments lies with the prospective purchaser). 

4.1.2  If any purchaser fails to pay the Price within 
the time stated in clause 4.1.1, such lot may at 
any rime thereafter at SG’s discretion be put 
up for sale by auction again or sold privately in 
which event the purchaser undertakes to make 
good any reduction in the Price to the vendor 
together with the costs of re-sale, which shall 
become a debt due from him to the vendor to 
the extent that any increased price on re-sale 
does not fully cover the amount of such debt. 

4-1.3  Interest at the rate of 2% per month or part 
thereof shall he payable by the purchaser on 
any overdue account, but SG shall have dis-
cretion to waive payment of such interest by 
notice in writing. 

4-1-4  Purchasers paying for lots by credit card shall 
be liable to a surcharge equivalent to the per-
centage charged by the credit card company to 
SG on the day of payment. 

4.1.5  Postage and packing will be charged unless the 
purchaser indicates, prior to the Auction clos-
ing, that he will collect his lots. In the event 
that the purchaser collects his lots having in-
dicated otherwise on [he bidding from Postage 
and Packing will not be refunded. 

4.2 Vendor 
4.2.1  Vendor shall pay SG the Commission calcu-

lated on the hammer price of each lot. 
4.2.2  Subject to clause 4.2.2, the net proceeds of 

sale, less the Commission will become due and 
payable to the vendor by SG on the latest of 
the following events: 
(i)  thirty five days after the final date of the 

auction sale; or 
(ii)  seven days after SG’s receipt of the Price 

in accordance with Clause 4-1; or 
(iii) where a purchaser has served a notice to 

reject a !o t pursuant to Clause 6.1, seven 
days after SG’s receipt of the certificate re-
ferred to in clause 6,2 confirming that the 
lot is genuine and/or correctly described. 

4-2.3  In the event that a purchaser is entitled to re-
ject a lot pursuant to Clause 6.3 then SG’s sole 
liability to the vendor shall he the return of the 
lot in the same condition as received from the 
purchaser . 

4.2.4  Lots bid on and bought by the vendor will be 
regarded as sold and vendor shall be liable to 
pay the Commission and the Price. 

4.3  Each lot shall remain the property of the ven-
dor until payment of the Price is received in 
full by SO, but such lot shall be at the pur-
chaser’s risk from the fall of the hammer, 44 
Where an agent purchases on behalf of an 
undisclosed purchaser such agent shall be per-
sonally liable for payment of the Price to SG 
and for safe delivery of the lot to the said cli-
ent. 

4-5  Unsold lots which have not been cleared by 
the vendor will be sold after the expiration of 
three months from the date of sale to defray 
the Storage Charges. 

5. SG’s Warranties and Liability 
5.1  SG warrants the description and genuineness 

of all lots comprising three or less items as: 
5.1.1  genuine, unless otherwise described in the sale 

catalogue or by SG; and 
5.1.2  correctly described, including where applica-

ble the date of any certificate forming part of 
the description of the lot. 

5.2  Except as expressly stated in these Conditions 
SG excludes all other warranties and condi-
tions with regard to the information, lots and 
services whether express or implied or statu-
tory (including all implied warranties and 
conditions of merchantability and fitness for 
a particular purpose. 

5.3  Vendor and purchaser agree that SG will not 
be liable to them either jointly or severally, or 
to any third party for: 

5.3.1  loss of items received inadequately packed, 
mounted or arranged; and 

5.3.2  any indirect or consequential loss or damage 
including loss of profits, revenue or business 
howsoever caused (whether arising out of any 
negligence or breach of these Conditions or 
otherwise) even if that loss or damage was rea-
sonably foreseeable by, or the possibility of it 
was brought to the attention of SG. 

5.4  Save where the purchaser is entitled to reject a 
lot pursuant to clause 6.3, in which case that 
shall he the purchaser’s sole remedy, the li-
ability of SG under these Conditions (whether 
arising in negligence or otherwise) will not 
exceed the greater of 125% of the amount of 
any relevant successful bid or if no successful 
hid, the reserve price if any (whichever is ap-
plicable to the circumstances) regardless of the 
cause or form of action. 

5.5  Nothing in these Conditions shall limit SG’s 
liability for death or personal injury resulting 
from 

SG’s negligence. Vendor and purchaser (re-
spectively) agree to indemnify SG against all 

liability, claims and expenses that may arise 
from any breach of these Conditions by either 
of them. 

6. Right to Reject Lots 
6.1  Subject to Clause 6.5 and 6.6 the purchaser 

shall be at liberty to reject any lot comprising 
three or less items if he/she has paid the Price 
and if he/she: 6-1.1 gives SG written notice of 
intention to question the genuineness or as the 
case may be the accuracy of description of the 
lot within twenty one days from the date of 
sale; and 

6.1.2  proves that the lot is not genuine or was incor-
rectly described; and 

6.1.3  returns to SG within twenty eight days from 
the date of sale the lot in the same condition as 
it was at the time of sale PROVIDED that SG 
may, at its discretion on receiving a request in 
writing from the purchaser, extend for a rea-
sonable period the time for return of the lot to 
enable it to be submitted to expertisation. 

6.2  Where a lot has been submitted to expertisa-
rion the costs of such expertisation shall be 
paid by the person (which term shall include 
any company) who returns the certificate and 
item(s) to which such certificates relates. The 
onus and cost of proving a lot to be not genu-
ine or incorrectly described is on the purchas-
er. The inability of any recognised expert or 
expert committee to express a definite opinion 
shall serve to discharge the onus on the pur-
chaser and shall be a ground for rejection of 
the lot concerned. 

6.3  Where the purchaser of a lot discharges such 
onus of proof and complies with the provi-
sions of clause 

6.1  SG shall set aside the sale and repay to the 
purchaser the Price paid by him in respect of 
the lot. 

6.4  Any lots comprising four or more items, or 
miscellaneous lots containing items which are 
undescribed shall be taken by the purchaser 
with all (if any) faults, lack of genuineness 
and/or errors of description and/or numbers 
of items in the lot and the purchaser shall 
have no right to reject any such lot; save that, 
notwithstanding the foregoing where before 
a sale a person intending to bid at the sale, 
gives notice in writing to and satisfies SG that 
any such lot contains any item or items unde-
scribed in the sale catalogue and that person 
specifically describes that item or those items 
in that notice then that item or those items, 
shall, as between SG and that person be taken 
to form part of the description of the lot for 
the purpose of clause 5.1 and clauses 6.1, 6-2 
and 6.3. 

6.5  No lot shall be rejected if subsequent to the 
sale, it has been damaged and/or marked or 
treated by any process whatsoever unless SG’s 
permission to subject the lot to such marking 
or treatment has first been obtained in writ-
ing. 

6.6  No lot illustrated in the sale catalogue or on 
the SG Auction Web Site shall be rejected on 
the ground of characteristics apparent from 
its illustration. Whilst care has been taken 
to-show colour illustrations as accurately as 
possible, reprographic and printing processes 
cannot always guarantee true reproduction of 
colour images. Therefore, no lot illustrated in 
colour shall be rejected on the grounds that 
actual colour differs from that of the illustra-
tions. 

These Conditions together with any special 
conditions, notices, descriptions, statements 
and other matters in the sale catalogue and 
elsewhere, including the SG Auction Web Site, 
concerning any lot are subject to any state-
ments modifying or affecting the same made 
by the auctioneer from the rostrum prior to 
any bid being accepted for the lot. 

7 VAT 
SG operate an auctioneers’ VAT margin 
scheme for the auction of lots which are 
eligible. Lots suffixed by the letters “T” & “F” 
in the sale catalogue are subject to VAT at the 
rate then prevailing on the hammer price. If 
such a lot is exported, outside the EU, and 
the purchaser produces proof of export in the 
correct form, the VAT on the hammer price is 
refundable by SG. 

8. General 
8.1  SG shall not be liable for any delay or failure 

to perform its obligations under these Condi-
tions caused by circumstances beyond its rea-
sonable control. 

8.2  SG reserves the right to vary these Conditions 
with immediate effect from time to time with-
out notice. 

8.3  In the event that these Conditions are held by 
any competent authority to he invalid or un-
enforceable in whole or in part, the validity of 
the remaining terms shall not be affected. 

8.4  These Conditions and any sale organised by 
SG shall be governed by English law and shall 
be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English Courts. 
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